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THE SECOND SON

XVII

SOCIAL PHILOSOPHY

The two brothers lived in the same chambers,

though they did not see very much of each

other ; for Roger generally was not out of

bed when Edmund went out, and Edmund

had retired to his room before Roger came

in at night. They were in different 'sets,,

as has been said. Roger, whom society held

as the more desirable of the two elder Mit-

fords, though inferior in many ways to the

third, had been sucked into a very usual, very

commonplace round of engagements, which,

without any pleasure to speak of, to himself

or any one else, kept him perpetually occu

pied, and in the condition of which it is said

of a man that he cannot call his soul his own.

But it so happened that on this night, of all

nights, Roger had an engagement which he

disliked particularly, or else he had a head-
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2 XVIITHE SECOND SON

ache, or something else had happened which

made him break off abruptly for once in a

way from that absorbing round ; and to the

astonishment and temporary embarrassment

of both brothers, the elder came in while the

younger was still lingering, smoking a cigar

ette, over the dying fire, which was not out

of place even in the beginning of May.

' Hallo ! is that you, Roger ? , said Ed

mund ; and ' Hallo ! are you still there, Ned ?,

said Roger. These were their only saluta

tions, though they had not met all day.

'Yes, I'm still here,, said Edmund, pok

ing the fire to give himself a countenance ;

' naturally—it,s not quite twelve o,clock.,

' I didn,t know that it was so early,, Roger

replied with some embarrassment, bringing

forward his favourite easy-chair.

'Some ofyour engagements fallen through?

By the way, I thought you were to be at the

Stathams to-night ? ,

' Ned,, returned the elder brother, with a

seriousness which perhaps was partly put on

to veil other feelings, ' when girls do run

amuck in society, it's appalling the pace they

go. I,ve laughed at it, perhaps, in other
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families, but, by Jove, when it's a little thing

you,ve seen in long clothes, or short petti

coats ,

' Gerry ? , said Edmund, looking up, with

the poker still in his hand.

Roger only nodded as he threw himself

down in his chair. ' It,s enough to make a

fellow forswear society altogether,, he re

marked.

' She means no harm. It,s because she

was kept in so much in her youth. We are

partly to blame, for we never attempted to

do anything for the girls. There,s poor little

Nina. I don,t wonder if they are wild for

pleasure when they get free : but Gerry

means no harm.,

* Harm ! , cried Roger, ' that little thing

that never spoke above her breath ! She is

as bold as a fishwife, and as noisy as—as

noisy as—I can't find any comparison—as

her kind. They are noisier than anything

else out.,

' It is all ignorance—and partly innocence,,

said the apologetic brother. ' They tell her

it,s fun to startle the old fogies—and she

knows no better. I believe most of them are
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like that. They fear nothing, because they

don,t know what there is to fear ,

Roger kept on shaking his head during

this speech. ' That,s all very well,, he said—

' that,s all very well ; but when it happens to

be your own sister, it takes away your breath.,

To show, however, how little his breath was

taken away, Roger here breathed a mighty

sigh, which disturbed the calm flame of the

candles on the table, and made a slight move

ment in the room. The fastness of Geraldine

had given him occasion to let forth some of

the prevailing dissatisfaction in his mind ; but

the trouble in him did not arise from that

alone. 'And what,s the good of it all,, he

went on, ' even where there,s no harm, as you

say ? Good Lord ! was life given one to be

spent in a round of stupid parties night after

night, and stupid nothings all the day ?

What do I care for their Hurlingham, and

Lords, arid all the rest of it ? I,m not a boy ;

I,m a man. I tell you that I'm sick of all

those fellows that say the same things, and

wear the same clothes, and make the same

silly jokes for ever and ever. Jove ! if a war

would break out or something, a good, savage,
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man-to-man business, like the French Revol

ution ; but the beggars would fight, I can tell

you. We,d neither stand to have our heads

cut off, nor run away.,

' No, I don,t suppose we should—but why

such a grim suggestion ? We,ll have no

French Revolution here.,

' Mores the pity,, declared Roger, with a

sigh. ' It might clear the air all over the

world, and dispose of a lot that could do that,

but are not much good for anything else.,

Edmund feared above all this fierce mood,

which was half made up of longing for those

scenes and objects of living from which he

had been instrumental in drawing his brother

away.

'You should try my haunts for a bit,' he

said, with a laugh. ' My friends are bent—

the most of them—on mending the world.

And now and then one meets an original

who is fun. To-night there was old Gavel

kind—,

He regretted it the moment he had men

tioned the name.

' Gavelkind ! who,s that ? It,s an odd

name ; I remember the name. Something to
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do with law ; now I recollect. It is the old

fellow one used to see about with Mr.

Travers. An original, is he ? And so was

the other old man.,

' Old men seem to have the better of us

in that way,, remarked Edmund. ' They

have had a longer time in which to form their

opinions, I suppose.,

' Not the old fellows about town,, said

Roger fiercely. ' Old beasts ! holding on like

grim death to what they call life.,

'You are severe to-night. If you knew

them better, no doubt you would find there

was some good in them too.,

' Let us have no more of your moralities,

Ned. I can,t stand them to-night. Look

here, did he tell you anything about—about

them, you know—about—Elizabeth—and the

rest? He,s always coming and going. What

did he say about them ? ,

' Roger,, said Edmund, turning from his

brother, and playing with the poker upon the

dying fire, ' I am not much of a fellow to ask

questions—but I should like to know If

you will let me—I should—like to under

stand ,
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' What, in the name of Heaven ? Am I

to be brought to book by you too ? ,

' Bringing to book is folly, and you know-

it. There is one thing I should like to be

sure of. It may be among the things that a

man has no right to ask.'

' Not from a brother ? , asked Roger, with

something like a sneer.

' A brother, I suppose, least of all—and

yet—I may as well say out what I mean.

There is one name which you have singled

out to inquire after. I don,t want to bring

that name under discussion : we have had

enough of that. Roger, as one fellow to

another, without any right to ask or pry into

your business After all that has come

and gone, have you any—feeling about her,

or intentions, or Right ?—no, I have no

right to ask. I said so to begin with : only

the right,, Edmund added, with a little harsh

laugh, ' of wanting to know. ,

He had put down the poker and risen

from his chair, but not to aid his interrogatory

by his eyes. He stood with his back to his

brother, staring into the glass, all garlanded

with cards of invitation, which was over the
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mantelpiece, and in which the only thing he

saw was his own overcast and clouded face.

There was a momentary silence in the room,

into which the creaking of the chair upon

which Roger was leaning heavily, the fall of

ashes from the grate, and even the sound of

footsteps outside, came in as with a curious

diversion of interest, which, however, was no

diversion at all. Roger replied at length,

with his chin set down, and the words coming

with difficulty from between his teeth, in the

tone which all the Mitfords knew :—

' I can,t see why you should want to know,

or why I should submit to be questioned—

or what my affairs are to you., These phrases

were uttered with a little interval between

each, and then there was a longer pause ;

after which Roger exclaimed, suddenly strik

ing his hand upon the table, ' I feel like the

very devil to-night. Why do you provoke

me with questions ? There is no woman in

the world that is worth a quarrel between

you and me.,

Edmund made no reply. He sat down

again in his chair without turning round.

On his side, he thought, no doubt, that the
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question he had asked was one that ought to

have been answered should the whole earth

fall to pieces ; and as for no woman in the

world being worth He could not but

say to himself with some bitterness that the

women Roger knew were indeed worth but

little, which, at the same time, he was aware

was not true. An uncomfortable moment

passed thus. Edmund could keep himself

under, and restrain all words of impatience,

but words of kindness were beyond him.

Presently, in ten long minutes or so, in the

course of nature, he would say something on

some profoundly indifferent subject, and the

incident would be over, without sequence or

meaning of any kind.

This, however, was not to be. The silence

was broken by Roger, though only by the

sound of his chair drawing a little nearer to

the half- extinguished fire ; then he lightly

touched his brother on the shoulder. ' Ned,

I say, no woman,s worth a quarrel between

you and me.,

' I have no intention of making any

quarrel ,

' No, but I know what you think. I asked
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about Miss Travers because—because that

old fellow was connected with her ; because

hers was the first name that came uppermost ;

because Ned, her name is nothing to

me more than any other ; and it,s a pity.

My father was quite right, notwithstanding.

No, more,s the pity, — her name means

nothing to me.,

' But it may, if you regret it already.,

Edmund turned round for the first time,

and looked his brother in the face. Roger,s

eyes seemed full of a moisture which was not

tears ; a strange, softening liquid medium

which made them glow and shine. The look

of them went to Edmund,s heart. He put

out his hand and grasped his brother,s, which

was hot and not very steady. ' Old fellow,,

he said, and said no more. Emotion in

England does not know how to express itself

between two men. Pity, tenderness, an awful

sense of the impotence of humanity, came

into Edmund,s heart and overwhelmed it.

No man can save his brother. The tragic

folly, the passion which would not loose its

hold, the infatuation which appeared to have

laid its hand upon one, and which the other
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understood with an intolerable conviction of

the madness of it, the unworthiness, were

beyond the reach of help. Anger, indigna

tion, wonder, all mingled together, and all

obliterated in pity could do nothing. Ed

mund understood, yet could not understand.

He would have given up all thought of hap

piness for himself, if that would have sufficed

to pluck Roger from the edge of the precipice.

But what could he do ? Words were of no

avail, remonstrances, arguments ; nor even

the pointing out of a better way. No man

can save his brother. He sank back in his

chair with a groan.

' There,s nothing to make yourself unhappy

about, Ned,, said Roger, with sudden cheer

fulness. ' I am safe enough, and out of the

way of mischief here. Out of the way of

mischief ! , he repeated mockingly. ' I should

think so. There is nothing in poor little

Gerry,s set, is there, to tempt a man to folly?,

' I wish there were ! ,

' You wish there were ? You would like

to see Melcombe turned into Vanity Fair, or

into a sort of ante-room to the stables,—

which ? You would like to see dogs and
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horses, and horsey men crowding up the

place ; or a rabble rout, acting, dancing, rush

ing about ; something going on for ever and

ever. Which is better, I wonder,, said Roger,

'a stable-boy disguised as a fine lady, with

the best of blood and all the rest of it, edu

cation and so forth, or a woman descended

from nobody in particular,—just a woman, no

more ? ,

' Is that a question we need to ask ? , said

Edmund. But Roger had left his chair, and

gone to the other end of the room to supply

himself with some of those drinks which seem

indispensable when men sit and talk together,

and he did not hear ; or if he did hear, did

not think it necessary to pay any attention.

He came back to his chair with his glass in

his hand, and began to talk upon ordinary

subjects, to the great relief, yet disappoint

ment, of his brother ; and they sat thus

through the small hours, discussing matters

not of the least importance ; or, indeed, not

discussing anything ; sitting together, while

the fire went out at their feet, making a re

mark once in five minutes or so ; now and

then fortunately hitting upon some subject
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which called forth a little rapid interchange

of words for a few seconds ; then dropping

off again into that silence occasionally broken

with an indifferent phrase. They had both

many things to think of, but carefully ab

stained from approaching again the edge of

any subject that was of the slightest interest.

They would both have been a great deal

better in bed, and they had nothing in the

world to keep them out of it ; no particular

pleasure in this companionship, nothing but

habit, which kept them with their feet on the

fender, though the fire was out ; and, especi

ally with a window open, it is not always

balmy in London in the middle of the night

in May.

At last Edmund got up, stretching his

limbs like a man fatigued. ' I think I,ll go to

bed,, he said. Then after an interval, ' I,ve

half an idea of running down home to-morrow.

There is nothing much for me to do here.,

' Home ! , cried Roger, rising too. ' To

morrow ! That,s sudden, isn,t it ? ,

' No ; I don,t think it,s sudden. I,m not

one of your fashionable men. I never meant

to stay ,
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' Oh ! , Roger said, and that was all. The

remark, however, had a great deal in it. It

meant a little surprise, a slight shock, indeed,

as of a thing not at all expected or foreseen ;

and then a half doubt, an uncertainty, a dawn

of purpose. All this Edmund divined and

feared ; but he made as though he saw

nothing in it except that universal English

exclamation which means anything or

nothing, as the case may be. He lighted his

candle with sudden expedition, so as to leave

the room before the dull air should tingle with

any more words ; before Roger should say,

' I don,t see—why I should not go too., Ed

mund escaped to the shelter of his own room

before these words could be said, if ever there

had been any intention that they should be

said. The elder brother left behind did not

say them to himself. All that he did was

what Edmund had done before, to lean upon

the mantelpiece and gaze into the glass,

about which were stuck so many cards, large

and small. Gazing into a mirror is not an un

usual trick with people with troubled minds.

Sometimes one does but look blankly into

that unreal world, with its mystery and
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suggestions. There is a kind of fantastic

charm in it. Roger did this blankly, not

caring for his own face, in which he could

read nothing he did not know, but gazing

into the void, which was something different

from the well-known room reflected in it,—

something with depths of the unseen, and

darkling shadows as profound as fate. What

did he see there ? No prevision of what was

coming ; only a blank such as there was in

his heart, without power to anticipate, much

less to decide, what was to be.

Going home to-morrow! Presently he

began to take down and turn over in his

hands the invitation cards. At first mechanic

ally, without any thought ; afterwards with

flashes of imagination, of realisation. So

many crushes through which he would make

his way, hat in hand, shake hands with a

few people, say half a dozen indifferent words

here and there to individuals whom he had

probably met half a dozen times before the

same day, and whom he did not care if he

never saw again ; dinners where he would

eat the same delicacies out of season, and

maintain the same talk evening after evening.
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' The Row was very full to-day. I did not

see you at Lady Grandmaison,s. It was

rather a pretty party, considering that so

many people stayed away. We shall meet,

I suppose, to-night at old Bullion,s,—oh,

everybody is going., These were the jewels

of conversation which he would gather, unless

horses were in question, or the prospects at

Ascot, or the opinions of the grooms and

trainers ; or perhaps, which was worst of all,

there would be a young lady in the house,

gently urged upon him, carefully thrown in

his way, sometimes to the girl,s own indigna

tion, sometimes with her consent. As he

went over them all, Roger, being somewhat

jaundiced in his view of society, and glad to

think the worst of it, felt a sickness and faint-

ness steal over him. Why should he stay

for that ? Was this enjoyment ? Town was

supposed to be exciting and delightful, and

the country dull and flat. Well, perhaps the

country was dull and flat. There was nothing

in it, save one forbidden thing, which tempted

him very much. But town!—the vulgar

routine of it, the commonplace, the vacancy,

the same thing over and over again. Why,
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a labourer on the road, a gamekeeper in the

woods, had something to say that varied at

least with the weather or the season. He

did not ask, Are you going here ? Have you

been there ? Yet it was for that that a man

was supposed to stay in London. To give

up, to sacrifice

What ? Roger did what Edmund had

done. He lighted his candle hastily and

went off to his room, to escape—from him

self, which is a thing not so easily done as to

escape from a brother. ' I don,t see why—

I shouldn't go too., Edmund had got away

before these words were said, though he had

seen them coming. But Roger was not so

quick, and could not get away,

vol. n c
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THE RETURN

It is not very excellent policy, perhaps, when

you see the words upon a man,s lips, and

know they must be uttered one time or an

other, to run away before they can be said.

As likely as not they will be worse instead

of better when you do hear them, taking

harm by the delay. When the two Mitfords

met next day, which was not till Edmund

was ready for his journey, it was to him as if

some explosive which he had thought dead

and harmless had suddenly developed and

exploded under his feet, when Roger said

abruptly, ' I think I shall go home too.,

' What ! , his brother cried, with mingled

astonishment and dismay.

'What? Is there any harm in it? I,m

sick of town.,

Edmund said nothing, but waved his hand
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towards all the cards on the chimney-piece,

remarking, however, as he did so, with a chill

of alarm, that they had been taken down from

the glass, and lay together like a pack of

cards among the ornaments of the mantel

shelf.

' Oh, these ! What do they matter ? Half

the people will never remember that they

asked me ; the other half will never find out

that I have not been there. I might not

have thought of it but for our talk last night :

but why should I make a martyr of myself

for a pack of people who care nothing for

me?,

' Not that, Roger ; but a man like you has

—duties. No one leaves London at this

time of the year.,

'You are leaving London. Ned, don,t

talk any nonsense. Duties ! I,m not a young

duke, if that,s the sort of thing you mean.,

' You are the eldest son, which comes to

much the same thing,, said Edmund.

' With a father who is always threatening

to disinherit me, and can if he pleases ; and

after all, no such mighty position, were it as

safe as the Tower. Come, Ned, no folly ;
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London will never put on mourning for me.

Should it shake society to its foundations, I

am still going home.,

' If that is so, you will do what you please,

no doubt,, said Edmund, with much gravity ;

and the consequence was that they travelled

down to Melcombe together, as they had left

it, but with no such eagerness on Edmund,s

part to amuse and keep his brother from

thinking, which had transformed him into an

exuberant, not to say loquacious, conversa

tionalist on the way from home. The

brothers now sat each in his own corner,

moody and silent : Roger, not unconscious

that he was taking a step which might be

fatal to him ; Edmund, vexed and disap

pointed, saying to himself that he might have

spared all this trouble, that after all he was

but an officious busybody, and that after one

tantalising moment of hope everything was

as before.

They reached home while Stephen,s traces

were still warm. He had returned to his

regiment only the day before. ' I wonder

you did not knock against each other some

where on the road,, said the Squire. ' He,s
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always a queer fellow ; he told me you were

coming home.,

' I did not know it myself till this morn

ing,, said Roger ; ' he must have the second

sight.,

' He has very keen eyes of his own, at all

events ; he gave me a number of tips,, said

Mr. Mitford, who was apt to exalt the absent

at the expense of the present. This was the

welcome the young men received. It left an

uncomfortable impression on their minds that

their shortcomings had been talked over be

tween Stephen and their father, which was

not at all the case. To Edmund this gave

scarcely any uneasiness, but it lit up a dark

glow of anger under Roger,s eyes. They

had been talking him over, no doubt, in that

which was his most intimate and sacred

secret, putting vulgar interpretations to it,

hideous developments. Roger thought he

could hear the mocking of Stephen,s laugh,

and it raised in him a responsive fury. What

did Stephen know about anything that was

sacred? He had his own vulgar amours,

and judged others by that standard. Roger

quivered with indignation as the image of
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these possible conversations, which had never

taken place, came before him.

The weather seemed to change all in a

moment as they left town, as it sometimes

does in the capricious English spring. It

had been ungenial and cold there ; here it

was May, as that month should be, but so

seldom is, in all the softness of the early year,

the air sweet with growth and blossom, the

skies shedding balm. Something in this

delicious sudden transformation went to the

young men,s hearts, softening and charming

them. The first dinner, the domestic gather

ing for which Edmund had trembled, passed

over quite harmoniously. Mr. Mitford ap

peared for the moment to perceive that to

irritate his son was bad policy, and Nina,s soft

storm of questions as to Geraldine and Amy

filled up the silence at table. Here unex

pectedly Roger and his father were in accord.

' Don,t you think Gerry might ask me to

come and see her ? Don,t you think I might

write and say I should like to come?, Nina

no doubt was bolder since Stephen,s judicious

drawing out had put so many new ideas in

her head.
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' No,, said Roger, ' certainly not, if you

take my advice.,

' Oh ! that,s not what Steve said : he said

they had such fun ! ,

' I don,t think, sir,, said Roger to his

father, ' it,s the kind of fun you would approve

of for a girl.,

' I have told her so,, returned the Squire.

' There, Nina, you hear what your brother

says ; your brother,s a good authority ; not

like Steve, who is a rover himself. Run

away now, and let me hear of Geraldine no

more.,

' Oh, papa ! , Nina exclaimed.

' I tell you I,ll have no more of it,, said

Mr. Mitford. ' I never liked that sort of

thing. Your mother was a quiet woman,

and I,ve always been used to quiet women.

These girls ought to be spoken to—they

ought to be spoken to. But Stephen tells

me Statham is a fellow that can take care of

his wife.,

' There is no need for alarm, sir,, remarked

Edmund : ' the girls mean no harm.,

' I hate fast women,, said the Squire. ' I

never could bear them. Your mother was a
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pattern ; out of her own house nobody ever

heard a word of Mrs. Mitford. That,s the

greatest praise a woman can have.,

' That is no longer the opinion of society,'

said Roger. ' They think the more a woman

is talked of, the more noise she makes, the

more absurdities she does, the better. If she

has a moment's quiet, she thinks she,s out

of the swim. If she stays a night at home,

she,s half dead with the bore of it. Women

are not what they used to be.,

' The more,s the pity. It's all the fault

of this ridiculous education, which, thank

Heaven, I never went in for,, said the

Squire. ' They think themselves emanci

pated, the little fools, and they don't care

how far they go.,

Edmund had an observation trembling on

his lips, to the effect that education, which

the Squire thanked Heaven he had never

given in to, could scarcely be the cause of

his sister's failings, but he was stopped by a

certain nervous air of seriousness in Roger's

face.

' My own opinion is,, said Roger, whose

eyes had an abstracted look, as if he were
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ruminating a general principle, ' that to find

a woman of the old type, like my mother,

sir,— sweet and womanly, you know, and

fond of home, and satisfied to be happy

there,—whoever she was, would be better

than anything you could get,—family, money,

rank, whatever you please, and a fast girl

along with it. That,s my opinion ; and as

I,ve just come from the midst of them, I

think I ought to know.'

'All right, my boy,, assented the Squire ;

' I,m with you as far as you go. Carry out

your views, my fine fellow, and you may

be sure you,ll please me.,

This pregnant conversation was inter

rupted by a question on Nina,s part, in which

that little person took a very practical view of

the matter. ' Should one always stay at

home ? , she asked. ' If Geraldine and Amy

had always stayed at home, they would never

have been married, and then you would not

have got rid of them, papa. I have heard

you say you were glad to have got rid of

them. If I am never to go on any visit, nor see

any one, you will never, never get rid of me.,

' Run away, Nina. We,ve had enough of
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this. The first thing a woman ought to

learn,' said Mr. Mitford, 'is when to go, after

dinner. Five minutes after the servants,-—■

that,s long enough. Run away.,

But the conversation languished after

Nina,s little white figure stole reluctantly out

of the room. The twilight was sweet, the

windows were open, the air was balmy with

the breath of early summer. The Squire

talked on, but his sons paid slight heed. He

continued the discussion of women which

Roger had begun. But it is rare that such a

discussion can be carried on without a jar,

especially when the company is a mingled one,

and youth, still accessible to romance, not to

say actually touched by the glamour of love,

has to listen to the prelections of an elder

man upon this delicate subject. The Squire

did not transgress decorum—he was not dis

posed that way ; but he was full of that con

tempt for women which men of his age.

especially when freed from all domestic inter

course with the inferior sex, often entertain.

And it may be supposed that his talk about

what constituted a good mother and continuer

of the race, and all the domestic qualifications
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which he thought necessary, was of a kind

little congenial with the perturbed yet absorb

ing passion which Roger had held at arm,s

length so long, only to fall back into with

redoubled force and entrainement now ; or

with the more visionary, yet at the same time

more highly pitched sentiment of Edmund,

whose feet were being drawn away by the

sweet, rising tide, but who had not yet

ventured to launch fairly upon it. Roger was

the more impatient of the two, for his mind

had gone much further than that of his

brother. He was indeed moment by moment

passing out of his own control, feeling his feet

and his heart and his thoughts swept along

by that resistless flood, and all the will he

ever had against it gone like a useless barrier

across a river. He bore his father,s matter-

of-fact discourse as long as human nature, in

so very different a vein of sentiment, could

do ; and it was at last quite suddenly, with a

start, as if he had been touched by some

thing intolerable, that he rose from his chair.

' Excuse me,, he murmured ; ' I,ve got a head

ache, I must try the open air ; ' and he slid

out into the gathering grayness of twilight
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like a shadow, leaving Mr. Mitford open-

mouthed, with the half of his sentence un

said.

' I,m afraid Roger is not very well,, cried

Edmund, getting up ; ' if you,ll excuse me

too, sir ,

' Nothing of the sort,, said the Squire.

' Excuse you ? No, I won't excuse you ; sit

down, I tell you, Ned. What ! your first

night at home, and neither one nor the other

of you can spend half an hour with your

father after dinner ? Let Roger alone :

you,re not a couple of girls to make your

selves interesting, fussing over each other,s

headaches. I suppose the truth of the matter

is, he wants his cigar. I'm glad he,s gone,

for one thing. You can tell me what he,s

been about, and in what mind he's come

home.,

' I can tell you neither the one nor the

other,, said Edmund, not sufficiently under

his own command to overcome his annoyance

at being detained, and his fear as to what his

brother might do. Then he added, ' I must

follow him, father ; for Heaven,s sake, don,t

detain me ! He may be going ,
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' Sit down, sir,, exclaimed the Squire, with

a powerful hand on his son,s arm, forcing him

back into his chair. ' Let him go to—the

devil, if he likes : if he means to, do you

think you can keep him back ? ,

' That is true,, said Edmund, yielding,

with once more that sense of impotence

which makes the heart sick. What could he

do, indeed ? Certainly not keep back Roger,s

fated feet from the path which any opposition

would make him only the more determined

to tread. No man can save his brother. To

have to submit to his father,s interrogations

was hard, too.

' Where may he be going ? What does

he want?, asked Mr. Mitford. 'Do you

mean to tell me he,s come home as great a

fool as ever ? Do you mean to tell me

Why, what was that about women ? What

did you understand by that ? The fellow,s a

liar as well as a fool, if it wasn,t Elizabeth

Travers he meant. Right sort of woman,

whoever she was ; better than rank, and so

forth,—well ! she,s nobody ; but she,s worth

a score of the fast ones. Isn,t that true ?

What do you mean, confusing my mind again,
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when what he has said is as clear as day

light ? I tell you, Ned, if he,s deceiving me

again ,

' I never said he was deceiving you. I

am not my brother,s keeper. I can,t give

you any account of Roger.,

' You mean you won,t. I know, honour

among thieves. You'd rather see your father,s

heart broken, and all his plans put out, than

split upon your brother. That,s your code,

never mind what becomes of me. Your

father,s nobody, and his interests are nothing:

but stand together like a band of conspirators,

and keep him in the dark. Keep him in the

dark !—that,s what you think honour. It,s

not the first time I,ve found it out.,

' Father, I don,t think you have any right

to question me so. I should not betray my

brother if I could ; but as it happens, I can,t,

even if I wished, for I know nothing. We

have not been very much together even in

an outside way ; and if you think he opens

his heart to me ,

' To whom does he open his heart, then ? ,

cried the Squire. 'Has he got a heart to

open?. It doesn,t seem so, so far as his
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family is concerned. Now look here, Ned,

this sort of thing can,t go on. He must

make up his mind one way or the other. If

he will not take my way, he shall not take

my property ; that,s as clear as daylight. If

he's meditating any disgrace to his family,

it shall never be done in this house, I can

answer for that. You,d better warn him ;

you shall have it, not he.,

'I, sir!, cried Edmund, springing from

his chair.

' No heroics, for I shan't believe them.

Melcombe is mine, to dispose of it as I please.

Unless Roger does as I wish, he shan,t have

it, not a square foot of it. You shall have it ;

I,ve said so before. You think I,m joking,

perhaps ? I never joke on such subjects ;

you shall have it. There ! my mind is

made up, and there,s not another word to

say.,

' Stop a moment, father,, exclaimed Ed

mund. ' Nothing in this world,—neither your

will, nor the law, nor any motive in existence,

—would make me take my brother,s place. I

don,t joke any more than you do, once for

all.,
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' Bah ! , said the Squire ; ' wait till you,re

tried. Your brother,s place ! It is nobody,s

place ; it,s my place till the last moment I

can hold it, and then it goes to whoever I

choose. Hold your tongue, Ned. And now

you can go and look after your brother.

Take care of him, pretty innocent ; don't let

him fall into bad hands. You,ll take greater

care of him than ever, now you know what,ll

happen if you don,t succeed.,

He went off, with a laugh that rang

through the room, tramping along the cor

ridor with his quick footstep, which was not

heavy for so large a man, yet vibrated through

the house, finding out somehow every plank

that sounded and every joint that creaked, as

no other step did. When that hasty progress

had concluded with the swing of the library

door, another door opened softly, and Nina

stole in.

' Oh, is papa angry ? Oh, Edmund, is it

about me ? '

' Nina, you have been listening again ?,

' No, indeed ; oh no : besides I could not

hear a single word ; everything was quiet, as

if you had been the best of friends. It is
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only his step like that, and then he slammed

the library door.'

' The library door always makes a noise ;

no one was angry ; there was not a word said

about you. Be satisfied, Nina ; I,ll come and

talk to you afterwards. I,m going out a

little now.'

'Are you going after Roger, Ed

mund ? for I,m sure he,s gone to the West

Lodge.,

'What do you know about the West

Lodge? What nonsense you talk, Nina!

What should Roger do there ? He has gone

to smoke his cigar.'

' I know very well,, said the girl ; ' he had

no cigar. He came round to the hall to get

a hat, and then he went off. Oh ! I know

quite well what it means when people walk

in that way.,

' In what way ? ,

' I am not very good at explaining : going

straight on, with their heads bent, as if they

did not want to look where they were going,

because they knew so well. Do you mean

to say you don,t know ? ,

Edmund, alas, knew very well what she

VOL. II D
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meant. He flung himself back into a chair

with that sense of despairing which had

seized him so strongly on various occasions

already. What could he do to stop those

steps of fate ?



XIX

ANOTHER TWILIGHT

Roger went out into the twilight without see

ing anything, with his head bent, taking long

steps straight forward, as his sister had said.

While he had been musing the fire had

burned. All the way down in the silence of

the noisy train, all through the dinner hour

with its needful ceremonials, the thoughts so

long repressed had been flowing on and on

in full stream, until his heart was full and

could no longer contain itself. He had re

lieved himself a little by these enigmatical

speeches about women. ' A woman of the

old type, like my mother, sweet and womanly

and fond of home, and satisfied to be happy

there—whoever she might be—would be

better ' It was a relief to say this : it

was the last development of the thought

which had given him so much comfort, per
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haps the first thought which had given him

any comfort at all in the whole matter. In

stead of a fast woman, or a horsey woman,

or a woman given up to ' fun , and sport, to

find one who was all a woman, the flower of

life, the sweet, the gentle, and the true. No

one could deny that ; it was clear as daylight.

It might be a good thing, if you so chanced

it, to find such a woman in your own class,—

one that knew all the little punctilios, how to

receive your guests, and sit at the head of

your table, and all that. Yes, it might be a

good thing : one who had connections some

thing like your own, though everybody says

your wife,s relations are a bore. That might

be an advantage, if it so happened. But

otherwise, instead of one of the society

women, those creatures who cared for nothing

but amusement, how much better to have a

fresh and uncontaminated being, vigorous

and pure as nature could make her, knowing

no harm nor thinking any ! A wife like that

brought new blood and new possibilities to

a house. It was a thing that ought to be

done, for mere policy, from time to time.

True, there might be drawbacks,—drawbacks
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that were very evident on the face of them :

the father and mother, for example, who

would turn everything upside down. That

could never be a pleasant thought ; but it

was better than a band of fast girls and doubt

ful men who would convert one,s house into

a bear-garden. People put up with these

last because the offenders had good names,

because they were in ' society,, though Heaven

knows their manners were often bad enough,

—worse than the Fords. The Fords—well,

no doubt that would be a bitter pill ! But at

least it was a thing which nobody would

have any business with—a skeleton which

could be comfortably disposed of in the cup

board at home. Better that a thousand times

than the other. He repeated this to himself

again and again, or rather it turned over and

over in his mind, giving him the most

curious justification in everything he was

doing. He had struggled before as against

a thing that had no excuse, but now he had

found one ; now it seemed to him of two

possibilities the better one,—far better for

himself, for the race, and the name.

The spring night was very sweet. There
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were great bushes of hawthorn here and there,

gleaming whitely through the faint half light,

filling the air with their fragrance. He

wandered from point to point, half guided

by those trees, taking much the same course

that Stephen had done. It was a fortnight

later, and the moon, which had been then

young, was now on the wane and rose late.

That was one element of enchantment with

drawn ; and Roger, though much more apt

to regard things poetically than his brother,

was not doing so to-night. He did not think

of the sweetness of the evening, scarcely

even of her sweetness who was drawing him

towards the place where she was. It was,

he would have said, the serious, the practical

part of the question that occupied him now.

He had not any love meeting to look forward

to, as Stephen had ; no feeling of triumph,

no excitement of the senses, was in him.

He was going over the matter, as he thought,

coolly, balancing the advantages and disad

vantages, and for the first time seeing all

that was to be said on the favourable side.

He was hardly aware, even, that all this time

he was coming nearer and nearer to Lily.
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He had not had any thought, when he set

out, of seeing her that night.

When he saw something moving among

the trees, not far from the West Lodge,

Roger was startled, almost alarmed. He

went towards the thing by instinct, saying

to himself, however, that it must be one of

the servants, or perhaps some passing vil

lager, not aware that this was not the per

mitted way. He was in the clothes he had

worn at dinner, and, like Stephen, the white

ness of his linen was like a moving speck

in the dark. He went on, quickening his

pace, he hardly knew why ; going up to the

spot where somebody must be, partly with

the instinct of proprietorship to warn off an

intruder, partly with a less defined feeling.

Something indistinct separated itself from

the trees, as he went on, and turned towards

him. There was a little cry, a tremulous

Oh ! and a sound like the flutter of a bird—

and was it Lily, with a quick movement,

who came to meet him, as if she had ex

pected him, as if she would have run to him ?

He asked, with a sudden leap of his heart,

' Who is it ? who is it ?—Lily ? ,—making a
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rapid step forward, so rapid that she was

almost in his arms. Then there was a quick

recoil, a cry almost wild, with a sharp note

of wonder in it,—' Mr. Roger ! ,—and he saw

that it was Lily, but Lily drawing back,

startled and frightened ; not ready, as he had

thought for one moment of surprise, to fling

herself into his arms.

' Yes, it is Roger,, he said. ' You thought

it was—some one else ? ,

' I was looking for—my father—he is late,

and I came out to look for him. Mother

was—a little anxious., Lily was breathless

with alarm or some other feeling, and panted

between the words—' and we did not know,

sir, that you had come home.,

' You could not. I came on the impulse

of the moment, I scarcely know why.1

' They say,, said Lily, still panting a little,

' that it is very gay in London at this time of

the year.'

' Yes, it's very gay. I am not fond of

gaiety. The park here, and a young gentle

creature, like you, walking in it in the sweet

evening, that is more delightful to me.,

'Oh, Mr. Roger!,
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' You think I don,t mean it, perhaps, but

I do,, said Roger, feeling his own breath

come a little quickly. 'You suit the soft

darkness of the evening, Lily. It is like

poetry, and so are you.,

' I am only a poor girl, Mr. Roger,, said

Lily. It was not a speech such as she was

usually disposed to make. She could not

tell, indeed, by what impulse it came from

her. There was a little vexation in it, for

she could not help thinking, with a faint

pang, that Stephen had never said anything

to her so pretty as this. But then Stephen

laughed at poetry : he was superior to it.

' Poor or rich makes little difference that I

know of,, said Roger, who also had struck

a quite unusual vein. 'A true woman is

always in her fit place.,

'It is very good of you to say so, Mr.

Roger,, exclaimed Lily, rousing up to the

occasion, 'for there are some people who

don't think so well of us as that : they scold

poor mother for me, as if I were not fit for

my own home.,

' I hope you will not be offended, Lily :

but no one can help seeing that the keeper's
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lodge is not the sort of place from which one

would expect you to come.,

'It is my home, though,, said the girl ;

and she added tremulously, ' Do you think,

if I were in the position of a lady, I wouldn,t,

I shouldn,t— shame those that put me

there ,

' Shame ! ' Roger cried, with indignation.

It all seemed to him very strange, as if he

had walked into some fairy place where there

were no disguises, and carried his breast

uncovered, so that the throbbings might be

seen. ' I cannot imagine any place,, he

added gravely, ' so beautiful or so refined

that you would not be in your place there.,

Even in the uncertainty of twilight Roger

saw the blush of delight that covered the

girl,s face ; but he did not know that it was

not for him.

' Thank you,, she said ; ' perhaps I,ll never

be anything but what I am ; but if I should

ever be different, I am glad to know that

you don,t think I,d bring my—friends to

shame.'

' Hush ! hush ! , he said, ' that can never

have anything to do with you.,
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Lily had gone on towards the lodge, and

Roger walked by her in a curious fascination,

like that of a dream. He had never expected

nor planned to have this interview. He was

not even prepared for anything it might lead

to. He had never talked to her before in

the freedom of complete solitude, with no

one near them to interrupt. If he had ever

seen her alone, it had been but for a few

minutes, with Mrs. Ford always ready to

come in. But the effect of finding himself

thus with her bewildered rather than encour

aged him. He had let the first overflowings

of his heart have vent,' which might be mere

vague compliment, and no more. But her

presence in the midst of this stillness, the

sensation as if they two were all alone in the

world, no one near them, was for the present

as much as his mind could take in. He was

prepared for nothing more. The silence was

so long that at last Lily herself spoke.

'It's very sweet,, she said, 'to have the

park to walk in. It,s beautiful in the

evenings. There has been a moon, but

now it is on the wane, and does not rise till

late.,
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' Is this where you walk always,—not

down to the village ? '

' The village !—oh no ! What should I

do in the village ? I have no friends there.

It is hard upon a girl when she has got a

better education, and cannot move in the

class she belongs to, Mr. Roger. They

don,t like me for that ; and they're so differ

ent, I don,t care for them.'

' You can have nothing in common with

them,, he said.

' No,, assented Lily. ' I should like to be

with the ladies and gentlemen ; but they

would have nothing to say to me.,

' You are mistaken, Lily. That is not the

case, at least so far as—some are concerned.

Women, people say, are jealous. But on the

other hand ,

' Oh yes, Mr. Roger,, said Lily, ' I know

there are gentlemen who are pleased to come •

and talk. They think it amusing to see me

in my father,s cottage. But I hope you don,t

suppose that,s what I care for. I think more

of myself than that.,

' I beg your pardon,, he cried, ' with all my

heart. I hope you don,t imagine I could
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ever mean ■ Lily, you don,t know with

what reverence I think of you. I have been

among women who are not fit to tie your

shoes ; and to think of you has kept me from

despising my fellow-creatures and growing

bitter and hard. You don,t know what it

does for a man to remember a girl so spotless

and sweet as you.,

Lily was frightened by the meaning of his

voice, the earnestness with which he spoke,

and the fine words, finer than anything that

had ever been said to her before. And she

reflected that to have two brothers making

love to her would be very strange, that it

would scarcely be right. She hastened her

steps a little over the soft undulations of the

turf.

' You are too kind, Mr. Roger,, she said.

' If you knew me better, you would not per

haps think so well of me. I am well enough,

but I am not so good as that.,

' It is not a question of thinking well or

ill,, exclaimed Roger, with the strange sensa

tion going through all his being that fate had

got hold of him ; that the current against

which he had been struggling, sometimes so
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feebly, had at last got the better of him, had

swept him off his feet, and was carrying him

away. ' I have long ceased to think so far

as you are concerned. I can only feel that

you have been a new life to me since ever I

first saw you. I have fought against it—I

will not conceal that from you—and tried

hard. Lily, I wonder if you ever thought of

me?,

' Oh yes, Mr. Roger,, she said tremulously,

walking on faster ; though in her agitation

she kept stumbling as she went. ' We all

thought you very kind. It has been very

good of you, coming to the lodge. It is get

ting late, and I must hurry home. Perhaps

father has got in the other way.,

' Lily, stop a moment : kind was not what

I meant. Kind !—it is you who must be

kind to me, Lily. Don,t you really know

what I mean ? ' he asked, touching her arm

with his hand. ' I want you to be my wife.,

' Oh, Mr. Roger ! , cried Lily, moving

suddenly away from him with a voice and

gesture of horror. She said to herself in her

fright, her heart almost standing still for a

moment, then leaping up again in a very
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frenzy of excitement, that it was like being

courted by a brother. Should she tell him ?

How could she answer him ? And she en

gaged to Stephen ! She had never felt so

terrified—so overwhelmed, in her life.

'You are frightened,, Roger said. 'Why

are you frightened ? Don,t think of anything

but ourselves, Lily. Be selfish for a moment,

if you can be selfish. Everything will come

right afterwards for the others, if it is right

between you and me.,

' For the others ? , she repeated, faltering,

gazing at him with large and tearful eyes

through the dimness of the night.

'Yes, yes,, he cried impatiently. 'You

are thinking of your father and of my father.

All that will come right. Lily, you must have

known : I have not taken you by surprise.

Will you ? will you ? My Lily ! Words

cannot say what is in my heart for you.'

' Oh, Mr. Roger,, she exclaimed, again

putting up her hands between them, 'don,t,

please don't talk so ! I mustn,t listen to you.

It makes me feel as if I were—not a proper

girl. Mr. Roger, oh, for everybody,s sake,

go away, go away.,
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'For everybody,s sake?, he said, the

moisture coming to his eyes. ' Is that what

they have put into your dear mind, that you

must not listen to me, for everybody,s sake ?

But, my dearest, if I answer for it that no

body shall come to harm, if I tell you that all

shall be well ? Surely you may trust me

that nobody shall come to harm.,

She made no reply, but hurried along,

stumbling over the inequalities in her path,

with her head averted a little and horror in

her heart. 'Stephen! Stephen!, she said to

herself; but she dared not utter his name.

What would Stephen think if he heard his

brother thus offering her himself and all he

had ? In the shock of fancied guilt, Lily

could not realise what was the offer that was

being made. The heir of Melcombe and all

that he had ! Her brain was not even

touched by the magnificence of the conquest.

Perhaps she had not yet time to realise it.

She was eager for the shelter of the cottage,

eager to get away from him, terrified to be

tray herself, still more terrified lest she should

do or say something that would make Stephen

angry : his brother, which was the same as
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her own brother,—something too horrible to

think of! He went on speaking, she scarcely

heard what, as he hurried on beside her ;

begging her to pause, to think ; telling her

he would wait for his answer, that he saw

she was beside herself with fear. ' But why ?

why ?, Roger cried. ' My sweet Lily, do

you think I would risk your father,s living ?

Do you think I would do him harm ? If my

father even should stand in our way, do you

think I wouldn,t keep him from suffering ?

Hear reason, dearest, hear reason !, He was

out Of breath, and so was Lily. She only

cried, 'Oh, Mr. Roger!, as she hastened on.

Mrs. Ford stood at her garden-gate look

ing out for Lily, and saw with wonder and a

shock at her heart the figure which accom

panied her child, clearly a gentleman, with

his white shirt front, otherwise indistinguish

able in the night. Her first thought was

that some one was insulting Lily.

' I,m here, dear, I,m here ; you,re all right

you,re close at home ! , she cried.

'Oh, mother, it,s Mr. Roger!, cried Lily

in reply ; but she did not pause as if her

mother,s presence reassured her. ' Good-

VOL. II E
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night, sir,, she said, and ran in. And in the

stillness of the place the lover and the mother,

facing each other in the dark, could hear her

footsteps climbing hurriedly up the narrow,

steep staircase till she reached her room, in

which sanctuary both sight and sound of her

disappeared.

Mrs. Ford and Roger were left standing,

confronting one another, and the position

was not without its disagreeable side. Mrs.

Ford looked at Roger, and her fingers began

to fumble with her apron. Fear for her

daughter, uneasiness in the presence of her

master,s son, whom she was so unwilling

to offend, took all assurance from her tone.

And yet, if any wrong had been done to her

child ' Mr. Roger,, she said, trembling,

' you have given my Lily a fright.,

' It appears so. Mrs. Ford, I hope you

will stand my friend and bring her to hear

reason. It must be Ford and my father she

is thinking of. No harm shall come to Ford.

I have asked her to be my wife.,

Mrs. Ford gave a shriek which echoed

out into the stillness among the trees. ' Oh !

good Lord!—Mr. Roger!, she cried.
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BROUGHT TO BOOK

There is at once something very ^exciting

and strangely calming in having at last carried

out an intention long brooding in the mind.

The thrill of the real and actual through all the

veins is suddenly met and hushed in the awe

of the accomplished. And all the hundred

questions which had been distracting the

spirit,—shall I ? shall I not ? shall it be now?

soon ? a lifetime hence ? will it be for good ?

will it be for evil ?—all these doubts, uncer

tainties, peradventures, cease and disappear,

leaving a curious vacancy and awe of silence

in the soul. No need for them any longer ;

no room for further debate. Whether it

ought to have been now or never, whether it

was for good or evil, it is done, done, and

never can be undone. Perhaps to the most

happy such a crisis is something of a shock,
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and in the midst of rapture even a regret

may breathe, for the time when everything

was still wrapped in the mists of uncertainty,

everything possible, nothing accomplished.

Probably, even in such a matter as a declara

tion of love, the fact is always less delightful

than the anticipation. Fancy alone is high

fantastical ; the imagination which gives us

so many of our highest pleasures is exigent.

A look, a touch, the inflection of a tone, may

offend its overwrought expectations, and

reality can never be so wholly sweet as the

pictures it has drawn.

Far more than in ordinary cases was this

the case with Roger. The melting of modest

half-reluctance of which he had dreamed ; the

shy, sweet wonder of the girl to whom he was

opening (how could he help knowing that ?)

gates as of heaven ; the pause of delicate

hesitation, doubt, alarm, all of which his love

would have so amply cleared away,—these

were not what he had encountered. His suit

had been received with an appearance of terror

very different from that veiled and tremulous

happiness which he had imagined to himself.

She had been not shy, not trembling only,
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but afraid, in a panic of real terror, anxious

to escape from him ; too much terrified to

hear what he had to say. To be sure, he

felt himself able to account for this, in a way

which exalted and ennobled Lily, since it was

her utter unselfishness, her preference of her

father,s interests and of his, Roger,s interests,

to her own, her determination to allow no

quarrel on her account, no family break-up,

no endangerment of others, which had made

her receive him so strangely. But yet it had

been a disappointment. He had not, indeed,

allowed his imagination to dwell on that

scene ; other questions, far more dark and

tragic, had kept him from such lover's dreams ;

but yet by turns, in the pauses of his anxious

thoughts, there had gleamed upon him a

sudden picture of how that gentle heart would

understand his, of the struggle in Lily's trans

parent countenance, the spring of delight, the

pause of soft alarm. He had seen these

things by a side glance. But the picture had

not been realised.

This was the first sensation. Then

followed others more personal. He had done

this thing over which he had hesitated for
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months, which he had recognised as a re

volution in his life, full of terrible, perhaps

tragical, consequences. He had foreseen all

these, both great and little, from his own

banishment from his father,s house (which did

not seem a very real danger) to the more

horrible certainty of the close ties which

would be established between him and the

Fords, the place they would have a right to

in his household, the gamekeeper father, the

homely drudge of a woman, who would be

brought so near him. All this he put behind

his back now with disdain. What he had

done he had done, and nothing could undo it.

He raised his hand unconsciously as he

hurried across the park, waving all these

spectres away. He had accepted them, and

their power was gone. He thought of them

no more.

A kind of exaltation came into his mind

as he went home. To have done it after all

was much, to have got out of the region of

conflict and doubt. Strange to think that he

had been wasting his strength in futile conflicts

only this morning ; that yesterday he had

been struggling in those nets of society which
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he loathed, and had almost believed of him

self that he never would have done this

thing, which now it was as certain he must

have done as if. it had been planned amid all

the counsels of the spheres. And who should

say it had not been so planned ? When the

great crises of our life arrive, we are seldom

unwilling to recognise that there is something

providential in the way they come about ; or

at least, if we are very advanced and superior,

to smile upon the weaker sweet imagination

which seems to have some fanciful justifica

tion for thinking that Heaven itself might

have taken that trouble. For how can there

be a greater thing than the bringing together

of two human creatures, from whom a greater

and a greater life may spring, until the race

touches again the spheres ? Marriages, the

simple say, are made in heaven. They are

fit things to be made in heaven : not the

marriages 'arranged, in society, with so

much blood and beauty on the one side, and

so much money on the other, or between

two great estates which would naturally come

together, or for any other horrible devil,s

reason, not Heaven,s ; but between two
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genuine human creatures, man and maid,

between the primeval Two, the pair on whom

all life is founded and all society. Roger was

not, perhaps, a man of poetical thought in

general, but the mind which usually thinks

in prose will sometimes strike a higher

note of poetry in exceptional elevation and

excitement than the more poetically dis

posed. Then he thought of the fast women,

the girls like Geraldine and Amy, and of the

contrast between the noisy racket of that

unlovely life and the beautiful tranquil exist

ence of the true woman, working all day

under a humble, quiet roof, walking in her

sweetness among all other sweet and tender

influences in the soft May evening, amid the

dews and balmy odours of the park. How

different, he thought with a certain glorying

in his own apparent unsuccess (which he did

not believe, would not believe, was real), how

still more different would have been the re

ception of his suit in that other world, the

great world, where he was known as an

excellent parti, the heir to a good estate !

There would have been no hesitation about

the girl he had chosen ; the parents would
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have accepted him with open arms. Lily,s

panic was sweet in comparison—how sweet !

To her it was the obstacle that he should

be the heir of Melcombe. How different !

This thought carried his soul away, floating

upon waves of immeasurable content.

He had reached the house before he was

aware, going quickly in the abstraction of his

mind. It stood solid in the summer dark, a

big shadow softly rounded off by the surround

ing trees ; the great cedar on the lawn like a

tower, more substantial even in its blackness

of shadow than the human house with its

flickers of light at the windows. He came to

it upon the garden side, where were the long

row of projecting windows. In Nina,s, which

formed one of the drawing-room bays, there

was a light, and he saw her little face appear,

suddenly pressed against the glass, peering

out at the sound of his footstep on the gravel.

A more subdued light, that of his father,s

shaded lamp, shone from the corresponding

window of the library. Did his father rise

too at the sound of his step, or was it only his

imagination that suggested a stir within ? He

had passed these lights, and was making his
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way round to the door, which he could see

was open, showing the coloured lamp in the

hall and a glow of variegated light upon the

black oak carvings, when he heard himself

sharply called from a little distance beyond.

It was the Squire,s voice. Roger felt in a

moment that all that had gone before was as

child's play, and that now the great crisis of

his life had come. He went forward slowly,

and I will not say that his heart did not beat

louder. He was a man fully matured, not one

to tremble before a father ; and yet there went

through him a thrill of something like alarm,

—a thrill which did not mean fear, nor any

disposition to yield to his father the arbitra

tion of his fate, yet which was a summoning

of all his energies to meet a danger which he

had foreseen without ever expecting it, and

which, far sooner than he had supposed, was

to settle and decide the future tenor of his

life.

' Roger, is it you ? I might have known.

What do you mean, bursting in at the windows

and scaring poor little Nina ? Nobody shall

do that in my house.,

' Has Nina said so ? , asked Roger sharply.
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' I came in at no window, sir. When you

called me I was making my way to the door.'

The Squire paused, and looked at his son

as a bull might look, with his head down

before charging. ' It doesn,t matter,, he said,

'door or window. Where have you been,

sir ?—that,s the question. Only a few hours

at home, and here,s somebody who must

receive a visit, who can,t be put off,—the first

night ! Where have you been ? ,

' Where have I been ? Surely I am not a

child, sir, to be questioned in that way '

' No, you,re not a child, more,s the pity.

A child can do no harm but to himself. You

—can disgrace your family and everybody

belonging to you. Where have you been,

sir, to-night ? '

' I have been,, said Roger, with a strong

effort at self-control, ' in the park. When you

think of it, you will see that a man of my age

cannot be asked such questions. Let the

night pass, father. If you have anything to

ask that I can answer, let it be to-morrow.,

' It shall be to-night ! , cried the Squire,

with foam flying from his lips. ' And you shall

answer what questions I choose to ask, or else
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I will know the reason why. In the park ?

I know where you have been, you poor fool.

You have been at the West Lodge ! ,

' Well, sir ; and what then ? , said Roger,

the blood coursing back upon his heart, all

his forces rallying to meet the attack. It

subdued his excitement and made him calm.

He stood firmly looking in his father,s face,

which he could scarcely see, except that it

was infuriated and red. And there was a

moment of silence,—dead silence,—into which

the stirrings of the night outside and the

movements of the house came strangely.

For a moment Mr. Mitford was speech

less with rage and consternation. Then he

turned and walked quickly into the house,

waving to his son to follow him. ' We can,t

talk here. Come into my room.,

The library was a large room lined with

books, a miscellaneous collection, abundant

but not valuable, in dingy old bindings,

which made the walls dark. One lamp, and

that a shaded one, stood in a corner on the

table where Mr. Mitford read his news

papers. This was the only light visible.

The Squire went up to it, and threw himself
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into his armchair. Roger did not sit down.

He stood with his hand upon the table,

which was in the light, but his face was

in shadow. This gave him a slight ad

vantage over his father, who was full in the

light.

'You say "What then?," said Mr. M it-

ford, 'and you say it mighty coolly, as if it

didn,t matter. Let,s understand each other

once for all. It,s some time now since you

have set yourself to thwart my plans. I was

ready to settle everything for you, to make

it easy,—and you had the best of everything

waiting for you to pick up. By Jove, you

were too well off,—that,s all about it. Well,

what,s come between you and all this ? Your

mind's changed, and your ways. Once you

were all straight, doing very well, though

you were always a stubborn one. Now '

' I am still a stubborn one, I fear,, Roger

assented, with an attempt at a smile.

' None of your smiling ! , cried the Squire.

' It,s no smiling matter, I can tell you.

What,s the reason? Confound you, sir,,

exclaimed the angry father, the foam flying

from his lips again, 'do you think I don't
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know what it is ? A dressed -up, mincing

milliner,s girl—a doll with a pretty face—a—

a creature ! I,ve seen her, sir,—I,ve seen

her. Ford's daughter,—the keeper ! That's

what takes you every night from home.

And you come back from low company like

that to your sister,s—and look me in the

face ,

' I hope,, said Roger, pale and trembling

with passion, ' I can look any man in the

face. And as for my sisters, any one of

them, if they were half as good as she of

whom you speak ,

The Squire was purple : it was not much

wonder, perhaps. And he knew that was a

bad thing for a man of a full habit, like him

self ; and with one big word to relieve his

mind he forced himself into a sort of calm

ness, resuming his seat from which he had

started. Losing one,s temper does nobody

any good. He puffed forth a hot blast of

angry breath, which relieved him, and then

he assumed what was intended for a polished

air of composure.

' Good ! I see you have made up your

mind. May I ask what course you intend to
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adopt in respect to this paragon ? I suppose

you,ve settled that too ? ,

' Sir,, said Roger, ' when a man loves a

woman, and she is free to marry him, there

can be but one course to adopt, so far as I

am aware.,

' Oh ! so that is it : " there can be but one

course!'" repeated the Squire, with that

highly offensive attempt to mimic his son,s

tone which was habitual to him. Then

thundering, ' You mean to marry the bag

gage, sir, and bring her to this house, to

your mother,s place ! ,

' She was my mother,s favourite ; she has

been trained upon my mother's plan,, said

Roger, with white lips.

' Your mother's favourite—for a waiting-

maid ! Trained upon your mother,s plan—

to cut out aprons and sew them ! Is that

what you want her for ? But let me tell you,

sir, that girl shall never sit in your mother,s

place—never, if there was not a woman but

herself in the world ; never, if What is

the use of wasting words? If you mean to

make such a disgraceful match, you had better

count the cost first, which is—Melcombe in
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the first place, and your supposed position

here. The land shall go to your brother ; I

withdraw your allowance. Love is a fine

thing, isn,t it? Go and live upon it, and

see how you like it then.,

' Father!, gasped Roger; he felt it neces

sary to control his own passion, and caught

at the word to remind himself of a bond that

could not be ignored.

'It is of no use appealing to me. You

think I have been uttering vain threats and

have meant nothing ; but, by Jove, you shall

find out the difference. I,ve not been a

pedant,, cried the Squire, ' nor a prude,,—

they were the first words that occurred to

him. ' I,ve paid your debts, and put up with

—many things no father approves of.,

' You must think, sir, that you are speak

ing to Stephen, and not to me.,

• ' Hold your tongue, sir ! , thundered the

Squire. ' I know what I am saying and who

I am speaking to. Stephen may be a fool,

but not so great a fool as you are. He

would not throw away his living and his

place in the world for any woman. Look

here ! either you give up this business at
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once, this very night (I,ll pack the whole

brood away to-morrow, out of your road),

and settle down and marry as you ought,

and do your duty by your family, or—good

bye ! , cried the Squire angrily, kissing the

tips of his fingers,—' good-bye ! Take your

own way ; it,s to be hoped you,ll find it a

wise one. As for me, I,ve nothing more to

say.,

1 Father ! , exclaimed Roger again. The

shock, for it was a shock, calmed him once

more. There had been no very cordial rela

tions in the family, perhaps, but never a

breach. And his home exercised that charm

over him which an ancestral home does over

most Englishmen. The disinheritance did

not strike him as anything real, but the

severance had a horrible sound ; it daunted

him in spite of himself.

* I will listen to no appeal,, said the

Squire. ' You think you can touch my heart

by that "father" of yours. Pshaw! you're

not a baby ; you know what you're about as

well as I do. We,re both men, no such

wonderful difference. I,ll have no false sen

timent. Do what I require, or if you take

VOL. XI F
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your own way, understand that Melcombe

will never be yours. I may settle some trifle

on you for charity, but Melcombe '

' In that case, sir,, said Roger slowly and

stiffly, ' words are useless, as you say. I

can't take your way in what,s life or death to

me. Melcombe—can—have nothing to do

with it so far as I am concerned. It is

yours, not mine, to dispose of. And as for

charity , His hand clenched upon the

table, showing all the veins ; but his face,

which was white to the lips, was in the

shadow, out of which his voice came tuneless

and hard, with pauses to moisten his throat.

It stopped at last from that cause, his mouth

being parched with agitation and passion, on

the word ' charity,, which, had he retained

the power of expression, would have been

full of scorn : but he had lost the power.

The door opened behind them at this

crisis, and Edmund came into the room.

Edmund had been uneasy all the evening,

but his mind went no further than uneasi

ness. He feared vaguely a quarrel between

his father and brother. He feared that

Roger, in his excited and uncertain state,
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would bear no interference, but this was all.

He came into the room anxious, but scarcely

alarmed, and took no fright from the words

he heard. ' Charity,,—it had ended thus, he

thought, amicably, on some mild matter of

benevolence on which father and son were

agreeing. But this delusion lasted a moment,

and no longer.

' Here, Ned,, cried the Squire, ' you,re

just in time. Your brother thinks more of

your interest than his own. Your name

goes down in the will to-morrow in the place

of his. Shake hands, old fellow ; it,s you

that are to have Melcombe. You are a bit

of a milksop, Ned, but never mind. Shake

hands on it, my boy.,

' What does this mean ? , cried Edmund,

hurrying forward into the light. But Roger

did not wait for the explanation. He caught

his brother's hand as he passed him, and

wrung it in his own ; then hurried out of the

room, leaving the two others, the one at the

height of excitement, the other disturbed and

wondering, looking strangely into each other,s

eyes.
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Edmund and his father stood looking at each

other, as Roger,s steps died away. They

listened with a curious unanimity, though the

one was at the height of unreasoning anger,

and the other anxious and alarmed, — as

people listen to steps that are going away

for ever. There seemed some spell in the

sound. Mr. Mitford was the first to break

free from it. He threw himself down in his

chair, making it creak and swing. ' Well ! ,

he cried, ' there's heroics ! And now to

business. You were surprised, I don,t doubt,

at what I said just now, Ned. You thought

I didn,t mean it. You thought, perhaps, I

had said it before. There you,re wrong.

If I said it before, it was but a threat, a crack

of the whip, don,t you know, over his head.

I am in serious earnest now.,
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 ' About what, sir ? ' asked Edmund.

' Pardon me if I don,t understand.,

' You mean you won't understand,,. retorted

the Squire, who spoke with a puff of angry

breath between each phrase, panting with

anger. ' It is too late for that sort of thing

now. You had better give me your atten

tion seriously, without any quixotical non

sense. I don't say it is wrong to consider

your brother. You've done so as much-

more than he or any one had a right to ex

pect ; but you're doing no good, and that is a

sort of thing that can,t go on for ever. You

had better accept the position, and think a

little of yourself now.,

'What is it, father? You would not, I

am sure, do anything hasty. Roger,s not a

prudent fellow, and he has a hot temper. If

he has done or said anything that offends you,

it was inadvertence, or carelessness, or ,

' I know very well what it was, without

any of your glosses. If you mean to say

that it was not with any intention of being

cut out of my will in consequence, I grant

you that. Most likely he does not believe I

shall ever be aggravated to the point of cut
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ting him out of my will. What he wants is

his own way and my property too. Yes,,

said Mr. Mitford, with a snort of hot breath,

' that is what he intends,—it,s simple. But

there,s a limit to that as to everything else,

and I,ve reached that limit. I,ve been com

ing to it for some time, and he,s clenched it

to-night. I want to speak of yourself, not

Roger. So far as he,s concerned, there,s not

another word to say.,

' He can,t have done anything since he

came home—if it,s only something foolish he

has said ,

'Hold your tongue, Ned! There,s not

to be another word on that subject, please!,

with fierce politeness. Then the Squire

added with a snarl, ' He,s asked Lily Ford

to marry him,—or means to do so,—and tells

me she was his mother,s favourite, and there

fore is fit to be put in his mother's place. By

Jove!, cried Mr. Mitford, puffing out once

more from his nostrils a hot blast, ' and the

fellow thinks I,m to stand that! It,s all

quite settled ; we may take it quietly ; there,s

nothing more to say. Now comes your turn,

Ned. You won,t disgrace me in that sort of
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way, I know. You may sink into a corner

and do nothing at all,—that,s likely enough,

—but you won,t disgrace your family. Try

and be something more than negative, now

you,re at the head of it. You,re not the man

your brother is, though, thank Heaven,

you,re not the fool he is, either. Why, if

you put your best foot foremost—there is no

telling — Lizzie Travers might like you as

well as Roger. You could but try.,

The Squire exhaled a part of his excite

ment in a harsh laugh. It sounded coarse

and unfeeling, but in reality it was neither.

It was anger, pain, emotion, the lower ele

ments heightened by something of that irrita

tion of natural affection which makes wrath

itself more wrathful. Edmund did not do

justice to his father. He was horrified and

revolted by the supposed jest, and had he

given vent to his feelings he would have

made an indignant and angry reply ; but the

thought that he was Roger,s sole helper re

strained him. He must neither quarrel with

his father, nor even refuse these propositions,

however horrible they were to him, for

Roger,s sake.
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' It would be very painful to me,, he said

gravely, ' to be put in my brother,s place.,

' What, with Lizzie Travers ?, cried the

Squire, with another laugh. ' Take heart,

man. Women, as often as not, prefer do

mestic fellows like you.,

Edmund had a hard struggle with himself.

He had the sensitiveness of a man whose

mind was touched with the preliminaries of

love, and in a semi-reverential state to all

women ; and to hear one name thus tossed

about was almost more than he could bear.

But there was a great deal at stake, and he

mastered himself.

' You might leave me your heir, sir,, he

said, ' but you could not make me the head

of the family. After you, Roger is that,

though he had not a penny. I am very

strong on primogeniture, so far as that goes.,

' Primogeniture is all humbug,, said the

Squire. ' If it were not that those Radical

fellows are so hot against it,—as if it could

do anything to them !—I should say myself

it was a mistake. Let the father choose the

son that suits him to come after him. That,s

what I say, and that,s my case. As for the
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head of the family, don,t you trouble your

mind, Ned. The head of the family is the

one who has the money. You may take my

word for that.,

' And yet, sir,, said Edmund quietly, ' if I

were owner of Melcombe to-morrow, and

had everything you could give me, I should

still be obliged to bear the Mitford arms with

a difference, to show I was not the first in

descent.,

This statement made the Squire turn pale.

It will probably not impress the reader very

profoundly, unless, indeed, he belongs to an

old county family, and knows what such a

misfortune is. For a moment it took away

Mr. Mitford,s breath. He had not thought

of that. . Roger landless, with full right to

the ancient coat ; and Edmund rich and the

proprietor of everything, yet bearing a mark

of cadency, his younger son,s difference !

That was a bitter pill. He had not thought

of it, and therefore received the blow full on

his breast. The first effect it had was to

make him more and more angry with his

eldest son.

'Confound the fellow!, he cried, with an
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earnestness of objurgation which was more

than wrath. Roger was not only making

his father angry, but giving him occasion for

serious thought. A mark of cadency ! It

was an idea for which the Squire was not

prepared.

'And if what you foresee should happen,,

said Edmund, with grave persistency, follow

ing out his line of argument without raising

his eyes, ' if we should marry and leave chil

dren behind us, there would be the Mitfords

who are the elder branch poor, and the Mit

fords who are ,

' Stop that ! , cried the Squire ; ' if it is so,

it can,t be helped. Do you think I,m going

to let myself be balked and all my plans frus

trated by a trifle like that ? Let them be the

elder branch, and much good may it do them !

—the children of Lily Ford, my gamekeeper,s

grandsons! By Jove!, Mr. Mitford felt

himself grow purple again, and saw sparks

flying before his eyes : and he stopped, for

he knew it was not good for him to let ex

citement go so far. To decide which of his

sons should succeed him was one thing ; to

open the way for him to receive his inherit
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ance at once was very different. He had

not the least intention of doing that. ' It,s

quite enough,, he said, ' for this time that you

understand and accept my settlement. I

have had enough of it for one night. To

morrow we,ll have Pouncefort over and settle

everything. You can leave me now. Why

the deuce did you let the fellow come here ? ,

he exclaimed, with a sudden outburst, as

Edmund turned to leave the room.

'You may ask that, sir. It is my fault.

I told him I was coming, which I had no

need to do.,

' Need ! I would as soon have told him

to hang himself. And what did you want

here ? Couldn,t you have stayed in town

and kept him straight ? What is the good of

you, if you can,t do a thing like that ? , The

foam began to fly from the Squire,s mouth

as the gust of irritation rose. ' A younger

brother, sir, should have some feeling for the

family. He ought to be able to sacrifice a

little to keep his brother straight. Good

Lord, what is the use of him if it isn,t

that ? And here you come vapouring to the

country for no reason, and tell him you are
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coming ! Tell him ! For goodness, sake,

why ? ,

' It was the act of a fool,, said Edmund,

with bowed head.

' It was worse,, cried the Squire. ' It was

the act of Jacob, he that was the supplanter,

don,t you know, that took his brother by the

heel—it,s all in the Bible. It,s your fault,

and it will be to your advantage : that,s the

way of the world. Oh, I don,t suppose you

thought of that,—you,re not clever enough ;

but I should, in your position. I should have

seen what people would say. You,ll get the

land and the lady, while Roger, my poor

Roger—•—, And here the Squire broke

down. Who could doubt that to cast off his

eldest son was a misery even to this high-

tempered and imperious man ? Roger was

lost to him,—there was no going back upon

the decision ; but still a man might rage at

the things and chances which had turned

his son aside from the right way.

' Father, for God,s sake, let things be as

they are ! , cried Edmund. ' Do you suppose

I would take Roger,s inheritance from him ?

When you think of it you will relent ; and I,
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for my part, could only accept as his trustee,

as his representative, to frighten him, since

you think proper to do so, but to re

store ,

The Squire looked up, suddenly brought

to himself by this unguarded speech. His

momentary emotion had blown off, and the

watchfulness of the man determined to have

his own way, and to permit no one to inter

fere, started up in full force. ' Oh ! , he said,

' so that,s it. Your compliance seemed a

little too gracious. You,re not so ready to

humour me in a usual way. So that,s it !

I might have known there was something

underhand.,

Anger flamed up on Edmund,s cheek ; but

he restrained himself once more. If he let

himself go and joined Roger in his banish

ment, who would there be to make any stand

for the disinherited ? Stephen ? He did

not trust Stephen. He said gravely, ' I do

not suppose you mean, in this respect at

least, what you say. I have never, that I

know of, done anything underhand.,

'Well, perhaps that was strong,, said the

Squire. I don,t know that you have, Ned ;
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but I,ll have nothing of the kind here. I

hope Pouncefort knows his business. If

you,re to be my heir, you shall be so, not

merely a screen for Roger. Go away now.

I,m excited, which, if I had any sense, I

shouldn,t be. One lets one,s self get excited

over one,s children, who don,t care two straws

what happens to one. That is the truth.

You are interested about your brother ; but

as for me, who have brought you up and

cared for you all your life ,

The Squire,s voice took a pathetic tone.

He really felt a little emotion, and he was

not in the way of using histrionic methods :

but yet everybody does this at one time or

another, and he was not unwilling to make

his son believe that he felt it a great deal.

And Edmund was aware of both phases.

He knew that his father was not without

heart. He was even sorry for him in the

present complication of affairs ; but it went

against him to fall into the pathos which was

suggested, and make any pretty speech about

Mr. Mitford,s devotion to his children and

the manner in which they repaid it. He

stood still for a moment, silent, making no
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response, feeling to himself like an imperson

ation of the undutiful and ungrateful. What

could he say ? Nothing that would not be

at least partially fictitious, as had been the

appeal.

' I think I will take myself off, sir,, he said,

'as you tell me. To-morrow we shall all

know better, perhaps, what we are about. I

am very much taken by surprise. I never

for a moment supposed that, in earnest, you

meant to disinherit your eldest son.,

' You thought I meant it in jest, then ? ,

said the Squire. ' It,s a nice thing to joke

about, isn,t it, a man,s eldest son ? Well, go.

I have had about enough of this confounded

business for one night.'

He felt that his effort had failed, and he

was vexed to think that his voice had trem

bled, and that he had really been touched by

his own fatherly devotion, and in vain ; but

that soon went out of his head when his son

had left him, and he sat alone surveying all

the circumstances at his leisure in the quiet

which solitude gives. He leaned his head

upon his hands, and stared at the light, which

came with so much additional force from
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under the shade of the lamp. He was not a

happy father, it was true. His children had

gone against him,—Roger violently, Edmund

with a silent disapproval which was very try

ing to bear, Stephen with the careless inso

lence of a young man who knows the world

much better than his father does. Even the

girls paid no attention to his wishes. The

elder ones were fast young women about

town, which was a thing he detested ; and

Nina was a little gossip, no better than a

waiting-maid at home. These things all came

to the Squire,s mind in this moment which he

passed alone. He had done a great deal for

them all, especially for the boys, and this was

how they repaid him. He protested in his

own mind against it all,—against their indif

ference, their carelessness, their superiority to

his opinion. That was what a man got for

taking a little trouble, for trying to make a

home for his family, for giving up all pleasure

outside of his own house. It was rather a

fine, disinterested, noble-minded picture he

made of himself. It looked very well, he

thought unconsciously. He might have

married again ; he might have spent his time
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at race meetings, or gone into society, or

amused himself in a great many ways ; but

instead he had lived at home, and brought up

his children, and devoted himself to them. It

was a fine thing to have done. He had been

comparatively young when their mother died,

and she, poor thing, had gone early. But he

had never given her a successor, as he might

have done ; he had never abandoned her

children : and this was how they rewarded

him,—to propose to put Lily Ford in their

mother's place ; to pretend to accept his favour

in order to give it back to Roger, whom it was

his intention to disinherit ; to go against him,

cross him, show how little they cared for him

in every way !

Mr. Mitford was not softened by his reflec

tions ; after that touch of pathos and admiring

self-pity, he worked himself up into anger

again. They might think to get the better

of him, but they should not. They were all

in his power, whatever they might think. He

was not bound to give them a farthing, any

one of them. He might marry again, for

that matter, and have heirs who would be

perfectly docile, who would never set up their

VOL. II G
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will against his. By Jove! and that was

what he would do, if they did not mind. Who

could say that even Lizzie Travers herself

might not think a man of sixty-five, hale and

hearty, a man who knew the world, as good

as any one of the young fellows that did not

know a fine woman when they saw her ? She

was not in her first youth, after all,—not what

you could call a girl. She was twenty-five.

The Squire said to himself that he might do

a great deal worse, and that she might do a

great deal worse. This gleamed across his

mind for a moment with a triumphant sense

of the universal discomfiture which he might

thus create all around. But, to do him justice,

it was not such a suggestion as found natural

root in his mind ; and presently he returned

to the practical question. To disinherit Roger,

yet leave the next heir free to reinstate him,

was, of course, out of the question. The

Squire drew his blotting-book towards him,

and began to write out his instructions to

Pouncefort. He was not at any time a bad

man of business, and the excitement in his

mind seemed to clear every faculty. He who

had prided himself so on his freedom from all
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bonds of entail or other restrictions upon his

testamentary rights began, with a grim smile

upon his face, to invent restrictions for his

successor. He tore up several copies of the

document before he satisfied himself at last ;

and as he went on, getting more and more

determined that his son should have no will

in the matter, the Squire finally decided upon

conditions by which Edmund was to be tied

up harder than any tenant for life had ever

been before him, with the most minute stipu

lations as to who was to succeed him,—his

own children first, then Stephen and his

children, then the girls,—not a loophole left for

Roger, nor for any arrangement with Roger.

The Squire perhaps saw the humour of this

when he read the paper over and shut it into

his drawer before going to bed, for there was

a smile upon his face. Nevertheless, he

breathed out a long breath as he lighted his

candle, and said to himself, ' He'll never be

such a confounded fool,' as he went upstairs

to his own room through the silence of the

sleeping house.
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A MIDNIGHT TALK

The house, however, was not so still as Mr.

Mitford supposed. It contained at least one

room in which an exciting act of the same

family drama was being carried on. The

brothers had not met immediately after Ed

mund had left his father : for a few hours

they had been alone, following each the

thread of his own excited and troublous

thoughts. Roger had gone out to calm the

fever of his mind in the coolness and dark

ness of the night. Edmund, hastening out

of his father,s presence after his dismissal,

had sunk into a chair in the hall, where all

was vacant, the night air breathing in through

the open door, the shadows of the trees

waving faintly, the leaves rustling. He had

thrown himself down there in the dark, where

no one could see him, to escape from the
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necessity of doing or saying anything. As

he sat there Nina,s little white figure came

out from the drawing-room, peered about

with anxious curiosity, then vanished up

stairs ; and Larkins appeared, with a footman

after him, to shut up for the night. Edmund

did not move while they passed from one

room to another, closing the windows, letting

down the bolts and bars. The jar of these

noises gave a kind of unwilling accompani

ment to his troubled mind. Then a quick

step, unsteady with passion and excitement,

approached rapidly and rang upon the pave

ment. ' Is it you, Roger ? , his brother said,

rising out of the shadows. Roger was in no

mood to talk ; he waved his hand as if to

put all interruption away, and hastened to

his room with an evident disinclination for

any further intercourse. But an hour or two

later, when all was still, Edmund, who had

taken refuge in the meantime in the billiard-

room, which was the one room of the house

left alone by Larkins, always a refuge for the

young men—their sulking-room when they

were indisposed for family society,—heard

the door suddenly open and his brother come
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in.. The only light in the room was from

the lamp suspended over the billiard-table,

and throwing a vivid glow upon the green

cloth. The large bow-window at the end

let in a prospect of pale sky . and waving

branches. The room was in an angle separ

ated from the rest of the house. Roger

came in like a ghost, scarcely seen, and

threw himself upon a chair near the one

which Edmund had himself taken ; and there

they sat for some time, stretching out their

long limbs, extending, as it were, their minds,

racked with distracting thoughts, with no

thing to say to each other, and yet so much ;

communicating a mutual malaise, misery,

difficulty, without a word said. They had a

degree of family likeness which made this

mute meeting all the more pathetic. They

were antagonists in interests, according to

any vulgar estimate of the case. The

younger brother disapproved profoundly,

miserably, of what the elder had done. He

felt the inappropriateness of it, the folly of it,

to the bottom of his heart ; and yet in this

troubled chaos, where all landmarks were

disappearing and every established law being
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abrogated, he was one with Roger, smarting

with him under the wounds given by his

father,s rage, and even moved (though he

was so much against it) by a sort of in

stinctive sympathy with that fatal infatuation

of foolish love.

They began to talk at last in monosyl

lables, which dropped now and then into the

silence with a question and answer half ex

pressed. ' All settled, then ? ,—' Nothing to

be done?,—' All ,— ' Nothing., Then another

long pause. By degrees a few more words

came to Edmund,s lips and a longer reply

from Roger,s ; then, the ice once fully broken,

the brothers settled into talk.

'Don,t spoil your own life for me, Ned,,

said Roger ; ' the die is cast for me. And in

every way it is better, when you come to

think of it. I don,t say there is not reason

in it, from his point of view. I,ve never

been blind to that side of the question. I

know that it might not be easy to reconcile

everything—the father and mother ,

' You see that,, exclaimed Edmund, ' and

yet it makes no difference.,

' I have always seen it,, said Roger, almost
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fiercely : ' you know I have. I see every

thing. No ! it makes no difference,—rather

the reverse.,

' It pushes you on ? ,

' It pushes me on. Ned,, he added, lean

ing forward, ' you don't know what it is to

be caught in the tide like this. Every dis

advantage pushes me on : because it is not

what I may have dreamed—because, God

help us ! there may be, even afterwards,

things to overcome ,

' Roger, for God,s sake ,

' Don,t speak to me,, he said, holding up

his hand. ' I'll quarrel with you, if you do,

—though, Ned, old fellow, Heaven knows I

trust you and hold you closer than any other

man in the world. Only don,t touch that

subject. Yes,, he went on dreamily, leaning

back in his chair again, ' I don't disguise it

from myself : there may be things to over

come. We have lived in very different

spheres, we have different ways of thinking,

and all the associations and habits—I scorn

myself for thinking of them at all, but I over

look nothing, I am as cool and cold as any

calculating machine ,
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'And yet you sacrifice everything, you

throw away everything.,

' Hush ! , said Roger again, ' not a word.

What do I sacrifice,—the chance of marrying

a woman like my sisters ? And suppose that

there are differences between her and me,—

what are they ? Conventionalities on my

side, things that mean nothing, mannerisms

to which we choose to attribute an import

ance ; to sit down in a certain way, to speak

in a certain tone, to observe certain cere

monies. What is all that ? Who would

put these nothings in comparison with a pure

nature,—a pure, sweet nature and a good

heart ? ,

To this Edmund made no reply. A self-

pleading so pitiful wanted none. The depths

out of which Roger spoke, a happy lover,

feeling the world well lost for the sake of the

woman he loved, were too dark and tragic to

be fathomed by any sympathiser, even a

brother. And perhaps when Edmund did

speak it was still more dangerous ground

upon which he trod. ' Are you sure , he

said, then paused, feeling the insecurity of

the soil.
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' Am I sure—of what ? That there is no

further question as to what I have done and

mean to do ? Yes, quite sure.'

' That was not what I meant to ask—and

you may be offended by my question ; but

it is serious enough to risk your anger

for. Are you sure that she—loves you,

Roger,—you who are giving up so much

for her ? '

Roger did not reply at once, but when he

did so did it in haste, turning quickly upon

his brother, as if he had not allowed a minute

to elapse before giving him his answer.

' Would you like her to have thrown herself

at my head, clutched at me as a good parti,

not to be let slip? That's what she would

have done if she had been a girl in society ;

but, fortunately for me, she is not that.'

' Forget the girls in society,, said Edmund ;

' they are not what you choose to think them,

or at least I don,t believe it. But, Roger,

there's no question so important to you as

this. Think how many inducements there

are for her besides love. I will say nothing

else,—I will allow that everything has gone

too far to be altered,—but only this : are you
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sure that she shares your feelings ? I don't

want to bother you ; you know that.'

' Am I so disagreeable ? , demanded Roger,

with a laugh ; ' beside all the people she is

likely to see, am I so little worth consider

ing? You pay me a poor compliment, Ned.

But of this I'm sure: if it is so, she,ll have

nothing to say to me. You can comfort

yourself with that thought.'

' Perhaps not,' said Edmund, hesitating ;

'but if so, she will have great strength of

mind. Roger, for Heaven,s sake, make sure.

She has everything to gain, and you have

everything to lose ,

' That's enough ! ' Roger rose impatiently,

and held out his hand to his brother. ' You,re

a Job,s comforter, Ned ! I don,t doubt you

mean very well, but this is not the way to

encourage a man when he's—when he's at a

difficult point in life. Good-night, old fellow !

I know you wish me well. Don't spoil your

own chances for me, that,s all.,

' Good-night ! ' Edmund said ; and he sat

still in the silent room after his brother had

left him, thinking over this new danger,—

that Roger might give up everything he had
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in the world for the sake of a girl to whom

he was merely the means of rising, a fine

match, a gentleman elevating her out of her

own small sphere. Love ! how could it be

love ? What did she know of him to make

love possible ? It might even be that it was

a hard thing to expect from such a girl in

difference to the advantages which Roger

could offer her : she would be flattered, she

would be dazzled, she would see herself in a

moment placed high above all her equals.

Neither she nor her parents would believe in

Roger,s disinheritance ; and he, with this

fatal passion in him, this fate which he had

not been able to resist, would barter away

his heart and his life—for what ?—for the

privilege of making Lily Ford a lady ; not

to win love and all its compensations, but

to serve as a stepping-stone to the ambition

of an artificially trained girl. The tragedy

deepened as he thought it all over, sitting

alone, feeling the chill of the night steal upon

him in the silent house. Oh, what a mystery

is life, with all its mistakes and tragic blun-

derings ! What fatal darkness all about us,

until all illumination is too late ! It is the
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spectator, people say, who sees the game,

not those whose whole fortune is staked

upon it. But in this case it was not even

so ; the gamester, who had put his all upon

the touch to win or to lose, saw too,—was

aware of the ruin that might be before him,

the wasted sacrifice, the spoiled life,—and

yet would neither pause nor think. Perhaps

it is the tender-hearted looker-on, in such

circumstances, who has the worst of it. He

has none of the compensations. Even the

excitement which is sometimes so tragic is

sometimes also rapturous for the chief actor :

but the sympathiser can never get its realities

out of his eyes ; they overshadow everything,

even the hope, which might be a just one,

that, after all was said, the soul of goodness

would vindicate itself even amid things evil.

For Roger there was still the chance that

joy might be the outcome ; at all events,

there was no happiness for him except in

this way. But Edmund saw the evil and

not the good, nor any good, however things

might turn.
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GOING AWAY

When Roger woke next morning, and

opened his eyes in the familiar room, and

saw the peaceful sunshine streaming in

through that familiar window, as he had

done for the greater part of his life, it was

not for some minutes that he realised to him

self all that had happened,—all the difference

there was between this awakening and that of

any other day. It flashed upon him suddenly

after a moment of wonder and trouble,—

a moment in which care confronted him,

awake before him, but with the mists of

morning over its face. What was it that

had happened ? Then recollection came like

a flood. He had declared himself to Lily,

his love-tale was told, he was hers whatever

might happen. All doubt or question was

over so far as that was concerned. A gleam
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of troubled sunshine passed over his memory,

a vision of her, timid, shrinking, with that

frightened cry, ' Oh, Mr. Roger ! ,—nothing

more responsive ; but what could that be

but her modest way, her shy panic at the

passion in him, her unselfish fears for her

father? It could be nothing more.

Then out of this sunshine, out of this

transporting certainty, his mind plunged into

the darkness again. He saw the dim library,

the shaded lamp, his father, furious, opposite

to him, calling for the renunciation of all his

hopes. He raised himself slowly from his

bed, and looked round him. All was so

familiar and so dear ; it was home. There

cannot be two homes in this world : he had

grown up here, he knew every corner of it,

and there was not a nook, out of doors or

in, that had not some association for Roger.

As in a vision he suddenly saw his mother

standing just within the door, shading the

candle with her hand so that the light should

not fall on his eyes. He seemed to see her,

though it was so long since she had stood

there : fifteen years or more : and all this

time he had lived here, with short absences ;
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coming back always to the same place, always

the chief person in the house next to his

father, knowing that all was his whatever

should happen. And now it was his no

longer. To-day was to be the last he should

spend under the paternal roof; to-day was the

last day on which he could call Melcombe his

home : and up to this time there had never

been any doubt that he would be master of

all. It was not a thing that had ever been

taken into discussion or questioned. He

was his father's eldest son, the head of the

family after him. What could happen but

that Roger should succeed his father? He

had no more wished for this as an advantage

over his brothers than he had wished for his

father's death in order that he might succeed.

There was no reasoning in it, no personal

thought. It was the course of nature, taken

for granted as much as we take it for granted

that to-morrow,s sun will shine.

Now the course of nature was stopped,

and everything that had been sure to be

was turned aside and would be no more.

Bewilderment was the chief feeling in Roger's

mind ; not pain so much as wonder, and the
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difficulty of accepting what was incredible,—

a state not of excitement, still less of struggle,

but of a certain dim consternation, incapacity

to understand or realise what nevertheless he

knew to be true. He knew it so well to be true

and irresistible that, as he dressed, he arranged

in his mind how his few private possessions

were to be disposed of. Some of them he

would no longer have any use for,—his

hunters, his dogcart, the many things which

somehow had come to be his, without either

purchase or gift, the natural property of the

heir of the house. Were they his at all ?

What was his ? Almost nothing : a legacy

his godfather had left him, a little money he

had at the bank, the remains of the allowance

he had from his father ; that, of course, would

stop. He must find work of some kind,

—something which he could do, enough to

maintain himself—and his wife. His wife !

Good heavens ! was it to poverty he was to

bring her ? Instead of transporting her to

the higher sphere in which he had (O fool !)

foreseen so many difficulties, was he to give

her only the dulness of genteel poverty,—a

poverty harder and less simple than that to

VOL. II H
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which she had been used ? Was this what it

had come to ? He thought for the first time

seriously of Edmund,s question—' Does she

love you ? , She was not mercenary ; no, not

like the society women. She would not

count what he had or weigh the advantages

of marrying him, but The question had

become more serious even in the very moment

of being put. It might have been enough

for the future master of Melcombe to love his

bride, whom he could surround with every

thing her heart could desire. But if Lily

were to wed a man disinherited, she must

love him. The chill of that thought came

over him like a sudden storm-cloud. He had

not asked if she loved him. She was a timid,

modest girl, who perhaps had never even

thought of love. She would love him after ;

she would come to love him : he who could

make her life like a fairy-tale, who could

change everything for her, realise her every

dream,—what could she do but love him ?

He had expected to be the fairy prince to

Lily, the giver of everything that was de

lightful and sweet. He had never been ex

acting, he had not expected from her a
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return which he believed she was too inno

cent, too inexperienced, to have thought of.

It would almost have wounded the delicacy of

Roger,s passion had she thrown herself into

his arms, and acknowledged that her heart

had already awakened and responded to the

fervour of his. But now the question was

altogether changed. Now that he had

nothing to offer, nothing to give her, it was

necessary before she accepted the only re

mainder, which was himself, that Lily,s heart

should have spoken, that she should love

him. He had not thought of it in this light

even when Edmund put the question to him,

nor had Edmund thought of it in that light :

but he saw it now.

The effect upon Roger of this thought was

extraordinary. Certainly he had not intended

to carry away from Ford's cottage an un

willing bride. He had looked for a sweet

consent, a gentle yielding to his love, a grow

ing wonder and enchantment and delight ;

but now In spite of himself, a chill got

into Roger's veins. What had he to offer

her ? Poverty, obscurity ; an existence dif

fering from that in which she had been
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brought up in nothing except that it would be

far harder in its necessities than those of the

gamekeeper's cottage ever could have been.

Acquiescence would not do any longer. Lily

must choose, she must know what her own

heart said. This change altered all possible

relations between them at once. She must

take a woman's part, which, he said to him

self with a groan, she was not old enough

nor experienced enough to take, and judge

for herself. It was for her sake that he

would be poor, but perhaps she would be in

the right if she refused his poverty. It

would have to be put to her, at least, and she

must decide for herself. The shifting scenes

which surrounded this resolution in Roger's

imagination were many and various. He

imagined what he would say to her, and half

a dozen different ways in which she might

reply. She might put her hand in his and say,

' You need me more if you are to be poor ; ,

or she might whisper that it was he, and not

his fortune, that had ever moved her ; or she

might tell by nothing but a smile, by nothing

but tears, what her meaning was. There

were a hundred ways. Ah ! if that were so,
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it would be easy to say it ; but if it were

not so ?

He set out with a very grave face, after

the pretence at breakfast which he had made

alone, having waited until the family had dis

persed from that meal,—all but Nina, who sat

faithful by the urn, with large eyes expanded

by curiosity, watching all her brother,s move

ments, waiting till she had poured out his tea

for him. Roger did not even notice her

watchful looks. He had not an idea that she

perused all the faces at that table, one after

another, and made them out. But something

more was going on than was within Nina,s

ken : it was not enough, she knew, to con

clude that papa had been scolding the boys,

—that was the only way of putting it which

she was accustomed to ; but by this time she

was aware that it was more serious than that.

Roger,s face, however, was all shut and

closed to her scrutiny ; the upper lip firmly

set against the lower, the chin square, the

eyes overcast.

' Will you have another cup of tea, Roger?'

she said.

' No, Nina, thanks.,
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' Won,t you have something to eat, Roger ?

You have had nothing. A gentleman can,t

breakfast on a cup of tea.,

' Thank you, my dear ; I have had all I

want.,

' Oh, Roger, I,m afraid you are not well.

Oh, Roger, do eat something before you go

out.,

Her voice was so much disturbed that he

paused to pat her upon the shoulder, as he

passed her.

' Don,t trouble about me, Nina. I have

more to think of than breakfast,, Roger said.

His tone was more gentle than usual, his

hand lingered tenderly upon her shoulder.

Nina got very quickly to her window, when

he had left the room ; there was no more

occasion for keeping her place by the urn.

She watched till he came out from the other

side of the house and took his way across the

park. To the West Lodge again, and so

early ! It became clear to Nina that some

thing more must be involved than a scolding

from papa.

Roger had not the air of a happy lover ;

his face was grave and pale and full of care.
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He went straight across the park as the bird

flies, not even perceiving the obstacles in his

way. It was a mode of progress as different

from the manner in which he used to approach

that centre of his thoughts, circling and cir

cling until, as if by accident, he found him

self close to the little humble place in which

was his shrine,—as different as the evening

leisure, the soft nightfall, when beasts and

men were alike drawing homeward, was to

this morning hour of life and labour. Ford,s

cottage was different, too ; it was astir with

morning sounds of work and the rude em

ployments of every day. One of the helpers

about the Melcombe stables was busy outside

with something for the pheasants, with half

a dozen dogs following him wherever he

moved ; and the sound of his heavy footsteps

coming and going, the rattle of the grain in

the baskets, the scuffling and occasional bark

ing of the young dogs, jarred upon Roger,

whose first impulse was to order the man

away. But he remembered, with a half smile

which threw a strange light upon his face,

that he had no longer any authority here, and

passed on to the house.
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Mrs. Ford was busy with her domestic

work within,—very busy cleaning bright

copper kettles and brass candlesticks, which

stood in a row upon the table and made a

great show ; but though she seemed so hard

at work, it was probable that Mrs. Ford was

not working at all. Her honest face was

disturbed with care. She was red with

trouble and anxiety. When she curtsied to

the young master, as he came in, the saluta

tion concealed a start which was not of sur

prise, but rather acknowledged the coming

of a crisis for which she was on the outlook

and prepared.

' I have come,, said Roger quickly, ' to

see Lily, as you will understand ; but I have

also come, Mrs. Ford, to see you. Where is

Ford ? I suppose you told him what I said

to you last night.,

' Oh, Mr. Roger ! , cried Mrs. Ford, wiping

her hands in her apron, with another curtsy.

' Oh, sir, yes, I told him.,

' Is he here ? You must have known I

should want to come to an understanding at

once.,

'Oh, sir! It,s early, Mr. Roger—we
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never thought—Ford,s away in the woods ;

he wouldn,t bide from his work.,

' I suppose he told you his mind ; of course

you know it well enough. Mrs. Ford, I,ve

got something more to tell you to-day.,

'Oh, Mr. Roger,, said Mrs. Ford, 'don,t,

sir, don,t tell me no more ! I,ve not got the

strength for it. Oh, don,t tell me no more !

We are that upset, Ford and me, that we

don,t know what to think or what to say.,

' Am I not to be trusted, then ? , asked

Roger, with a smile of conscious power, grave

as he was. ' Have you higher views ? No,

I oughtn,t to say that. Why should you be

so upset, Ford and you ? '

'Oh, Mr. Roger,, she said again, 'oh,

when we thinks how it would be What

will the master say, as has been a good

master, taking one year with another, ever

since him and me was married,—what would

he say ? He has a rough tongue when he,s

put out of his way. He'd say as we,d in

veigled you, and set snares for you, and I

don't know what. He'd think this is what

we,ve been aiming at first and last, giving

her her eddication for, and all that.'
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' You need not trouble yourself to think

what he,ll say ; he,ll take no notice. We

have had some words, he and I, and I don,t

think he will interfere any more. Where is

Lily ? I have much to say to her. And as

for you, my father will not be unjust to you.'

He was turning along the narrow passage

which led to Lily,s parlour, when Mrs. Ford

caught him by the arm. ' Mr. Roger ! Lily,s

not there.'

' Not there ? Where is she ? I hope you

don,t mean to interfere between her and me ? ,

'Oh no, sir, not / wouldn,t,, cried the

keeper,s wife. ' She,s out somewhere ; I

don,t know where. She is just distracted,

Mr. Roger. Speak of being upset, she,s

more upset than any one. Oh, wait a bit,

sir ; don,t go after her. She,s distracted,

Lily is. All this morning she,s been wring

ing her poor hands, saying, "What shall I

do ?—what shall I do ? " She,s very feeling,

too feeling for her own good. She takes

thought for us, and for you, and for every

one afore herself. I shouldn't wonder if she

were to go and hide herself somewhere. I

don,t know at this moment where she is.'
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' Mrs. Ford,, said Roger almost sternly,

' I must know the truth ; is this because Lily

does not—care for me ? ,

' Oh, sir ! , exclaimed the woman, trem

bling, watching him with furtive eyes ; and

then a small hysterical sound, half cough, half

sob, escaped her. ' Mr. Roger, is it possible

she shouldn,t be proud ? A gentleman like

you—and stooping to our little place to seek

her out ! Not but what my Lily is one as

any gentleman might—-—,

' Yes, yes,, he cried,—' yes, yes ! There is

no question of that. The question is, Has

she any answer to give me? It is not be

cause I am a gentleman, but because I am a

man, that I want my answer from Lily. Does

she want to avoid me ? Am I not her choice,

—am I not ' Roger paused and turned

to the door. ' I must find her, wherever she

is,, he added.

Mrs. Ford caught his arm again. ' Oh,

Mr. Roger, she do find such places among

the trees as nobody ,ud ever think of. Oh,

don't go after her, Mr. Roger! Is it natural,

sir, as she shouldn't give her ,eart to you ?

Who has she ever seen but you ? You're
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the only gentleman Oh, sir, don,t stop

me like that. My giirl, she,s a lady in her

heart. Do you think she would ever look at

the likes of them common men ? And she

has never seen nobody but you. It's not

that. I understand what it is, Mr. Roger, if

you, that are young, don,t understand. It,s

turning everything wrong, everything upside

down, everybody out of their way, all for one

young little bit of a girl. She can't abear it.

Her father and me as will be turned out of

house and home/and you as will be put all

wrong with the Squire, and everything at

sixes and sevens ! Oh ! I understand her—

though it mayn,t be so easy for a young man

like you.'

'As for Ford and you, I'll see to ,

Roger had said so much before he recollected

how powerless he now was. He stopped

short, then added hastily, ' I don't think you

have any cause for fear, Mrs. Ford ; my

father has done all he can. He will not

trouble himself with other matters. He has

disinherited me. It does not matter to him

now what I do. Of course, you have a right

to know it ; and I must see Lily ; I must
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speak to Lily ; there must be no doubt upon

the subject now. She must look at it, and

think of it, and make up her own mind.,

' Disinher , It was too big a word for

Mrs. Ford,s mouth, but not for her under

standing. She gazed at Roger with round,

wide-open eyes. ' Oh, sir, has he put you

out,—has he put you out? and all for our

Lily ! , She wrung her hands. ' Oh, but

Mr. Roger, it's not too late. You mustn,t

let that be. A girl may be both pretty and

good, and that's what my Lily is ; but to be

turned out of house and home for her ! Oh

no, no,—it,s not too late,—it mustn,t be.'

' There is nothing more to be said on that

subject,, said Roger, with a certain peremp

tory tone. ' But tell me where she is.

Where is she ? Why am I kept from her ?

You understand that I am leaving to-day, and

that . I must see her. To keep her back is

no kindness ; it is rather cruelty. Let me

see her at once, Mrs. Ford.'

' Oh, Mr. Roger ! , she cried again, wring

ing her hands, ' you can go into the parlour

and see for yourself. She has been dis

tracted-like in her mind since last night.
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She,s gone out, and I can't tell where she is.

Oh, sir, for all our sakes, make it up with

the Squire. Don,t make a quarrel in the

family ; go back to your father, Mr. Roger,

and don,t mind us no more ! ,

A smile passed over his face at the strange

futility of the idea. As well suggest that the

pillars of the earth might be shaken, to make

his seat more comfortable. He waved it

aside with a movement of his hand.

' You will perceive that I must see her

to-day. I will come back before the time for

the afternoon train. Tell her—tell her to

think it all over ; and don,t attempt to come

between us, for that is what cannot be done

now.'

Was he almost glad in his heart to put off

this interview, although he was so anxious for

it ? There are times when, with our hearts

beating for the turn of an event, Nature, sick

with suspense yet terrified for certainty, will

with both her hands push it away.
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Roger left Melcombe by the afternoon train,

to which his brother accompanied him with

feelings indescribable, but no faith in anything

that was happening. It seemed to Edmund

like a feverish dream, which by and by must

pass, leaving the world as it was before.

Roger was not very communicative as to

what he was going to do. Indeed, it would

have been difficult, for he had not any dis

tinct plans. He meant to get something he

could work at, with a great vagueness in his

mind as to what that would be. Something

would be found, he had no doubt, though

what he was fit for, what he could do, it was

still more difficult, nay, almost impossible, to

say ; but that was the least of his preoccupa

tions. He was sombre and downcast about

matters which he did not confide to his
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brother ; saying, indeed, nothing about the

Fords, or Lily, or anything that went below

the surface of affairs. His father and he had

met at luncheon, but nothing had been said

between them. He left the house of his birth

without a word of farewell, without any sign

on his own part or that of others that he was

doing more than going out for a walk. Nina,

who had gained an interest in his eyes, he

could not himself tell how, by dint of the

anxious curiosity in hers, which Roger, for

lorn, took for affectionate interest, received

from him a kiss upon her cheek, a most

unusual caress, which astonished her greatly.

' You are not going away, Roger ? , she said,

scanning him all over with those keen eyes,

seeing no indication of a journey, no change

in his dress, yet suspecting something, she

did not know what. ' Good-bye, little Nina ;

be good, and take care of yourself,, said he.

And these were all the adieux he made.

When they reached the station, Edmund

observed that his brother glanced round him

anxiously as if looking for some one ; but he

did not say for whom he looked. His last

glance out of the carriage window was still
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one of scrutiny ; but it was evident that he

did not find what he was expecting, and it

was with an air of dissatisfaction and dis

appointment that he threw himself back into

his corner, not making any response to

Edmund, nor, indeed, seeing him as he stood

to watch the train go away. The station

was as little frequented as usual ; one or two

passengers, who had been dropped by the

train, dispersing ; one or two vacant by

standers turning their backs as the momentary

excitement died away ; Edmund watching

the line of carriages disappear with a sensa

tion of sickness and confusion of faculties far

more serious, he said to himself, than could

be called for. There was nothing tragic in

the matter, after all. Even if Roger were

disinherited, as his father threatened, some

provision must be made for him, and no

doubt there would be time for many changes

of sentiment before any disinheritance could

be operative, the Squire being a man full of

strength and health, more vigorous than any

of his sons. What if Roger did make an

unsatisfactory marriage ? Hundreds of men

had done that, and yet been little the worse.

VOL. II I
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If a woman were pretty and pleasant, who

cared to inquire who her father was ? Lily

would no doubt put on very readily the out

side polish of society. After all, there was

nothing tragic about it ; and yet

Edmund, as was natural, strayed into the

Rectory on his way home, and, what was

equally natural, unbosomed himself to Pax,

who had seen the brothers pass, and who

knew somehow, neither she herself nor any

one else knew how, that something was

wrong at Melcombe. ' My father speaks

very big, but of course he will never do it,'

Edmund said.

' I would not be too sure of that. He

may sometimes say more than he means to

carry out, but when he is set at defiance like

this '

' Pax, you go in too much for the authori

ties. A man over thirty may surely choose

a wife for himself.,

' He should choose for his father too,

when he is the eldest son,' said Pax. ' Don't

talk to me. It,s all an unnatural system, if

you like. I don't mind what you say on that

subject ; but granting the system, it,s clear
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to me what must follow. If you,re to carry

on a family, you must carry it on. It,s quite

a different thing when you live an independ

ent life. The predestined heir can never be

an independent man.'

' That is not the opinion of the world,,

returned Edmund, with a smile.

'It,s my opinion, and I don,t think I,m a

fool. Now you are free to please yourself.

You might marry Lily Ford and welcome.

No one has any right to interfere with you.,

'Thank you,, said Edmund; 'my tastes

don't lie that way.'

'No,, answered Pax ; ' you might, and

won,t ; and Roger ought not, but does. That

is the way always. I blame him very much,

though I,m sorry for him. She is not worth

it. There are some women who are, though.

If Lizzie Travers had not a shilling, she

would be worth it. She,s a fortune in her

self.,

' Why bring in her name ? , said Edmund ;

' though I don,t doubt you are right enough.,

' I bring in her name for this, Edmund :

that your father is quite right about her, and

that if you let her slip through your fingers it
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will be wicked as well as foolish. There,

that,s my opinion. Roger ,s out of the ques

tion. Now, Edmund, a vous ,

' You speak as if it didn,t much matter

which, so long as it was one of us ; that is

highly disrespectful, I think, to one of whom

—to one who ,

' Yes,, said Pax, ' that,s right ; resent it on

her account. That,s exactly what I knew

you would do. Why bring in her name, as

you say ? Poor Roger, poor boy ! So he

thinks the world well lost for Lily Ford. I

could hope he would never live to change his

mind ; but I fear that is not likely to be.

Lily Ford ! Well, she is neither a bad girl

nor a silly one, any more than she can help

being. I don,t think ill of her at all. She

wants to be a lady, naturally, after her

ridiculous bringing up, but she has not a bad

heart. There,s nothing bad about her. If

she is fond of him, if she has any sort of love

for him, all may come well.,

Though Edmund had himself expressed a

doubt on this point, he could not hear it sug

gested by another. ' If she does not, she

must be perverse indeed,, he said. 'Whom
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can she have seen equal to Roger? I sup

pose he is the only gentleman who has ever

come in her way.,

' Who knows ? , observed Pax oracularly.

She had not the slightest intention in what

she said, nor did she know anything about

the people whom Lily might have met. But

she had a rooted objection to assumptions

generally. ' Who knows ? A girl like that

finds men to admire her in the depths of a

wood, where other people would see nothing

but twisted trees.,

Altogether she did not give much comfort

to her visitor ; and Edmund did not find any

pleasure in that day. He had to meet his

father at dinner, who did worse than inquire

about Roger ; he took no notice of his

absence, not even of the empty chair at the

other end of the table, which Edmund would

not take, and which marked painfully the

absence of the eldest son. Mr. Mitford

talked a great deal at dinner ; he told stories

which made Nina laugh, and even produced

from the young footman a faint explosion, for

which Larkins made him suffer afterwards.

Edmund, however, would not laugh ; he sat
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silent, and let his father's pleasantries pass,

the presence of his pale, grave face making a

painful contrast with the gaiety of the others.

Larkins was as deeply conscious of the

strained state of affairs as Edmund was, and

went about the shaded background of the

room with more solemnity than ever, while

the Squire went on with his story-telling, and

Nina laughed. Nina, indeed, did not want

to laugh ; she wanted to know why Roger

had gone away, and what was the meaning

of it all. But papa was ' so funny, , she could

not but yield to the irresistible. The dinner

is always a dreadful ordeal at such periods of

family history, and most likely it was to hide

his own perception of this, and do away with

the effect upon himself of that significant

vacancy at the other end of the table, that

the Squire took refuge in being funny, which

was not at all his usual way.

Next day Edmund was called to his father

in the library. He found him in close con

sultation with Mr. Pouncefort, the solicitor

who had been charged with the family busi

ness almost all his life, having inherited that,

with other lifelong occupations of the same
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kind, from his father. Mr. Pouncefort sat at

Mr. Mitford,s own writing-table, with a bag

full of papers at his feet, and turned a very

rueful countenance upon Edmund as he

entered. He accompanied this look with a

slight shake of the head, when Edmund came

up and shook hands with him. ' Pretty well,

pretty well,, he said mournfully; 'as well as

can be expected, considering '—in answer to

the young man,s question. He was a neat

little old man, with silver-gray hair carefully

brushed, and a way of puckering up his

brows which made his face look like a flexible

mask.

' Look here, Edmund,, said his father, ' I

have been settling my affairs, as I told you.,

' He means destroying his will, a very

reasonable will, and making one that oughtn't

to stand for a moment,, broke in Mr. Pounce-

fort, shaking his head and pushing up into

his hair the folds of his forehead.

' Nothing of the sort, you old croaker !

Pouncefort knows every man's business better

than he does himself.'

' It,s my business to do so, and I do. I

know your affairs all off by heart, which is a
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great deal more than you do. And I can

see to-day from to-morrow, which you can,t

in your present state of mind. I don,t know

my own affairs a hundredth part so well as I

know yours. Look here, a bargain : take

my advice about your business, and you shall

say what I,m to do with mine.'

The county gentleman looked at his solici

tor with eyes in which familiar friendliness

scarcely concealed the underlying contempt.

They had known each other all their lives,—

had been boys together, and called each

other, in those days, by their Christian

names. Mr. Pouncefort was as independent

and nearly as rich as the Squire, but he was

only a solicitor when all was said. ' What ! ,

Mr. Mitford cried, ' if I advise you to let

your son marry the housemaid ? Come,

Pouncefort, no folly. Read the stipulations

to Edmund, and if he likes to abide by them

it,s all right. If not, I think I know another

who will.,

' I declare to goodness,, asserted Mr.

Pouncefort, ' I,d rather see my son marry

anybody than put my hand to this ! ,

' I didn,t send for the pope nor the bishop
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to tell me what was right,, said the other old

man. ' I sent for my solicitor—I daresay

Edmund has a hundred things to do, and

you,re wasting his valuable time.'

' I have nothing to do, and I wish you

would listen, sir, to what ,

' By Jove ! , exclaimed the Squire, jump

ing up from his chair, ' is this my business,

or whose business is it ? Let him hear it,

and let us be done with it. I can,t stay here

all day.,

Upon which Mr. Pouncefort, occasionally

pausing to launch a comment, read the new

settlement of the Mitford property, which

after all was not so cruel as appeared.

Roger was not cut off with a shilling ; he

was to have ten thousand pounds : but his

successor, as Mr. Mitford,s heir, was strictly

barred from conveying back to him or his

heirs, under any pretence, any portion of the

property. Roger was excluded formally and

for ever from all share in Melcombe. Any

attempt at the transgression of this stipula

tion was to entail at once a forfeiture of the

estate, which should then pass to the persons

to be hereafter named. The spaces for the
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names were all blank. Mr. Pouncefort, shak

ing his head, interjecting now and then an

exclamation, read to the end: and then he

opened out the crackling papers on the table,

and turned round first to the Squire, who

had resumed his seat and listened with a

sort of triumphant complacency, then to

Edmund, who had stood all the time leaning

on the back of a high carved chair. ' There ! ,

cried the lawyer, ' there's your confounded

instructions carried out, and I,m ashamed of

myself for doing it ; and now, Edmund, it,s

for you to speak.,

' My answer is very simple,, said Edmund.

' It can be no disappointment to you, sir, for

you must have foreseen it. I refuse ,

' You refuse ! You are a great fool for

your pains. You had better take time to

think it over. A day or two can,t make

much difference, Pouncefort.,

' A day or two might make all the differ

ence,, replied Mr. Pouncefort. 'Why, you

might die— any of us might die— before

dinner. ,

Once more the Squire jumped out of his

chair. ' I think you want to drive me to '
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' Suicide ? ' said little Mr. Pouncefort.

'Oh no; but I,ll tell you one thing, Mitford.

If you thought you were going to die before

dinner,—ay, or after it, either,—you would

not make this will.'

'You think yourself privileged,, cried the

Squire, with a puff of hot breath. ' So far

as I,m aware, my death is nothing to you, or

when it takes place. Edmund '

'Oh yes,, returned the lawyer, 'it,s a

great deal to me, for we,re the same age ; and

when you go, I,ll have to be looking to my

preparations for the voyage. I don't want

it to happen a day sooner than can be helped.'

'Edmund,, said Mr. Mitford, 'all this is

utterly beyond the question. Take a day or

two to think. I don,t want to hurry you. I

like to deal justly with everybody. You,re

the next, and I don,t want to pass you over ;

but don,t think you can bully me by refusing :

for I,ll stick to my intention whether you go

in with it or not.'

' I want no time to think, sir ; there can,t

be a question about my decision. I am as

grieved about Roger as you can be, but I

will never step into his place.,
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'"Never" is a long word. He might

die, as Pouncefort's so fond of suggesting,

and then, of course, you would take his

place.,

' I never will while he lives ; I never will

to his detriment. Father, don,t do anything

about it now. You are as young as the best

of us. What does it matter whether it,s

decided now or in six months, time ? For

the moment let it alone. We are all ex

cited '

'Not I,, declared the Squire, ' though

Pouncefort thinks I may die before dinner.'

The lawyer shrugged his shoulders. ' Ed

mund's a very sensible fellow,' he said ; ' sup

pose we put it off for six months.,

' What ! to leave me time to die, as you

say, and balk myself? No, I tell you. I

know where to find a man to do what I want,

if you refuse. Let it be yes or no, then, on

the spot, if that,s what you choose.'

' It must be no, then, sir,—no, without a

shadow of hesitation,' Edmund replied. His

face was very grave and pale,—as different

as could be imagined from his father's red

and angry physiognomy. Mr. Mitford knew
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it was bad for him to be thus excited. Dying

before dinner is not such an impossible thing,

when a man is stout, of a full habit, and

allows himself to get into states of excite

ment. He had a roar of rage in his throat

to deliver upon his son, but was stopped

by this thought, which had more effect

upon him than a high moral reason. He

pulled himself up with another puff of

heated breathing, which was half a snort ;

and then assumed the air of mockery

which was, he was aware, his most effectual

weapon.

' Very well, then, sir,, he said, with that

very detestable mimicry of his son,s tone.

' It shall be no, then, sir, and there's an end

of it. And I know some one who will not

have a shadow of hesitation, not a

Stephen knows very well on what side his

bread,s buttered. I,ll telegraph for Steve,

Pouncefort.'

'Writing will do quite well; I,m in no

hurry. One would think it was I that was

pushing this matter on.,

'Why, I might die—before dinner,, the

Squire retorted. To be mimicked is never
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pleasant, but to be mimicked badly is a thing

beyond the power of mortal man to support.

Mr. Mitford had no imitative powers. Mr.

Pouncefort grew an angry red under his gray

hair.

It was at this moment that Larkins opened

the door, and came in in his dignified way,—

a way that put an end to everything in the

shape of a scene wherever he appeared. He

was in the habit of making a wide circuit

round the furniture, with a calm and decorum

which made excited persons ashamed of

themselves, and which transferred all their

attention, in spite of themselves, to this per

fectly digne and respectable messenger from

a world outside which made no account of

their excitements.

'Mr. Edmund, sir,, Larkins said, 'there is

a person outside who wishes to see you.,

Larkins was far above making telegraphic

communications to any man, especially to

one of the family ; but there was something

in his look which startled Edmund.

'A person,, he repeated involuntarily, 'to

see me ? ,

'A very respectable person, sir,, Larkins
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said. Then he walked round the furniture

again, making the circuit of the room, and

stood at the door, holding it open to let his

young master pass.

Mr. Mitford had seated himself in his

chair at the appearance of Larkins, with the

aspect of a judge upon the bench, severe but

amiable ; and Mr. Pouncefort had smoothed

down all the billows of his forehead, as if

nothing had ever disturbed him. Calm and

self-respect came back with that apparition.

Edmund was too glad to take advantage of

the interruption. He hurried out, with little

thought of the object of the call,—glad to be

delivered anyhow.

' I have taken her up to your room, sir.

I thought you,d be quieter there,, Larkins

said.

' Her! Whom ? Who is it ? Has any

thing happened ? ' cried Edmund, scarcely

knowing what he said.

'It is a female, Mr. Edmund ; very re

spectable, and in a deal of trouble.,

Edmund rushed upstairs, three steps at a

time. He did not know what he feared.

His rooms were at the end of a long corridor,
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and the 'mere fact that his visitor should

have been taken there was startling. What

woman could want him in this way ? But

imagination could not have helped him to

call up that homely figure in the garb of a

perfect rustic respectability, such as Larkins

knew how to value, which came rushing

forward as he opened the door, turning

upon him an honest face, red with cry

ing and misery. ' Oh, sir, where,s my

Lily ? Oh, what,s been done with my

Lily ? Oh, for the love of God—if you

care for that! Mr. Edmund, Mr. Edmund,

where is my girl ? Tell me, and I,ll go on

my knees and bless you. Oh, tell me, tell

me, if you don,t want to see me die before

your eyes ! ,

' Mrs. Ford ! , Edmund cried, with an as

tonishment beyond words.

'Oh, for God,s sake, Mr. Edmund!

Yes, I,m her mother, her poor mother, that

has trained her, maybe, for her ruin. Oh,

where is my girl ? Where,s my Lily ? Tell

me, sir, tell me wherever it is, and I,ll thank

you on my knees.,

And the poor woman flung herself, in her
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big shawl and respectable bonnet, her eyes

streaming, her face working with wild sup

plication, heavily at his feet upon the carpet ;

a figure half ridiculous, wholly tragic, in all

the abandonment of despair.

VOL. 11 K
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lily,s resolution

Lily Ford had been extraordinarily moved

by Roger,s declaration. It had an effect

upon her imagination which was beyond all

reason, and quite out of proportion with the

event. She had not been without stirrings

of heart as to Roger's visits in the days when

her mind was still free, and Stephen was to

her only a vague shadow of that hero of

romance for whose arrival she was looking

daily. Roger,s appearance had been, indeed,

the first that had roused the expectation in

her, and made that general and shadowy

sense of something about to happen, which is

always dominant in a girl's mind, into a still

shadowy but more possible reality. Her

heart had beat its first, not for him, but for

the excitement of his coming, the prince, the

knight, the lover of all the romances. After
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wards Lily had grown a little afraid of Roger.

His visits, his looks, his tones, all flattered

her, but frightened her at the same time.

Perhaps she never could have been at her

ease with him as with Stephen. He rever

enced her too much, and Lily knew very well

that this was not the appropriate sentiment

with which to regard her. Admiration she

understood perfectly, and love more or less ;

but that ideal respect bewildered her, and

impaired her self-possession in his presence.

That she should look up to him as an elder

brother and head of the family was a

much more possible relation than anything

more familiar, and in this light she had begun

to regard Roger vaguely before his sudden

disappearance. But now that all was changed,

now that she was Stephen's betrothed, almost

his bride, his brother,s sudden return, his

sudden appeal to her, the almost certainty

there seemed in his mind that he must be the

first who had so addressed her, and that only

her anxiety for her father prevented her full

response, was an overwhelming surprise, and

indeed a horror, to Lily. It shocked and

paralysed her. Her ' Oh, Mr. Roger ! , was
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a cry of terror. No other words would come,

nor did she know what to do except to fly, to

hurry away, to hide her face and stop her ears,

that she might not hear nor see those avowals,

which not only were almost criminal, but would

raise, she felt vaguely, such a wall of separation

between herself and the brother of her future

husband as nothing hereafter could overcome.

Lily was altogether more painfully affected

by this incident than could have been sup

posed possible. It made her wretched, it

filled her with visionary terror. It was wrong,

wicked, unnatural. His sister-in-law ! and

she dared not tell him,—dared not betray the

position in which she stood towards Stephen,

who by this time had no doubt got the license

and prepared everything for their marriage.

The situation overwhelmed the girl ; no

better expedient occurred to her than to shut

herself up in her room, from which, scarcely

venturing to breathe lest she should be dis

covered, with feelings of alarm and agitation

indescribable, she had listened to the voice of

Roger speaking to her mother downstairs.

Mrs. Ford, for her part, did not understand

Lily,s panic, nor why she should hide herself.
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It was, no doubt, a very agitating and splen

did event ; but except for the natural tremor

of so enormous a success, and some qualms

of alarm as to its immediate effect upon

Ford,s position as gamekeeper,—qualms

calmed by the thought that everything must

come right in the end, for Mrs. Ford had no

faith in disinheritance,—the mother would

have easily made up her mind to boundless

joy and triumph. But Lily,s condition was

not to be accounted for by mere nervousness

or excitement. She was so determined that

Roger,s suit could not be listened to for a

moment, so anxious to hide herself and keep

out of his way, that Mrs. Ford was com

pelled to yield with a troubled heart to these

tremors. She had long ago discovered that

she did not always understand Lily. How

should she ? The girl was far above her

mother in so many things. It was a pride

the more to think that so humble a woman

as she was could not always tell what her

child meant,—her child, who was so much

superior to any other woman's child.

But while Lily thus lurked terror-stricken

in her room, her mind was full of many
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troubled thoughts. The time had come, she

felt, when her fate could no longer hang in

the balance ; when that decision, which she

could not but feel to be an awful one, must

be made. For nothing in the world would

she run the risk of meeting Roger again, or

being once more addressed by him in those

words which she trembled to think of. Rather

anything than that ; rather the final step, the

plunge which she longed, yet feared to make.

She had parted from Stephen with a promise

that her decision should not be long delayed,

but whether without this new excitement Lily

would ever have been able to wind herself up

to so bold a step it is impossible to tell. She

sat upon the floor in her little chamber, all

crouched together, sick with alarm and ner

vous excitement, while the sound of Roger's

masculine voice came up from below. She

had consented that Stephen should remain in

town awaiting her, and that he should take

all the steps about the license ; she had even

promised to let him know, by a telegram, the

time of her arrival, in order that he might

meet and take her to the house he had selected,

—the house, of course, of a good woman, an
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old servant, who would care for her until the

hour of the marriage, for which, in the mean

time, all should be prepared. Everything had

been arranged between them, even to that old

church in the city which Lily, aided by her

experience of novels, had thought the safest,

and which he had yielded to, though avowing

his preference for a registrar's office. A

registrar's office ! Oh no, that would have

been no marriage at all ! And at last he had

consented, and even had discovered that he

knew the very place—an old, old church, quite

out of the way. All these things began to

swim through Lily,s head as she sat on the

floor, in the panic and humiliation of her

thoughts, listening to the far-off sound of

Roger's voice ; anticipating the horror of

perhaps seeing him again, of having to make

him some answer, of her mother's wondering

questions, and of all the commotion which she

did not know how to face.

And on the other side, how much there

was ! Her lover waiting, longing, hoping

that every day would bring her to his arms ;

a new life, the life she had always known,

must one day be hers, and happiness, and
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splendour, and her right position, and the

society of ladies and gentlemen. All this lay-

before her, separated from her only by the

decision, by the one step out of her present

world into the other, which would indeed be

something like dying and coming to life again,

and yet would be so quick, accompanied by

so little pain ; a thing, too, that must be done

sooner or later. Lily scarcely thought of the

pangs she would leave behind her, of the

tortures her father and mother would have

to suffer. It would be only for a moment,

she reflected, for a single night, or perhaps a

couple of days ; and then what comfort and

delight to follow ! The pain was scarcely

worth thinking of. Mrs. Ford herself would

not complain : she would say it was nothing ;

it was a cheap price to pay for knowing her

child to be so happy. Her mother,s very

humbleness reassured Lily. The parents

would care nothing for the anxiety after it

was over ; they would be so glad, so glad,

when the next day a telegram told them that

all was well.

But was she herself strong enough to do it ?

—that was the question,—strong enough to
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forget herself, to step out of all that was

ordinary, to free herself from every prejudice ?

They were only prejudices, she said to her

self,—how often had Stephen told her so !

To meet him at the railway, to drive with

him to that good woman,s house, was that

worse than meeting him in the park ? Was

it possible for her, was it honourable, was it

modest even, to have any doubts of Stephen ?

No, no, she had none. She would be as safe

with him as with her father, she knew. It

was nothing but a prejudice, a breach of the

ordinary, that was all. She wanted orange-

blossoms, and the children to strew flowers,

and the church-bells to ring. Oh yes, she

allowed it all in her heart. That was what

she would have liked best. Oh, how she

would have liked it ! If she had married

Witherspoon even, that was what would have

happened at home. Witherspoon ! She

trembled, and grew red for shame of herself,

who, engaged to a gentleman, an officer,

should allow herself to think it had ever been

possible that she might have married Wither

spoon. The gardener ! while his master was

there, pleading, persuading, with that tone of
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entreaty which she could distinguish, with a

shiver, downstairs, begging that he might see

her ; and he was her brother-in-law, if he had

only known it ! Oh, good heavens, her bride

groom,s brother! And how could she face

him, or reply to him, or let him speak to her,

in that dreadful mistake he was making ? No,

no, no ! it was impossible ! There was only

one thing to be done, and that was to go

away. It must be done one time or another ;

to-morrow or the day after to-morrow, if not

to-day. It must be done. Was not Stephen

waiting for her, waiting for her telegram, with

everything ready at that good woman's house,

and the license in his pocket ? It must be

done ! it must be done ! It was the only way

of escaping, of seeing Roger no more,—poor

Roger, who loved her, yet must not love her,

poor fellow !

She did not venture to get up, to run the

risk of betraying her presence in the upper

room even by the creaking of a board, until

she heard his voice die out underneath, and

then his lingering step upon the gravel. She

felt sure—and her heart beat louder at the

thought—that he turned, after he had left the
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door, to look back wistfully, if perhaps he

might still see her at a window. Poor Mr.

Roger ! But she dared not meet him ; it was

kinder, far kinder to him that she should go

away.

Presently Lily heard her mother toiling

up the narrow stairs. Mrs. Ford came in

panting for breath, but not only with the

fatigue of the climbing. She had her

apron thrown over her arm, handy for

wiping her eyes or forehead, which was

moist with exhaustion and trouble. She

threw herself into a chair with a half groan.

' I,d rather do the hardest day's work as I

ever had in my life than do what I have been

a-doing now,, she said. ' Oh, Lily, Lily!,

'What is it, mother?, asked Lily, though

with a tremor which showed how well aware

she was of her mother's meaning.

'What is it, child? It,s this, that I never

seen a man in more trouble than the young

master. To think it should be us, as has

always been so well treated, that has brought

him to this ! And he can,t believe as you

won,t have nothing to say to him, Lily ; and

no more can I, no more can I !,
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' Do you think a girl is obliged to—to

accept anybody who asks her?, cried Lily,

trying to give her excitement a colour of

indignation. Her eyes shone feverishly

through quick-springing tears, and her colour

changed every minute. Her agitation and

trouble were indeed very plain to see.

'Do you call Mr. Roger "anybody"?'

retorted the mother angrily. ' Who have

you ever seen like him ? You told me you

would never marry if it wasn,t a gentleman,

and where will you find a gentleman like Mr.

Roger ? And one that respects you, like you

were a queen. And says the Squire will

never meddle with us, seeing as he's put it

all out on him. Oh, Lily, the Squire,s cut

him off with a shilling, all because of you.

And now you won,t have him ! Oh, poor

young gentleman ! and to think this is all

come to him through coming in so kind to

say a pleasant word to your father and me ! '

' Cut him off with a Mother, do you

mean to say the Squire knows ? , Lily,s voice

sank into a half- frightened whisper. Her

eyes grew large with terror. If this were

the consequence to Roger, what would
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happen to Stephen ? But then she re

flected, quick as a lightning flash, that Roger

was the eldest son : that no such penalty

would be likely to attach to the youngest ;

that Stephen was an officer, and, as she

thought in her foolishness, independent.

This quick train of thought reassured her

almost before the words were said.

'Knows!, echoed Mrs. Ford, with a tone

almost of contempt. ' What is there as the

Squire 'don,t know ?, She did not set her

self up as equal to her daughter in any other

kind of information ; but for this potentate,

of whom her experience was so much greater

than Lily,s, she could take upon herself to

answer. Of course he knew ! Had he not

discovered for himself what Lily was, and

must he not have divined from that moment

all that was happening? 'I knew,' she

added, ' as it wasn,t for naught that he came

here,—I saw it in his eyes. He was struck

when you came in ; he lost his senses like.

Oh, Lily, Lily!' cried Mrs. Ford. 'You

I,ve been that proud of! Maybe, after all,

it would ha, been better for all of us if you,d

been more like other poor folks, children.
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Oh, my pretty, that I should live to wish you

different,—me that have always been that

proud ! ,

' You don't wish me different, mother,

whatever happens,, said the girl, with a

sudden melting of the heart, throwing her

arms for a moment round the homely woman,

and kissing fervently her bowed head. But

Lily had disengaged herself from this rapid

embrace before her mother, surprised by the

sudden warmth, could return it ; and when

Mrs. Ford turned round to give back the

kiss, Lily had already begun to arrange some

small articles, collars and cuffs, which were

laid out on her drawers, and was saying over

her shoulder, in a voice which had a strained

tone of levity, ' It,s far better for Mr. Roger

that I should have nothing to say to him, in

that case, mother,—better for both him and

me. For the Squire will have him back

when he hears it has all come to nothing.

And what could we do with a shilling ? We

couldn,t live upon that.'

' Oh, Lily, you have always the best of

sense,, replied Mrs. Ford. ' I never took

that view. But, dear, you,ll have to see him
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when he comes again. I've done my best

for you, but I can't take it upon me no more.'

' When he comes again ! Is he coming

again ? Oh, mother ! ,

' How could I help it, Lily ? He wouldn't

take his answer, was it likely, from me.,

'Then, mother,, cried Lily,—she spoke

with her head bent over her little collars,

counting them, Mrs. Ford thought, to see

that they were all right after the wash,—

' then, mother , Her breath came quick,

but that was very natural, disturbed as she

had been ; and she made a pause before

saying any more. ' I think I must go out

and stay—about the park—till night. I

cannot, oh, I cannot see Mr. Roger! It

would make me ill to see him ; and what

would be the use ? I will take a piece of

cake for my dinner, and go up into the wood,

and come home with father. And then you

can tell him you don,t know where I am,—

and it will be quite true.'

' Oh, Lily, I have said that already,—that

I didn,t know where you were. It was true

enough, for I didn,t know if you were here,

or in my room, or in the loft, or where you
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were. But if I say it again—and him

looking that anxious in my face ,

' It will be truer than ever, mother,' said

Lily. She turned again to Mrs. Ford, and

put her arms, which trembled, round her, and

leaned her head upon her mother,s breast.

' Oh, mother,, she cried, ' I know it,s hard

upon you, I know it is ; but only have

patience just a very little, and everything

will come right. I know it will all come

right. Only have patience a little, and don,t

be vexed with me, mother dear.'

'Vexed with you, my pretty!' cried Mrs.

Ford, hugging her child. ' Since ever you

were born, Lily, you,ve been the pride of my

heart ; and I wouldn,t have you different, not

a bit different, whatever was to happen to

me. There, bless you, child, don,t cry : and

I,ll go and cut you a nice bit of cake, and

put some apples in the basket, and you'll

come home with your father; and I,ll never

say another word about Mr. Roger, poor

young gentleman, though it do go to my

heart.,

She went quickly away downstairs, not

trusting herself to say another word, lest she
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should enter again upon the forbidden sub

ject. Lily, with hands that trembled, lifted

her hat from its box. She selected her best

hat, and a pretty little cloth jacket which had

been purchased for Sundays ; but such ex

travagance was not unusual with Lily, who

took very good care of her clothes, though

she did not always keep them for best. Per

haps this was one reason why she ran out so

quickly, taking the little basket hurriedly

from Mrs. Ford,s hand, that her mother

might not remark upon her dress. And she

left her collars lying about, not put neatly

into the drawer, as was her wont. Mrs.

Ford put them away very carefully after

wards, wondering a little at Lily,s careless

ness ; but indeed it was no wonder, poor

child, in the circumstances, that she should

be put out of her usual tidy way.

VOL. II L
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AT THE RAILWAY STATION

Roger arrived in London in the evening,

before it was dark. He had not had a cheer

ful journey. The fact that he had not been

able to see Lily, and that her mother had a

second time defended her doors against him,

and with flushed cheeks and troubled eyes

had repeated once more that Lily was out,

that she could not tell where she was, had

disturbed him in his convictions. It had

seemed so certain, so self-evident, that his

suit must be acceptable to the gamekeeper's

daughter ; was it possible that Lily was not

of that opinion, that she loved some one else,

that after all somebody in her own class had

secured her affections ? The idea made

Roger's blood boil ; but when he thought

again he said to himself, No, no. She could

never give herself to a man of her father's
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class ; it was impossible, it could not be ; and

who could she have seen whom it was pos

sible to reckon with as rivalling himself?

Roger was not vain, especially now when his

heart was so profoundly touched. At the

best, he had scarcely expected her to love

him as he loved her. But that she should

shrink and fly from him was incredible. It

could be only what her mother said : that to

find herself the cause of so much disturbance

had overwhelmed her delicate spirit. Sweet

Lily, pure flower of nature, moved by all the

most generous emotions ! A girl who had

been brought up in the world would have

liked the commotion. She would have

thought of nobody but herself in the matter.

But Lily held her own happiness at arm,s-

length, trembling for it lest it should hurt

some one else. This conception of her

sweetened his thoughts, which were not

bright, as he went away. He told her

mother that he would write, explaining

everything, and that Lily must reply to him

sincerely, truly, without thought of any

secondary matter. ' You shall not be dis

turbed ; I will take care of you,, he repeated,
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though he did not know how he was to do

so. And thus unsatisfied, unhappy, he had

gone away.

It seemed to Roger that at the junction,

where there was a change of carriages for

some of the humbler travellers, he saw for a

moment among the changing groups a figure

which reminded him of Lily ; and he started

from his corner to follow it with his eyes.

But he knew the idea was absurd even as it

flashed through his mind. It was only that

he had Lily on his heart, on his brain, in his

every thought, and discovered resemblances

to her, visions of her, wherever he turned ;

he knew that nothing could be more ridicu

lous than the thought that Lily was travelling

to London or anywhere else, alone. It was

only a delusion of his preoccupied heart.

The yellow flame of the lamps, newly

lighted, was shining against the dim blue of

the evening, when he reached the big rail

way station, crowded and echoing with voices

and commotion. He had just got his bags

and coats out of the carriage he had occu

pied, and flung them into the arms of the

waiting porter, when he was suddenly startled
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by the appearance of another very familiar

image, almost as unlikely in such a place

as that of Lily. The sight of his brother

Stephen was not habitually a pleasure to

Roger ; but there was something in his own

forlornness, in his sense of severance from

all his former life, which disposed him to

wards his own flesh and blood ; and a wild

idea that Stephen might have heard what

had happened, and might have come to meet

him, to show him a little sympathy, though

they were not usually great friends, suggested

itself in the heat of the moment. He turned

round abruptly, straight in his brother,s way,

and held out his hand. ' You've come to

meet me, Steve ? How kind of you ! , he

cried.

Stephen had been going slowly along

looking into the carriages, as if searching for

some one. He stopped and stared, not with

the air of a man who had found the person

he was seeking, but astonished at the sudden

grasp of his hand and claim upon him. ' You

here ! , he cried, with a look of wonder and

discomfiture ; and then he laughed, getting

free of Roger's hand. ' No, indeed,, he said,
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I didn,t come to meet you. How should I ?

I didn't know you were coming. I thought

you were at home.,

' I have left home. Steve, I have a great

deal to tell you. There are things you ought

to know. It may affect you, too,, added

Roger, pausing, with a new thought. ' Jump

into the cab with me ; don't leave me now

we've met. I have a great deal to say.'

' My dear fellow,, answered Stephen, ' I'm

very sorry ; but I ,ve got half a dozen engage

ments. I,ve come here to meet—one of

our fellows, don,t you know. I can,t pos

sibly spare you a moment to-night. You're

at the old place, I suppose ? Well, good-bye.

I,ll soon look you up.,

' Stay a moment ; none of your fellows

can be so important as this,, said Roger, with

his hand upon his brother's arm.

A smile of conscious triumph came over

Stephen,s face ; he shook off Roger,s hand

and turned away, kissing the tips of his

fingers. 'Ta-ta. I,ll look you up very soon,'

he cried, disappearing in the crowd. Roger

divined the meaning of that triumphant smile.

He looked after his brother for a moment,
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with a sense that Stephen's rendezvous,

whatever it was, was an offence to his own

trouble and to the cause of that trouble,—a

sin against love. The train was long and

the platform crowded. Stephen and the

person, whoever it was whom Stephen had

come to meet, were lost in the groups of

moving figures, indistinguishable, a continu

ally shifting and re-forming crowd, under the

mingled light of the yellow lamps and the

waning day. Roger saw the pale sky at the

end of a long vista, the lights, more perplex

ing than illuminating, in a row above, the

dim, long, crowded line of moving figures

below. And then, with a sigh, half of disap

pointment, half of a vague and troubled fore

boding, he turned to get into the cab, which

was already laden with his travelling-gear.

A curious fancy to wait and see who it was

whom Stephen had come to meet crossed his

mind, one of those sudden, vague fancies

which blow about through a man,s conscious

ness without any will of his own. He pulled

himself up with an indignant return upon

himself. What, wait and spy upon his

brother! Of all things, that was the last.
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The little self-argument passed in a second,

scarcely so long as it took to transfer to the

porter, who stood waiting to know what

address he was to give the cabman, the six

pence in Roger,s hand,—and it never really

was a question at all. That he should watch

Stephen and find out who it was he met was

as impossible as to catch the first passer-by

by the throat and rob him. And yet, if that

impossible thought had been carried out,—if

he had but done it, this impossible thing !

Roger went off to his chambers, the rooms

which had scarcely yet begun to show the

emptiness of rooms uninhabited. The invi

tation cards which he had taken down from

the glass still lay together in a little bundle

on the mantel-shelf. How few hours it was

since he had left them, still all uncertain, not

knowing what turn his fate was to take !

Now it was all settled, beyond the reach of

further change. The state of mind in which

he was when he left this place, not much

more than twenty-four hours before, was now

almost incredible to him. He scarcely under

stood how it could have been. From the

beginning of time it must have been clear
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that only in one way, only in this way, could

he have acted. Doubt on the subject was an

offence to him as he now saw it, and all the

efforts that had been made to turn him from

his purpose were as wrong as they were vain.

He thought of Edmund,s action, his persua

sions, the journey they had made together, in

which his brother had been his slave,—a slave

to all his caprices, while believing that he was

the guide, weaning Roger from those plans

which never could have been doubtful for a

moment, which now were fixed beyond all

recall. Poor Edmund, always so well-in

tentioned, so well-meaning !

Roger sat gazing at the light of his soli

tary lamp, and wondered within himself what

Edmund would do. Would he accept, after

all, the reversion of the heirship, and become

in time the proprietor of Melcombe ? Why

should he not accept it ? Since it was no

longer Roger's, how much better it should be

Edmund,s, so good a fellow as he was,—the

best of them, much the best ! He paused

here for a moment to wonder over again, or

rather to be conscious of an impulse of won

der floating across his mind, as to who it was
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Stephen was going to meet—but dismissed

this absurd, insignificant question, and re

turned to Edmund. It would be by far the

best thing that Edmund should accept, and

marry Elizabeth Travers, and bring her home

to Melcombe. A smile came over Roger's

face as he sat thinking,—a smile altogether

sweet and tender, with perhaps a touch of

melancholy, as there always is in such tender

thoughts. Where could there be a better

pair ? They would make the house delight

ful ; not like anything Roger had ever known

in it, but far better, purer, more elevated, a

home of love and kindness. Yes, that was

how it must be : Edmund and Elizabeth

must marry, and live happily ever after, like

the lovers in a fairy-tale; 'While I and

Lily,, he said to himself, ' Lily and I ,—with

his smile softening more and more into a

melancholy profounder, sweeter, than any

sentiment he had ever been conscious of in

his life. Lily and he would not make a home

like that at Melcombe. He did not antici

pate any centre of life, any new world be

ginning, in that fated union, which was like

one of the old tragic expedients of destiny in
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the Greek plays, he thought,—a thing that

had to be, that no human effort could disturb.

He smiled over it with a pathetic conscious

ness that it might not be what people call

happy,—not like that other marriage, like

Edmund and Elizabeth ; not happy in that

way,—no, nor of that kind.

He returned with pleasure from the too

penetrating thought of his own fate to

think of these two, largely administering an

ample household, a shelter from the storms

outside, an ever noble, tranquil centre of

life. His smile grew with his conscious

ness into a half laugh, in which amusement

mingled. Ned would fight against it, he

would not see his way, he would think it was

robbing his brother,—old Ned ! the best

fellow that ever was ; in love with Lizzy

Travers all this time, but never owning it,

never letting himself think of it, in case he

might come in Roger,s way. But in the end

Edmund must hear reason,—he must see

that this was the most desirable thing that

could happen. Roger drew his writing

things towards him, and began at once to

write to his brother, setting all these argu
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merits before him. There must be no mis

take upon the subject ; Ned must do it, if

it were but for Roger,s sake.

After writing this letter he sat motionless

for some time, staring vacantly at the flame

of his lamp. Then he took up the pen again,

and began another letter, his great letter, his

explanation to Lily. He wrote to her as to

one whom he regarded with a kind of worship,

reverent of all her ignorances and innocences,

yet as one who belonged to him, between

whom and himself there could be no obstacles

that were not imaginary, to be surmounted

at their pleasure. She had to understand

this at the outset, — that she was his, that

he would hear of no objections. He had

encountered for her everything a man can

encounter for the woman he loves. It was

done, and there could be no further question.

Family and fortune he had put away for

her ; it only remained that she should put

away her hesitations, her anxieties for her

father (who should not suffer, he promised

her), her fears and diffidences for him, — a

matter so easy, and yet all that was wanted

to make everything clear.
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It was very late when he concluded the

letter, or rather early in the May morning,

the solemn hour which is at once the dead of

night and the approach of day. As he sealed

the envelope there came over him again that

insistent yet altogether irrelevant question,—

Who was it whom Stephen was hurrying to

meet, with that smile of triumph on his face ?

He shook it from him indignantly, not know

ing by what mechanical freak of fancy it

should come back thus, again and again.

What did it matter who it was ? Some of

Stephen,s banal loves, a vulgar adventure,

perhaps some one of whom it was a shame to

think, while the air was still softly echoing

with Lily,s name. If he had but known !
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Lily,s heart was in her mouth, as people

say, — it was fluttering like a bird. She

stepped out, stumbled out, of the railway

carriage among the crowd, looking wildly

about her, feeling herself for the moment

lost. She had never encountered such a

crowd before. She felt herself disappear in

it, among the people who were running about

after their luggage, and those who were call

ing cabs, and the porters pushing through

the throng with big boxes on their shoulders.

Lily felt herself lost, as if, whoever might be

looking for her, she should never be found

any more. It had not occurred to her to

prepare for the risk of not meeting her lover.

She was quite unaware where to go, what to

do. She had never been in London before,

nor in a crowd, nor left to herself to push
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her way. She was as much disconcerted at

finding herself alone as if she had been a

duke,s daughter instead of a gamekeeper,s ;

and the noise and the bustle frightened her.

She looked round helplessly, wistfully, putting

up the veil which she had kept over her face

during the whole journey. No one was

likely to recognise her here,—no one except

him for whom she was looking, who had not

come. Had he not come ? Was it possible

that some accident could have happened, and

that he was not here ?

Lily had some ten minutes of this panic

and misery. It was the first thing that had

gone wrong with her ; all the previous part

of the journey had seemed so easy. She

had walked to the junction, from whence, as

had been arranged between them, the tele

gram was to be sent, and thus avoided all

curious eyes at the little Melcombe station ;

and she had been lucky enough to find a

second-class carriage empty, where she was

left undisturbed all the way. She had not

the least idea that Roger was in the same

train : nobody had come near her except the

guard, and she had seen no familiar face ;
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all had gone perfectly well till now. Her

heart beat, indeed, with a wildly quickened

movement whenever she allowed herself to

think. But Lily had enough perception of

the necessity of self-command to avoid think

ing as much as was possible, and to concen

trate her mind upon the happy meeting at

the end of this exciting journey. She figured

to herself Stephen appearing at the carriage

window almost before the train stopped, and

how in a moment all anxiety of hers, all need

to act or decide for herself, would be over.

She had nothing in the shape of luggage

except the little basket in which her mother

had put the luncheon, the slice of cake and

apples, which she had been glad enough to

have before the long afternoon was over.

Lily had slipped into this basket a very small

bundle of necessaries, which were all she had

brought with her. She held it tightly in

her hand as she got out, bewildered by the

arrival, by the jar of the stopping, by the

dreadful sensation of finding herself there

alone among the crowd. She did not know

how long she stood, pushed about by the

other travellers, who knew where they were
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going, who had nothing to wait for ; but it

was long enough to feel herself forsaken,

lost, and to realise what it would be to have

nowhere to go to, to be thrown upon her

own resources in this horrible great, strange,

noisy place. Then in a moment Lily's heart

gave a wild leap, and she knew it was not to

be so.

But the first sensation of the meeting was

not altogether sweet. I nsteadof Stephen,s face

at the window, ready, waiting to receive her

according to her dream, what really did happen

was that Lily felt herself suddenly surrounded

by an arm which drew her close, and felt a

hot breath upon her cheek, and a ' Here you

are at last, little one !, which jarred upon her

almost as much as it relieved her. In the

railway station, among all these crowds !

She started out of his embrace, freed herself,

and threw a hurried glance upon the by

standers with instinctive terror almost before

she looked at him. 'Oh, Stephen!, she ex

claimed, with a little cry of reproach.

'Don,t be frightened,, he replied; 'no

body knows us here, you little goose. I

might take you up in my arms and carry you

VOL. II M
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off,—nobody would mind. And so here you

are, Lil, my pet ; really here at last. ,

She put her arm timidly through his.

' Oh, Stephen, I thought I should never find

you ! And what should I have done ! ,

' It was not my fault,' he declared. ' Where

is your luggage ? Oh, to be sure, you haven,t

got any luggage!, He stopped to laugh at

this, as if it amused him very much, but pressed

her arm close to his side all the time with a

sort of hug, which consoled though it half

frightened Lily. ' Why, how are you to get

on for to-night ?, he went on, still with that

laugh. ' Must we stop at a shop somewhere

and buy you things for to-night ? '

'Oh, Stephen, don,t!, said Lily, with a

pang of wounded pride.

' Don,t ? What ? Talk of your things,

or about what you'll want ? Well, well,

we'll leave all that till to-morrow.' His laugh,

why should it have offended Lily ? It had

never done so before. ' Here's our cab,, he

said, leading her out of the noise of the

station. Lily,s heart beat so that it made

her faint, as he put her into the hansom, and

took his place beside her, so close, with again
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that sweep of his arm round her, which

seemed to offend her too, though she could

not tell why,—she had no right to be offended

by that clasp. He had held her in his arms

in the park, when they met there, with not a

creature near, and she had not been offended :

why should she be so now, or find fault with

the man who was to be her husband to-mor

row, for his fondness ? She drew herself

away a little, as much as was possible ; but

she restrained the protest that rose to her

lips, though her heart fluttered and beat, and

all her pulses seemed to clang in her ears,

with an excitement which had pain in it and

trouble, not the sensation of safety and pro

tection and shelter for which she had hoped.

' Fancy what made me late,, Stephen said ;

' it was not my fault. As I came hurrying

along, looking out for my little Lil, whom do

you suppose I saw jumping out of a car

riage ?—and he saw me too, worse luck, and

thought, the fool, I had come to meet him.

You couldn't guess if you were to try till

Christmas. Why, Lily, my pet, my brother

Roger ! Think what a fright I was in for a

moment : for though you never would own
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to it, / know he was always hanging about

the place ; and if you could have had the

eldest son, my little Lil, I. daresay you'd

never have thought twice of me.,

'Oh, Stephen!, she cried, with a choking

sensation in her throat. 'Oh, don't, don't.'

He held her close as in a vice, and laughed,

and delivered these remarks with his lips

close to her cheek. He was excited, too,

but the banter which had appeared to her so

sprightly and delightful at Melcombe seemed

at this tremendous moment so out of place,

so dreadful to listen to. And then Roger !—

if he but knew !

' Yes,—you didn,t know he was in the

same train, did you ? Had he turned up a

little sooner, you'd have thrown me off at the

last moment, wouldn,t you, Lil ? But Roger

is one of the prudent ones, my dear. No

chance for you there. Catch him offending

the Pater and losing his chances for all the

girls in the world! He is not that sort. He

is not a fool in love, like me ! ,

' Please, Stephen ! Oh, please, Stephen ! '

Oh, to hear all that of Mr. Roger, who had

said such beautiful things to her, who had
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suffered she knew not what for her, who had

come boldly and told her mother that he

wanted Lily for his wife ! All at once there

sprang up in Lily,s frightened soul a conscious

ness that she dared not say this to Stephen,

as things now were. She had been very

bold with him, and said what she pleased,

while she had her home within reach and had

still full power over herself. But now every

thing seemed changed : now that she was at

the height of all her dreams had pointed to,

on the eve of her wedding-day, about to

marry a gentleman,—and not a gentleman

only, but a splendid officer, the flower of the

world ; now that she was about to step into

another sphere, to leave her own humbleness

and obscuritybehind for ever Confusedly

Lily was conscious of all this grandeur shin

ing before her,—only one other step to be

taken, only a few hours to pass : but still

more certainly she became aware that her

lover terrified her beyond description, and

that in a moment there had rolled up between

them a crowd of things which she dared not

speak of, nor allude to, and those the very

things which she most wished to say.
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It was a relief to her when the cab stopped,

in a quiet street, with not many lamps and

scarcely any one about,—a street of houses

with little gardens in front of them, narrow

London enclosures, with a tiny tree or bush

in the centre of a space no bigger than a

table. But it was very quiet, and Lily felt a

throb of satisfaction, hoping to see the good

woman, the faithful creature who was to pro

tect her and be a mother to her until to-mor

row. She longed for the sight of this woman

as she had never longed for anything in her

life. But no woman appeared ; the door was

opened by a man, and Stephen led the way

up to a room on the first floor, where there

were lights and a table was laid. The room

looked fine to Lily's inexperienced eyes :

there were flowers about, plants in pots, and

huge bouquets in vases ; and the table was

pretty, with its dazzling white cover, and the

glass and silver that shone under the candles

with their pink shades. All these details

caught her eye even in this moment of

troubled emotion, and gave her a thrill of

pleasure, as signs and tokens of the new

world into which she was taking her first
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step. The man, whether servant or master

of the house, who had followed them upstairs,

opened a door into a room beyond, which

Lily saw was a bedroom. She took refuge

hastily in this room, half because she seemed

to be expected to do so, half that she might

be alone for the moment and able to think.

There were candles lighted upon the

toilet-table, and an air of preparation, some

thing of the ordinary and natural in the midst

of all the horrible strangeness of her circum

stances, which consoled her a little. She

sank down upon a chair, to recover her breath

and her composure, saying to herself that it

was very foolish, even wicked, to be so full

of nervousness and doubts and fears ; that

having come so far, and having done it

deliberately of her own free will, she could

not, must not, give way to any imaginary

terrors. She might have known it would be

terrible, this interval,—she might have known!

and where was the good woman, the kind

woman, whom Stephen had assured her she

should find waiting ? Then she recalled her

self with a pang at her heart. How could

she even ask for this woman, as if she had
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no confidence in the man who would be her

husband to-morrow ? To-morrow,—only to

morrow,—it was not very long to wait. This

panic was due, no doubt, to the excitement

of her nerves, a weakness such as women

were so apt to have in novels. Lily had

never known before what unreasonable nerves

were. She took off her hat, which relieved

her throbbing head for a moment. But

when she caught sight of herself in the glass,

her pale, scared face frightened her as if it

had been a head of Medusa. She turned

away from that revelation of her own in

stinctive alarms with a fresh access of terror ;

her hands trembled as she put them up to

smooth her hair. The table was arranged

with pretty brushes, ivory-backed, and every

kind of pretty thing, such as Lily had heard

of, but never seen before. They had all

been put there for her, she tried to say to

herself, all arranged for her gratification, and

she so ungrateful ! But she could not use

them. She smoothed her hair tremulously

with her hands. Oh, where was the woman,

the kind woman, whose presence would give

her a little courage ? Where was she ?
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' I say, Lil, look here,, cried Stephen,

rattling loudly at the door. ' Don,t be long

about your toilet ; dinner 's just coming.,

Then he opened the door and half came in.

' You want a lady's-maid,—that's what you

want. Not used, eh, to managing for your

self, my dear ? , His laugh seemed to fill the

house with horrible echoes. ' Can't I fasten

something or undo something? Here, Lil,

you,ll find me very handy,, he said, advanc

ing to her, his large masculine presence fill

ing the room, exhausting the atmosphere,

affecting the frightened girl with a passion of

terror which was almost more than she could

contain.

' Oh, please ! , she said, her breath coming

quick, ' I shall be ready—in a moment—in

—in five minutes ; oh, go away, please. If

' you would send the woman, the woman ,

' What woman ? , he asked, with a stare ;

then laughing, ' Oh yes, I remember ! The

woman, eh ? A faithful old servant, wasn,t

she ? Yes ; well, she,s looking after the

dinner, I suppose ; but no doubt there's a

drudge of some kind, if you must have her.

You mustn't be silly, my pretty Lil. You
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must make the best of your bargain, you

know. Come, can,t I do ? '

' Oh, if I may have the woman—only for

a moment—only for five minutes ! ,

'Well, don't work yourself into a fever,'

he said. 'And mind you don't keep the

dinner waiting, for I,m as hungry as a

hunter,, he added, looking back from the

door.

Lily stood trembling in the middle of the

room, with her hat in her hand, and that

wild pain gradually rising, swelling, in her

heart. It was all she could do to keep still,

not to fly she knew not where. But yet she

made an effort to control herself. He ought

to have been more delicate, more respectful

than ever, now that she was so entirely at

his mercy. He ought to have treated her

like something sacred. Ah ! but then, she

said to herself, he had never been respectful,

reverent of her, like Mr. Roger. She had

preferred it so,—it was Stephen's way ; he

was only a little rough, thinking there was

no need for so many ceremonies, when to

morrow—to-morrow ! She stood with one

foot advanced, ready in her panic to fly,
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though she did not know where she could

fly to. And then she heard his voice shout

ing downstairs for some one to come up,—

for the maid, for Mary. ' Here, you Stimp-

son, send up the girl, send Mary—whatever

her name is., Lily hastily locked the door

which was between the rooms, while his

voice was audible ; feeling that even the

girl, even Mary, or whatever her name was,

would be some protection. Wild thoughts

traversed her mind as she stood there pant

ing for breath, like clouds driven over the

sky by a stormy wind,—thoughts over which

she had no control. For the first time the

other conclusion burst upon her, the end of

the story which was in all the books : the

unhappy girl betrayed, wandering home, a

shameful thing, to die. O God ! O God !

would that ever happen to Lily ? Not to

return in pride, a gentleman,s wife on her

husband's arm, to make her parents glad,

but perhaps in shame, flinging herself down

before the door, dying there, never raising

her head ! Oh, what folly ! what folly ! Oh,

how horrible—horrible ! But it could not

be,—how could it be ? It was only Stephen's
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way,—a little rough, not respectful ; he had

never been respectful. She would have

laughed at the idea before to-night,—Stephen

respectful, delicate, thinking of her silly feel

ings ! Oh, was it likely, when they were to

be married to-morrow, and ceremony would

be needed no more ?

Presently there came a heavy, dragging

step mounting the stairs, a hard breathing as

of a fatigued creature ; the other door of the

room was pushed open, and some one came

in with a steaming jug of hot water, a Lon

don maid-of-all-work, of a kind quite un

known to Lily, with a scrap of something

white pinned upon her rough hair, and an

apron hurriedly tied on. ' I,m sorry as I

forgot the ,ot water, ma,am,, she said, and

put it down with much noise and commotion,

shaking the room with her tread, and making

everything in it ring.

She was not pretty, nor neat, nor any

thing that was pleasant to see, but when she

turned to go away, after putting down her

jug, Lily caught her arm with both hands.

'Oh,, she cried, 'don,t go away! don't go

away ! , holding her fast. The young woman,
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half frightened, looked up in the face of this

lady who must certainly be mad to seize

upon her so.

'Laws!' she cried; and then, 'If it,s for

lady's-maidin', ma,am, I ain,t no good ; and

Missis wants me downstairs.'

' Oh, wait a moment ! wait a moment ! '

cried Lily under her breath. A hundred

questions rushed to her lips, but she did not

know how to put them into words. ' Didn,t

your mistress—expect me ? , she managed to

say.

' Missis ? Expect you ? Oh yes, ma,am ;

the Captain said as you were coming.'

A little relief came to Lily's mind. ' She

did expect me ! But why does she not come

then ? Why doesn,t she come ? '

' Missis ! , said the drudge, astonished.

' Why, she's a-cookin' of the dinner. She

ain't a lady,s-maid, ma'am, no more than me.,

' But you said she expected me ! ,

' Oh, bless you ! It was the Captain as

expected you. He said, " Mrs. Stimpson,

I'm expecting of my good lady. She,s been

a-visiting of her friends, and I expects her

back Tuesday or Wednesday," he says. We
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was all ready for you yesterday, ma'am, and

the dinner ordered ; but the Captain, he says,

" It'll be to-morrow, Mrs. Stimpson." He

said as how you was very fond of your own

folks, and it was always uncertain to a day

when you,d come back.,

' When I,d come back ? '

' Yes, ma,am : I hear him sayin' of it.

"Mrs. Stevens," he says, "is very fond of

her own folks." '

'Is that—is that—what he said? And

where does he—live, then ? , said Lily, in a

whisper which she could scarcely make

audible.

' Captain Stevens—when he's at home ?

Laws ! how can I tell you ? But for the last

week he has been living here, a-waitin, for

his good lady,—just as Missis is waiting for

me to help dish up the dinner downstairs.'

Lily did not say another word. She fixed

her wild eyes upon the maid,s face, and

signed to her to go impatiently. The

drudge was surprised at this rapid dismissal,

but she was too much occupied with her own

dreary life to trouble herself what happened,

and her mistress, she knew, would scold her
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for her delay. She went downstairs, not

looking behind, not hearing the steps that

followed her. Lily followed like a ghost ;

her foot was light, not like the heavy steps

of the maid. She went behind her step by

step, not thinking of anything but of how to

get away, incapable of thought. She had

her little basket still in one hand, her gloves

in the other, which she held mechanically.

When the woman turned the corner of the

stairs to pursue her way to the kitchen, Lily

found herself in the narrow hall, lit with one

dull flame of gas, alone. She flew noise

less as a bird to the door which was before

her, the only way of salvation. In another

moment she was outside in the fresh cool air

of the spring night.

Outside,—outside of everything ; alone in

London, without a soul to turn to,—alone in

the unknown streets, on the verge of the

awful night !
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A NIGHT IN THE STREETS

It was a long time before Lily could think

at all of what had happened, of what might

have happened, of what might be going to

become of her now, all forlorn and alone in

the London streets. She had no time for

thought ; the first necessity was to go away,

to go as far as her trembling yet nervously

strong and energetic limbs could carry her,—

away, away from that dreadful place. She

flew rather than ran close by the garden

walls and railings, scarcely feeling her feet

touch the ground, to the end of the street,

and out of that into a little square, which she

crossed obliquely, following the street that

led out of it at the other corner in a contrary

direction. Until her breath was exhausted,

and the first impulse of horror and panic had

to some degree worn out, she never paused,
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going always straight before her, out of one

street into another ; sometimes crossing one

which was full of bustle and lights, plunging

into the darkness again on the other side.

The district to which she had been taken

was one of those which flank great London

on every side, like a series of dull towns with

interminable endless little streets, leading out

of each other ; all alike, monotonous, feature

less, overpowering in their blank nonentity.

Lily had no leisure of mind to understand

this, or think how it was that she found

nothing but solitude round her, though it

helped to oppress her soul ; but now and

then a chilly anguish ran through her, a

feeling that she had got into some terrible

circle which might bring her back to the spot

she had fled from, and throw her once more

into the power of him from whom she had

escaped ; for the streets were all so like, so

horribly like, with the same dull lamps at the

corners, the same line of little gardens, the

same rows of windows. The light had

altogether faded out of the evening sky, but

it was still faintly blue overhead, showing a

glittering and twinkling of innumerable stars ;
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not bright, but mildly present in the sky,

making a sort of twilight in the heavens.

The sight of this pale, ineffable clearness

appearing where there was a larger opening

gave Lily heart to go on ; it was something

known in the midst of this strange wilderness

through which she was wandering, something

familiar where all was so dark and strange.

When the first impulse of flight and panic

began to wane, and she felt her breath fail

her and her limbs trembling under her, Lily

slackened her pace unconsciously ; and then

she began to think. This was more dreadful

than the other state, the wild instinct which

had obliterated everything except the neces

sity of getting away. She began to remem

ber, to realise what it was that had happened

to her. Heaven help her, a forlorn and

solitary creature, not knowing where to go

nor what to do in this awful desert of houses,

where there was no door open to her, but

only one which led to—hell. That was

where it led to. She caught her breath with

an effort to repress the long, broken, convul

sive sob that shook her from head to foot,

and came back and back, like the sob of a
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child which has wept all its tears away. Yet

it was not of the immediate danger she had

escaped that she thought most. She did not,

in fact, realise that, having an imagination free

from all visions of corruption. What Lily

realised with vivid horror was the picture so

common in books, so continually repeated,

which forms the burden of so many a rustic

tale,—the betrayed girl going home in shame

and misery to die, creeping to her father,s

door, not daring to knock, not venturing

even to look, hiding her ruined head upon

the threshold. That it should have come

within the most distant possibility that this

could happen to her! This was the first

conscious thought that took possession of her

when she became able to think at all. It

had flashed across her mind as she stood in

the dimly -lighted room, hearing from the

dingy little maid what fate was preparing for

her. It returned now, and filled her whole

being with such a pervading force as is pos

sible only to the simple soul. It did not

seem to be a thought only, but a vision.

She, Lily, the first of all belonging to her,

the one exceptional creature, unlike all
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others ; knowing and feeling to the very tips

of her fingers that she was not like any one

else, that she belonged to another sphere,—

she whose intention and dream it had been

to go in at that humble door, leaning upon

the arm of the finest gentleman she knew,

and justify her mother,s pride and fulfil all

prognostications of splendour and happiness !

That to her, to Lily, that other fate might

have come, the common fate of the rustic

fool, the village girl betrayed ! Perhaps it

was a proof that no stronger passion, no

self-abandonment, had ever been in Lily,s

thoughts. This terrible picture took posses

sion of her ; she could almost feel herself

sinking before the door, covering her face,

and in her heart the humiliation, the shame

beyond words, the collapse of every hope. If

it had not been that silence was the first ne

cessity in her present terrible circumstances,

nothing could have restrained the keen cry

of imagined anguish that was on her lips,

—that this might have happened to her !

Then she calmed, or tried to calm, herself

with the thought that it never could have

happened. Even if she had not ascertained
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her danger in time and escaped as she had

done, Lily felt, grasping herself tight, as it

were, holding herself together, that shame

could never have come to her, never, never,

never ! It was a thing which she could

not acknowledge possible, which never could

have been. She clenched her hands, which

were cold and trembling, until she hurt

them with the pressure, and repeated Never,

never, never! In all the world there was no

power which could have brought that humil

iation upon her. Oh no, no, no ! There

are things which can be, and there are things

which cannot be. She hurried on in her

passion, flying from that thought which of

itself was a degradation ; for to be obliged to

acknowledge even the possibility of shame

approaching, shame almost within touch, was

a shameful thing. She went on quicker and

quicker to escape from it. It takes a long

time to exhaust a thought, especially in such

circumstances as those in which the girl now

found herself. Was any girl ever in such a

plight before ? In the streets of London,

without a place to go to, without a friend,

not knowing where to turn, lost, altogether
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lost to everybody who knew her, to every

thing she knew ! Her thoughts swept on

like an accompaniment to that soft sound of

her light footsteps, sometimes interrupted by

a start of rising terror when she heard steps

following her, or saw some figure coming

into sight under the lamplight, but resuming

again, going on and on. It was a long time

before she came to the question what she

was to do. The night had darkened, deep

ened, all around ; the few little shops at the

street corners which she passed from time to

time had put up their shutters ; the lights

were few in the windows. It was no longer

evening, but night. What was she to do ?

Lily had never in her life gone anywhere

or taken any important step by herself. She

had gone to school, indeed, without the escort

given to girls of a higher class, but even this

under limitations : put into the railway carriage

at one end, and met at the other, as was

thought necessary by her schoolmistress, at

least. She knew that what people did, when

benighted in a strange place, was to go to

a hotel ; but this was an idea which made the

blood course through her veins more wildly
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than before. To go to a hotel, a girl, alone,

on foot, without any luggage except the

basket, which she clung to as if there might

possibly be help in it ! The beating of her

heart seemed to choke Lily as she thought of

that expedient. How could she explain that

she was in London without any place to go

to ? No, no, that was impossible ! She could

not do it ; she had not the courage. Oh, if

she could but see some good woman, some

one with a kind face, going into one of the

little houses, standing at one of the doors !

In books it was so certain that a poor girl

would meet her at the end, when she was

perhaps in despair. But no good woman

stood at any door which Lily passed, or looked

at her suddenly with compassion going along

the pavement. By this time, indeed, there

were no women about ; nobody was in those

quiet streets. The doors were all closed ;

from time to time some one went by, not

distinguishable in the lamplight, who took no

notice of Lily,—sometimes a policeman, with

his heavy tread sounding all down the street

in the quiet of the night. As it grew later

and later, these policemen began to look at
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her, she observed, as if she were a strange

sight ; and it occurred to her that perhaps, in

her ignorance, not knowing where she was

going, she might be passing and repassing

through the same street, meeting the same

man, who would naturally wonder to see a

young woman going along so late. And she

began to get so tired,—oh, so tired ! feeling

as if she could not go farther than the next

corner, yet walking on mechanically without

any volition of her own ; her limbs moving,

moving, her feet sometimes stumbling, always

going on as if they had some separate impulse

of their own. If she only dared to sit down

on the steps of a door, rest a little, perhaps

go to sleep for a time, leaning her head

upon her hand ! But Lily felt hazily, in the

confusion of her weariness, that if she did

this the policeman or some one might

speak to her, might take her perhaps to

prison, or to the workhouse, or somewhere

which would be a disgrace. Everything

unknown seemed as if it might be a dis

grace, something that would be a shame to

think of, to have encountered. To be out all

night was shameful, too,—in the streets all
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night ! What would any one think to whom

that was said? In London streets all night!

Anybody who heard of that would think of

noise and tumult, and crowds of people and

blazing lights, and dreadful gaiety and merry

making. But what a mistake that was ! Lily

said to herself. The streets of London,—

what could be more quiet ? Quieter than the

road through the village or the country high

ways, where the dogs would bark, at least, at

a passing footstep, and the people in the

houses get up to look out and wonder who it

could be. But in these streets no dog barked,

no window opened, no one looked out. She

remembered to have heard that no woman

need fear going anywhere in London, so long

as she walked steadily along, minding her

own business, giving no occasion to any one

to interfere. How true that was, how safe it

was, nobody paying any attention ! It sounded

a terrible thing to be out walking about the

streets all night ; but it was not so dreadful

after all. There was nobody to meddle ; the

policeman might perhaps look surprised to

see a girl alone so late ; but no one said a

word. It was quite, quite safe ; it was the
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best way, so that nobody should ever know.

For who could believe it possible that Lily,

Lily ! had spent a night like that, roaming

restlessly about the silent, dark streets ? If

she were not so tired, and so faint, and so

ready to cry, and so like to drop down with

utter fatigue and blinding, chilling weariness !

But here was the policeman coming again,

and he might think he had a right to speak

to her if she faltered, or made any sound of

crying, or showed that she was tired while he

was passing. So she went on and on.

What she would have done had she not

happened upon this quiet district, these in

numerable little silent streets, who can tell ?

Had she drifted into a great thoroughfare, or

the places where people live who go home

late, poor Lily,s adventures might have been

very different. It was fortunate for her that

Stephen Mitford had chosen a quarter far

removed from those which he knew best,—a

place out of reach of any prying eyes, in the

midst of the respectability of the Westbourne

Park district, in the endless labyrinths of Roads

and Gardens and Places, where midnight com

motion never enters. More than once she
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passed the very corner of the street to which

he had taken her, in the ignorance of her

aimless wandering in the dark hours of the

night ; sometimes, indeed, was within the

length of a street from him searching for her.

But it would not have mattered had they met

face to face. Lily was for ever emancipated

from that dream. He could as soon have

moved the church in the deep shadows of

which the poor girl ventured to pause a little,

leaning against the railings, as have persuaded

or forced her back to the false shelter he had

provided. However, he never came within

sight of that shadowy little figure, which

passed like a ghost, going close to the houses,

brushing past the garden walls.

She was still going on in her circuit, her

head more and more confused, her thoughts

more broken, all lucidity gone from her mind,

nothing left but the mechanical power of

movement and sense that she must go on,

when suddenly a miracle was worked about

and around the poor little wanderer. The

day broke. She was so dazed with fatigue

that she had not observed the preliminary

phenomena of dawn. Things had got clearer
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round her, but she had taken no notice. She

had been vaguely aware of the houses, with

their windows all veiled with white blinds,

like closed eyes, which somehow became

more visible, as if looking coldly at her,

wondering what she was doing there, when

abruptly there came upon her through an

opening, like a hand reaching out of heaven,

the warmth and glory of a ray of sunshine.

Lily, who all that awful night through had

not uttered a sound, started as if some one

had touched her, and gave a faint cry. The

sun, the day ! It was over, then, this horrible

darkness and silence. She put her hand to

her heart to which the ray, the dart, had

gone. All at once the danger seemed over.

It seemed to her that she now could sit down

anywhere, which was the one sole, over

powering wish that remained in her—rest

anywhere without being remarked. The

policeman was no longer a thing to fear, nor

any one, any one ! Not that she had been

afraid, but now that it was over she felt with

reawakening faculties all the horror that had

been in it,—now that it was day. She did

not sit down, however, though the friendly
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steps at all those closed doors appeared to

spread out like delightful places of refuge to

receive her. One on which that ray of sun

shine slanted was almost too tempting to be

resisted. But courage came back to her with

the light, and freedom and deliverance. It

might be possible to ask for shelter some

where, to look out wistfully again for that

good woman, now the day had come. But

though she felt this sudden relief in her soul,

utter exhaustion made Lily like a creature in

a dream, moving she could not tell how,

drifting onward with little conscious impulse

of her own. She remarked things round her,

and felt the sensation of freedom, but always as

in a dream. Presently she came to the edge

of a large thoroughfare, and stood and gazed

at it with a wonder that was half reverence

and half fear. Lily knew enough to under

stand that this was not like the streets in

which she had been wandering. The great

shops all barricaded and barred, the wide

pavements, the many lamps, some of them

still burning ineffectually, with curious un

necessary light, in the full eye of day,

showed her that this was one of the centres
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of life of which she had heard. She thought

it was perhaps Regent Street or Piccadilly.

To see it bereft of all life, silent, filled with

light and the freshness of the morning, pro

duced in her mind some faint shadow of that

emotion with which the poet saw the ' mighty-

heart ' of the great city lying still, and the

river flowing at its will. But that impression

was faint, and the aspect of the deserted

street chilled once more the innocent vagrant,

half restored to life by the awakening touch

of day. There was no one to help her, no

one looking out to see what unhappy lost

creature was in want of succour, no good

woman. Oh, where was she, that good

woman, who would take her by the hand,

who would stand between her distracted

youth and the terrible world ?

She was too much worn out, however, to

feel even this with any warmth. Standing

still had rested her a little : she went on

again, automatically, scarcely knowing why,

because there was nothing else for her to do,

along the whole vacant length of the empty

street. An early workman or two, pipe in

mouth, went past her, taking no notice. No
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one took any notice. The earliest houses

began to wake, as she passed, a few blinds

were drawn up, a housemaid appeared here

and there at a door,—a girl who had slept all

night, and risen to her work cheerful and

rosy, whereas she ! One or two of these

looked curiously at her, she thought, as she

went along. Was her walk unsteady ? Was

her hair untidy ? she wondered vaguely.

What would they think? And what was

she to do ? What was she to do ? Though

she could neither feel nor think save by

moments, something would rise in the morn

ing air, and breathe across her with this

question. What, what was she to do ? As

she went on, she suddenly became aware

that the people whom she had begun mechan

ically to observe, appearing one by one from

various sides, were all tending in one

direction ; and then a carriage or two came

noisily along, disturbing the quiet, turning the

same way. She looked up, and her heart

gave a wild spring, then fell down again,

down, down, into her bosom. It was the

railway to which the people were all tend

ing, and she with them,—the way home.
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How could she go home ? Oh, home, home,

to which she had meant to return triumphant

on her husband's arm! Her husband—but

who was he ? She had no husband ; and

how could she go home ? She must think,

she must think ; the time had come at last

when she must think, and find out what she

was to do. She went on with the little

stream, following instinctively, as if the

current had caught her. One lady went into

the waiting-room, where Lily followed, still

mechanically. She did not know why she

should choose to follow that individual more

than another ; they were all blind leaders of

the blind to the confused intelligence, now

sinking into a sort of waking sleep. But

when she found herself sheltered by four

walls and with a roof over her head, the long

wretchedness of the night overwhelmed Lily.

It seemed to have waited for her there to close

around her, to stupefy all her faculties. She

sank down upon a sofa, unconscious of the

public place it was, knowing nothing except

that here at last was shelter, and a place

where she could lay her weary head.



XXIX

THE KNIGHT-ERRANT AND THE DETECTIVE

'Your Lily?, exclaimed Edmund, with an

amazement so evident that the poor woman,

who stood subduing herself, in a state of

passionate excitement, yet keeping down her

voice and her tears, half in eagerness to hear

his reply, half in terror lest she should betray

her distress to other ears than his, clasped

her hands together in dismay, and burst into

one momentary strangled cry. She had not

doubted that he would know,—and he knew

nothing. Her feverish hope, the hope which

had seemed almost a certainty, fell in a

moment and perished.

'Oh, sir,' she said, 'oh, Mr. Edmund,

don,t say that you don,t know, for it,s been

all my hope ! ,

He took her by the hand gently, and led

her to a chair. The interruption had made

VOL. II o
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him angry at first ; but the real and terrible

suffering in her homely face, which was

blanched out of all its usual ruddiness, the

mouth trembling, the brows all puckered

with trouble, touched Edmund,s heart. ' Sit

down,, he said, 'and compose yourself, and

tell me what has happened. I know nothing

about your daughter : what is it ? If I can

do anything to help you, I will.'

'Oh, Mr. Edmund!, cried the poor

woman again ; then she clasped her hands

in her lap, and, leaning forward, her eyelids

swollen and large with tears, said with im

pressive tragical simplicity, ' I have not seen

my Lily since yesterday middle day,—not

since yesterday middle day.,

' You have not seen her ? I don,t under

stand,, said Edmund. ' Do you mean that you

have had a quarrel—that she has No,

no, I know that can,t be. She must have

gone—to see some of your friends.,

' We have no friends, Mr. Edmund, as

she,d wish to go and see. Oh, if I,ve been a

foolish woman bringing her up as I have

done, out of her own kind, oh, God forgive

me, and that it may all lie upon me! Mr.
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Edmund, she,s got no friends for that reason,

because she,s a lady, is my Lily, and the rest

are all just girls in the village. It never was

no amusement to her, nor no pleasure, to go

with them. No, no, she,s not gone to no

friends. There,s only one thing I can think

of to keep me from despair. Oh, Mr.

Edmund, have pity upon me ! Tell me as

she has gone off with your brother, and I,ll

never say a word. I'll not suspect nor think

no harm. Mr. Edmund, I have confidence

in my Lily, and Mr. Roger, he,s always

acted proper and like a gentleman. Oh, Mr.

Edmund, say as he,s taken her away ! ,

' Why should he take her away ? He has

asked her to marry him, and he has told you

of it, and my father knows ; everybody is

now prepared for the marriage. You may

be sure it would never occur to my brother

to do anything clandestine, anything secret.

Why should he? He has suffered enough

for her ; there can be no need for any secret

now.'

Edmund could scarcely restrain the indig

nation which rose in his mind as he spoke.

Yes, Roger had suffered enough for her.
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To run away, after all, with this cottage girl

was a supposition impossible, unworthy of

him, ridiculous. Why had he borne all that

he had done, if the matter was to come to

such a solution at the end ?

' I,ve said that to myself,, said poor Mrs.

Ford. 'I've said it over and over: all as

ever Mr. Roger has done or said, he,s been

the perfect gentleman all through. But,, she

added, crushing her hands together, and

raising to him her tearful face, ' if my Lily is

not with him, where is she ? for I have not

seen her—I have not seen her ,—her voice

broke, choked with tears and unquenchable

sobs—'me, that never let her out of my

sight,—not since yesterday middle day. And

there,s her bed that no one,s slept in, and

her things all lying, and supper and break

fast never touched. And oh, where is she,

where is she, Mr. Edmund, where,s my Lily ? '

cried the poor mother, her painful self-con

trol breaking down. She held up her hands

to him in an agony of appeal. Her poor

homely face was transfigured with love and

anguish, with that aching and awful void in

which every wretchedness is concentrated.
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It was scarcely to be wondered . at if in

Edmund's mind there had sprung up at first

a sort of impatient hope that here was a pos

sibility of being rid of Lily, that troubler of

everybody,s peace. But he could not resist

the misery in the poor woman,s face. He

sat down by her and soothed her as best he

could, inquiring when and how the girl had

disappeared, and what the circumstances were,

if perhaps they might throw any light upon

it. It was a curious and bewildering coin

cidence that she should have disappeared on

the afternoon on which Roger had gone to

town. Was it possible, his brother asked

himself, that, weary of all that had taken

place, scarcely happy even in the prospect of

what was to come, Roger had snatched at

the possibility of concluding the whole busi

ness without further fuss or fret, and persuaded

her to trust herself to him ? He thought it

strange, very strange, that his brother should

have dreamed of such an expedient ; stranger

still that Lily, no doubt elated by such a

change in her fortunes, should have con

sented to it, and foregone her triumph. But

still it was extraordinary that both these
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events should happen in one day, both in

one afternoon, Roger,s departure and Lily's

disappearance. He could not refuse to see

the probability of some connection between

them. While he listened to Mrs. Ford,s

story, his mind went off into endeavours to

reason it out, to convince himself that the

possibility of such a rapid conclusion might

have struck Roger as desirable. He inter

rupted her to ask if she had inquired at the

station if any one had seen Lily there. ' It

must be known, some one must have seen

her, if she went by that train. But of course

you have inquired there.,

Mrs. Ford replied with a little scream of

alarm.

' Ask, ask at the station !—as if I didn't

know about my own child, as if she had gone

away unbeknownst to me! I,d rather die!

Oh, Mr. Edmund, don,t go and do that ;

don,t, for God,s sake ! Ask—about Lily !—

as if she was lost, as if we didn,t know where

she was , She seized him by the arm,

in her terror, as if she feared he would begin

his inquiries at once. ' Oh, Mr. Edmund,

don,t, don,t, for the love of God ! ,
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' If you do not inquire, how are you ever

to know ? , he asked, with impatience.

' I,d rather never know,, she replied. ' I,d

rather spend my life in misery than expose

my Lily. Whatever she,s done, she,s done

it with a right heart : whatever happens, I

know that. And rather than ask strangers

about her, or let on as I don,t know, I,d

rather die. Don,t you go and expose us,

and make my girl the talk of the parish that

doesn't know her—oh, that doesn,t know

what she is ! Ford would have done it,

never thinking ; but he saw when I told him.

Mr. Edmund,, she said, rising, with a kind of

dignity in her despair, ' I came to you putting

faith in you because of your brother. You

haven,t got no right to betray me, nor my

Lily. If you go and expose my Lily ,

She stopped with a gasp,—words would do

no more,—but confronted the young master,

the gentleman to whom she had looked up

as a superior being, with all the indignant

grandeur of an angry queen.

' You need not fear for me,—I will betray

no one,, said Edmund. 'And I think I

understand you,, he added more quietly,
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' but it is very unreasonable,—you must see

it is unreasonable. How are we to find out

if we make no inquiries ? However, I under

stand you, and I will say no more. I don,t

know what to think about my brother. It

was to avoid him that she left the house, and

that she told you she was going to spend the

day in the park ; and she said you could tell

him truly that she was far, far away ? And

yet you think I don,t know what to

think.,

' It,s all true,—it,s all true ! Nor I don,t

know what to think But oh, my Lily,

my Lily, where is she ? , the mother cried,

wringing her hands.

After a time Edmund succeeded in calm

ing the poor woman, and persuaded her to

go home, promising to follow her there, to

meet her husband, and discuss with them

both what was to be done. Appearances

were so strongly against Roger that it was

impossible for Edmund to stand aside and

let the poor little rural tragedy go on to its

appropriate, its conventional end. If Roger

had anything to do with it, it would not have

that conventional end. But it became harder
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and harder, as he thought all the circum

stances over, to persuade himself that Roger

could have taken such a strange step. He

conducted Mrs. Ford downstairs through the

billiard-room, which was the way in which

she was least likely to be seen by the ser

vants, and flattered himself that nobody save

Larkins was any the wiser. Larkins was a

person of discretion,—of too much discretion,

indeed, for he had looked every inch the

possessor of a family secret when he called

Edmund out of his father,s room to see Mrs.

Ford, and there was a suspicious vacancy

about the hall and corridors, as if the pru

dent butler had thought it necessary to clear

every possible spectator away. The con

sciousness of something to conceal makes the

apprehension unusually lively. In ordinary

circumstances Edmund would have remarked

neither Larkins's looks nor the vacancy of the

house and passages. He was not, however,

to be allowed long to congratulate him

self upon this quiet. When he came out

of the billiard-room, after Mrs. Ford,s de

parture, he met Nina, her eyes dancing

with curiosity and the keen delight of an
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inquirer who has got upon the scent of a

new mystery.

' Oh, Edmund ! , she said, breathless, too

eager even to dissimulate the heat of her

pursuit.

' What are you doing here ? '

' Oh, nothing, Edmund, only looking.

Was that Mrs. Ford, that woman going out

this way ? ,

' What does it matter to you who it was,

Nina ? You had better go back to your own

part of the house.,

' Oh, Edmund, I do so want to know. I

want to ask you something. What is the

matter ? You and papa were shut up so

long in the library, and then you and Mrs.

Ford. Are you fond of Lily, too ? Are you

like all the rest ? '

Edmund put his hand upon her arm, and

led her to the drawing-room. It was only

there, in the shelter of that wide and quiet

space, that he trusted himself to turn round

upon her. 'Nina,, he said severely, 'will

you never be cured of this prying and listen

ing ? , And then, drawing his breath hard,

' Why do you put such a question to me ?
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Do you know it is a great piece of imper

tinence ? And what do you mean by " all the

rest " ? ,

' Oh, Edmund, don,t look so angry. I

haven,t done anything wrong ; indeed, in

deed, I wasn,t listening! How could I,,

said Nina, with indignation, 'when you

know there are those horrid portieres at the

library door ? ,

Edmund, with a groan, threw himself into

a chair ; this little creature, with her odious in

sight and information, had him in her power.

'And, Edmund,, she went on, 'do you

think it is possible not to want to know, when

the whole house is turned upside down ?

Roger coming home on Monday, going away

on Tuesday again, you in a great worry all

the time, papa so angry and shut up in the

library with Mr. Pouncefort,—there is always

something wrong when Mr. Pouncefort is

sent for, Simmons says, — and then Mrs.

Ford taken to your sitting-room upstairs.

If you think all that can happen, and only

me not want to know ! ,

There was a certain reason in what she

said which her brother could not dispute ;
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and her words were full of mysterious sugges

tions. 'What do you mean,, he said again,

' by " all the rest " ? ,

' I would tell you if you would not be

angry ; but how can I tell you, Edmund,

when you find fault with everything I say ? ,

He waved his hand in mingled impatience

and apology. All the rest !—was it only the

instinct of a gossip, or was there any light to

come upon this dark problem from what

Nina, with her servants, -hall information,

really knew.

'Well, Roger is in love with her,, said

Nina calmly; 'every one, both upstairs and

downstairs, knows that. I did,, the little

girl added, with a certain triumph, ' long

ago.,

' Nina, you don,t know how you vex me.

You ought to be sent away, my poor little

girl ; you ought not to be left here '

' To Geraldine's or Amy's ! Oh yes, do

ask papa to send me ? , cried Nina, clapping

her hands.

' But allowing that about Roger, which is

no business of yours, Roger is only one, after

all ; what do you mean by " all the rest " ? '
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' Oh, I only said that when I thought that

you, too—because of Mrs. Ford going up to

your room, Edmund.,

' You have nothing to do with Mrs. Ford,

nor with me either. What did you mean by

"all the rest"?,

Nina hung her head a little. ' It isn,t

grammatical to say all when there are only

two, is it ? , she said ; ' but supposing there

were only two, Edmund, why, then they

would be " all the rest " ! ,

' Who are the two ? Who was the second,

Nina ? ,

' Oh, Edmund, don,t tell upon me ! I

don't mind for Roger. He might be angry,

but he wouldn,t scold me. And then they

say he has told papa and everybody that he

is going to marry Lily, so it would be no

secret. But, Edmund, if you were to tell

Steve ,

' Steve ! ,

'Well, of course,, said Nina, 'he is "all

the rest " ; who could it be else ? I said you

too, and there are only the three of you. I

found out Steve all by myself. He used to

go out every evening after dinner. I won
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dered very much,—how could I help it ?—

and then I found out what it meant.,

' Nina, this is too dreadful ; you are no

better than a little spy. You found it out,

you went after him, you followed him—

where ? To the lodge ? ,

Nina had been nodding vigorously during

the course of these interrogations ; but when

he came to the last she changed the move

ment, and shook her head with all its inno

cent curls, instead of nodding it. ' Oh no,

no ! , she said, ' he never went near the

lodge ; she met him in the park. They had

a post-office, a place where they put their

letters, in a hollow tree ; I could show it to

you, Edmund. And I will tell you another

thing,, cried the girl, forgetting all possibility

of reproof in the delight of having such a

wonderful tale to tell. ' Some one saw Lily

Ford at Molton Junction yesterday. She

went to the office and sent off a telegraph,—

oh, I know that,s not the right word, but

you know what I mean,—she sent off a

telegraph from Molton Junction. It is a

long walk to Molton Junction. If it had

been right to do it, she would have sent it
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from our own station. I don,t know what it

was,, said Nina regretfully, 'but I am sure

she must have intended that nobody should

know.,

' At Molton Junction ! , Edmund forgot

to chide the little collector of news, whose

eyes were dancing with satisfaction and

triumph, as she brought out one detail after

another. She enjoyed her own narrative

thoroughly, without observing its effect upon

him. He had grown very grave, his face

was overcast, his brows were knitted over

his eyes, which looked away into vacancy

as if seeing something there that appalled

him. ' And what then ? What did she do

then ? , he asked sharply, turning round.

Nina was taken by surprise at this sudden

change of tone.

' I don,t know ; I did not hear any more.

I suppose she must have walked home again.

And fancy going all that way only to send a

telegraph, when you have a station so near

your own door ! '

' Then she went only to send the telegram ;

and came back again ? ,

' I suppose so,, said Nina, with a sudden
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sense that her evidence, though so full of

interest that at last it had silenced Edmund,

was on this point defective. She had all the

instincts of a detective, and perceived her

failure, and saw in a moment that her

brother had expected more. But Edmund

asked no further questions. His mind was

indeed so distracted by this new light as for

the moment to be almost paralysed. And

yet there was nothing impossible nor even

unlikely in it. But if the solution of the

problem was to be found in Nina,s story,

what was he to say to the miserable father

and mother ? The new character thus intro

duced was very different from him whom

they suspected ; and Stephen,s actions could

not be calculated on, like Roger's. If Lily

had fallen into his hands, Heaven help her !

for she was very little likely to escape. It

was not, however, of Lily that he thought ;

if he considered her at all, it was with an

impatient feeling that, whatever happened,

she would have but herself to thank for it,

which was not just. Even Ford and his wife,

though Edmund,s heart ached to think of

them, held a secondary place in his thoughts.
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But Roger ! This was what struck him

dumb with dismay. How was he to tell

Roger that the girl he had loved had fled

from her father,s house, and in all probability

with his brother ? And the Squire, who for

this unhappy girl,s sake had disinherited

Roger, and was putting Stephen,s name in

the place of that of his eldest son ! What

could be more terrible than that irony of

fate?

VOL. 11 p



XXX

CARRYING EVIL TIDINGS

Edmund found Ford the gamekeeper, with

red eyes, strained by watching and misery,

waiting for him as he approached the lodge ;

and Mrs. Ford came out from her door to

meet them as they neared the house. The

sight of these two unhappy people gazing at

him with a wistful hope, as if he could do some

thing, went to Edmund,s heart. Their house

loomed vacant and miserable, with all the

doors open, an empty place behind them,

while they stood on either side of their

visitor, and with appealing faces mutely im

plored him to help them. For neither of

them could say much. ' Oh, Mr. Edmund ! ,

Mrs. Ford cried from time to time, while her

husband stood crushing his hat in his hands,

starting at every little sound, with his blood

shot eyes fixed upon the young master.
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Ford,s misery was more pitiful to see than

his wife,s was. He had less command of

words, and could not calm himself either by

renewed statements of the case or tears, as

she could ; and perhaps the grosser dangers

were more present to his mind, and he had

less confidence in Lily,s power of controlling

circumstances. All that he could do to

relieve the anguish of his soul was to turn

and twist his hat out of all shape in those

strong moist hands, with which he would have

wrung the neck, if he could, of the man who

had beguiled away his Lily : but Ford was

not capable of uttering her name.

Edmund,s attempt to question the anxious

pair as to whether Lily had known any one

who could have tempted her away, whether

there was any lover, even any acquaintance

whom she could have made without their

knowledge, produced nothing but eager con

tradictions from Mrs. Ford, and a look of

fury in her husband,s face which warned

Edmund that the man was nearly beyond

his own control, and might almost be tempted

to spring upon him, Edmund, in lieu of any

other victim. ' Who could she ever see ?
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Who entered our doors but Mr. Roger ?

And not him with my will,, said Mrs. Ford,

—' oh, not with my will ! I would have shut

the door upon him, if I could. But never

another came near the place, — never an

other! And she wasn,t one to talk or to

bandy words : oh, never anything of that

sort ! She was as retired, as quiet, never

putting herself forward, never letting any

man think as she was to be spoken to differ

ent from a lady ,

Ford made a wild movement, as if he

would have struck his wife. ' Will you stop

that ? , he said hoarsely, the blood mounting

into his brown, weather-beaten countenance :

and then she began to cry, poor soul, while

he kneaded his hat with restless hands, and

looked straight before him into the vacancy

of the park, his eyes red and lowering with

excess of wretchedness and sleeplessness

and misery. He could not speak nor hear

her speak : he was impatient of any touch

upon his wounds ; and yet, in the helpless

ness of his ignorance, incapable of doing

anything in his own person, he turned his

piteous gaze again, with dumb expectation,
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on Edmund, who assuredly could do some

thing, he knew not what, to help to clear up

this misery, to find Lily if found she could be.

'Mrs. Ford,' said Edmund, 'if you are

right, she is as safe as if she were here in

your own care. My brother Roger asked

her from you as his wife.,

'Oh, Mr. Edmund!, cried Mrs. Ford,

wringing her hands.

' She is as safe as in your own house, '

said Edmund, stopping with a gesture the

story on her lips. ' If she is with him, all is

well. Ford, you know him ; you know that

what I say is true.,

The man looked at him wildly, crushing

his hat into a pulp in his fierce grasp. ' I

don,t know nothing,, he suddenly burst forth,

with a kind of roar of anguish,—' nothing

but that I,ll wring his damned neck with

these hands ! ,

' Ford, oh, Ford ! ,

' I,ll wring his damned neck, master or no

master, if he,s harmed my girl ! , said the

man, with his hoarse roar, pushing his wife

away with his elbow. Then he turned to

Edmund with the pathetic eyes of a dog, a
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helpless dumb creature asking for help.

' Do something for us, Mr. Edmund,' he

said.

' I will, I will, if I can,, Edmund cried.

They stood on each side of him, their eyes,

appealing, going to his very heart. What

was he to do ? He knew, though they did

not, how vain it was. If she were with

Roger, then no harm could come to her.

But Stephen ! — how could he suggest to

them that horrible danger, that misery in

which there was no hope ?

Edmund went to London by the night

train. He arrived very early in the gray of

the morning, before it was possible to see

any one, even his brother. He went to the

hotel near the station, and loitered through

those slow, still morning hours, when nothing

can be done, which are perhaps more dreadful

in their monotony than any others. He was

too much excited to sleep, and the brightness

of the morning was appalling and merciless ;

softening nothing, showing everything terribly

distinct and clear. To go to Roger and seek

Lily there appeared to him more futile than

even he had felt it to be at first. Lily there !
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Could anything be more impossible ? That

Roger should expose his wife that was to be

to the faintest remark, that he should subject

her to any misconstruction, that he could

even have supposed it within the bounds of

possibility that Lily would consent to go with

him, Edmund now knew was preposterous.

He had known it all along, but from pure

pity of the misery of the family he had

allowed himself to think that perhaps for once

the impossible might have happened. He

now felt that it could not be so. But on the

other side, if Nina was right ! The Mitfords

had no delusions in respect to each other ;

at least there was none so far as regarded

Stephen. Stephen was the member of the

household whose course of action had always

been most certain to the others. He would

do what was for his own pleasure and his

own interest. He professed no other creed.

What he liked, what suited him, was what he

did : and if he chose to gather that humble

flower, what was it to any one ? He would

do it without any after-thought. Was it not

only too possible that he had corrupted Lily

even before she left her father,s house?
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Edmund set his teeth, with something of the

feeling, though the culprit was his brother,

which had made poor Ford in his passion

crush the hat which was in his hands. ' I

would wring his damned neck ! , Edmund,

with a passion of indignation and righteous

wrath in his heart, felt that he too could do

the same. And how could he hold back the

miserable father, whatever he did in his

anguish ? If Stephen had not corrupted her,

then he had betrayed her. Poor Lily ! Poor

flower of folly, trained to her destruction !

He thought with a kind of rage of all con

cerned, from his own mother, who had begun

that fatal career, to the fond, deluded parents,

who had put their pride in their daughter and

brought her up a lady. A lady, and the

gamekeeper,s daughter,—too good for her

own people, not good enough for the others,

destined to trouble from her cradle, devoted

to misery and shame ! Poor Lily, it was no

fault of hers. It was not by her will that she

had been separated from the honest rustic

lover who would have made her father,s

daughter a good husband, had it been left to

nature. The gardener, with his little learn
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ing, his superior pretensions, his pleasant

house and work,—how happy Ford,s daughter

might have been in such a simple possible

promotion ! Whereas now, the ruin of one

brother or the prey of another,—was this all

her harmless vanity, her foolish training, her

fatal beauty, had brought her? To bloom

like a flower, and to be thrown away like one,

and perish, trodden underfoot. Edmund,s

heart was sore with these thoughts. He had

come to help, but how could he help ? Could

he take her back to these poor people, stained

and shamed, her glory and her sweetness

gone? Would she go with him, even,

abandoning the delight of a life of gaiety and

noise and so-called pleasure, to return to the

wretchedness of the home she had left and

the name she had covered with shame ?

Poor Lily, poor Lily ! His heart bled for

her, the victim of the folly of so many others

more than of her own.

As soon as it was possible to do so, he went

to Roger,s chambers, which he had always

shared, and in which, now that the day was

fully astir and awake, he had his own room

to retire to, to prepare himself for an interview
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which he dreaded more and more as it

approached. Though half a day seemed to

have passed since Edmund,s arrival, it was

still early, and Roger was not yet visible.

His letters were on the breakfast-table ready

for him, one in Mr. Mitford's well-known

hand, which Edmund perceived with a sen

sation of impatience almost insupportable ;

thinking of Stephen promoted to Roger's

place, of Stephen guilty and cruel in the place

of his honourable and innocent brother, and

of the unhappy girl who stood between them,

for whom Roger was suffering without blame,

and upon whose ruin Stephen would stand

triumphant. Could such things be ? It was

all he could do to restrain himself, not to

seize upon his father,s letter and tear it into

a thousand pieces ; but what would it matter ?

His father, Edmund knew in his heart,

would forgive Stephen's fault, but not Roger's.

It made no difference. Lily destroyed would

not stand in the younger brother's way, while

Lily honoured and beloved would ruin Roger.

It was horrible, but it was true.

When Roger appeared, he came up to

Edmund almost with enthusiasm, with a
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sparkle of pleasure in his eyes. ' I thought,

somehow, I should see you soon,, he said ;

' it seemed natural you should come after the

one who was down on his luck,' and he

grasped his brother's hand with an unusual

effusion. Though this was all that was said,

they were both a little moved,—Edmund, as

he felt, with better reason, for how he was to

make known his trouble now he could not

tell. The moment he saw Roger, all doubt

of him disappeared from his mind. To have

asked him where Lily was, or if he knew

anything of her, would have been an insult.

He had felt this with waverings from the

first, but he had no waverings on the subject

now. Roger, too, had a great deal of excite

ment about him, which took the form of

elation, and even gaiety : smiles danced in

his eyes ; he laughed, as he spoke, for

nothing, for mere pleasure. ' I hope you

got my letter,, he said; 'but you could

not, I fear, since you must have started last

night.,

' I got no letter. I was—anxious to see

you—to know I suppose you have been

arranging things.,
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' So well that I don,t understand how I

can have been so successful the first try. I

had made up my mind to everything that

was discouraging. You know, people say

that when you want anything very much, that

is precisely the time when you don't get it.

But I,ve had a different experience. I went

to see Hampton yesterday. I thought he

was the man, if there was anything to be

had : but you,ll never believe what he's going

to do. They're coming into office, you

know. The excellent fellow offered me the

post of his private secretary. What do you

think, Ned,—private secretary to a cabinet

minister, the very first try one makes ! ,

' I am very glad, Roger ; but it will be

hard work, and you're not used to that.,

'Work! what does that matter? I shall

delight in it, and there is no telling what

it may lead to. I never thought I should

fall into public life in this way ; but I have

always had a fancy for it, one time or other,

don,t you know ? '

Edmund did not know ; indeed, he thought

he knew the reverse, and that his brother

had aimed at a life untrammelled by any
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such confinement. But he did not say so.

' It is a capital beginning,, he said.

' I should think it was ! I never hoped

for anything of the kind : but I have a feel

ing,, said Roger, with again a little joyous

laugh, 'that my luck is going to turn, Ned.

I,ve had a good long spell of bad; I have

some good owing me, and I feel that it,s

coming. Why don't you say something, you

sulky fellow ? I believe you're not half

pleased.,

' I am pleased, as long as it pleases you.

It is not the life I should have planned for

you, but if you think you will like it '

' Think ! I don,t think, I know : it will

give me occupation and something serious to

think of. A man wants that when he settles

down. I wrote to Lily, too,' he said, his

voice softening, ' putting everything before

her.,

And then there was a blank silence for a

moment, one of those pauses full of mean

ing, upon which the most unsuspecting can

scarcely deceive themselves. Edmund did

not so much as look at his brother, whom he

was about to strike with so cruel a blow.
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' Well,, Roger said, after a moment, ' speak

out ; what have you got to say ? I know-

there is something. Let me have it without

more ado.,

' It is not so easy to speak out,, returned

Edmund.

' Why, Ned ! You forget that I know it

already. My father has done what he

threatened. He has put me out of the suc

cession. Do you think I did not know he

would keep his word ? And you have got

it, old fellow,' said Roger, putting out his

hand, 'and I am quite satisfied. I wish you

had got my letter. What England expects

of you now is that you should marry Eliza

beth, and live happy ever after. Did you

think I should grudge it to you, Ned ? "

Edmund listened to all this with a perfectly

blank face. It sounded in his ears like some

thing flat and fictitious, without interest, with

out meaning. He grasped the hand which

his brother held out to him across the corner

of the table, and held it fast. It seemed as

if that little speech which Roger made him

would never be done. Edmund held the

hand after Roger,s voice ceased, and again
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there was another pause. Then Edmund

heard his own voice say, as if it were some

one else speaking, 'When did you last see

Lily Ford ? ,

' See Lily ? , Roger looked at him with

wondering eyes. Then he said, with a little

impatience, ' I have not seen her since the

night before I left home. You know that.

She would not see me for some reason or

other, a panic about her father ; but I have

written, I have set everything before her

Ned, what is it ? What do you mean ? ,

' She did not—come with you to London ? ,

' Ned ! What do you mean ? Have you

taken leave of your senses ? Come with me

to London, the girl who is to be my wife ? ,

' I told them so,, said Edmund. He could

not lift his eyes and look Roger in the face.

'You told them so? Edmund,, said

Roger, laying his hand upon his brother's

arm, 'you have something to tell me, some

thing you are afraid to say. For Heaven,s

sake, out with it ! What is it ? Something

that I do not expect ? ,

' Roger,, said his brother, faltering, ' Roger,

Lily Ford disappeared from her home the
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day you left. They do not know where she

is, nor what has become of her. They

thought she might have come to London

with you. I told them that was impossible.

They are heart-broken ; they don,t know

where she is.,

Roger received this blow full in his breast.

He had not feared anything, he had no pre

paration for it. It came upon him like the

fire of a shooting-party, when a man is con

demned to die. The solid earth swam round

him. He heard the hesitating words come

one by one, singing through the air like

bullets ; and yet he did not know even now

what it meant.
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THREE BROTHERS

In the end, however, this dreadful news,

which Edmund had thought would kill his

brother, had little or no effect upon him. The

idea that Lily had in any way compromised

herself, that anything disgraceful could be

involved, or that there was wrong in it, was

one which Roger was incapable of receiving.

He was stunned for the moment by the mere

wonder, but recovered himself almost imme

diately. ' And she left no letter, gave them

no clue ? , he said gravely enough, yet with

a smile breaking through beneath the serious

ness of his lips.

' None whatever,, replied Edmund, watch

ing his brother keenly, with the strangest

new suspicions and doubts springing up in

his mind.

Roger said nothing for a minute or two ;

VOL. II Q
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and then, shaking his head, ' What unreason

ing creatures women are, the best of them !

Do you think she could suppose it possible

that I would be shaken off like that ? ,

' Shaken off—like what ? ,

' I don,t know what is the matter with

you, Ned : you look as if you were in great

trouble about something. Not about this,

I hope. Don,t you see it is as clear as day

light ? She is frightened of me, poor darling.

She thinks her father will lose his place, and

his home, and all his comforts. It is just

like a girl,s inconsequent way. If she re

moves herself out of the question, she thinks

all will be well. No doubt she is hiding

somewhere, with her poor little heart beat

ing, wondering if we will really let her get

lost and sacrifice herself. My poor, little,

silly, sweet Lily ! She has read too many

novels, no doubt : she thinks that's the best

way,—to make a sacrifice of herself.,

Edmund looked with a certain awe at his

brother,s face, lit up with the tenderest smile.

Roger was not thinking of any danger to

her, nor of how other people were affected,

nor of anything but the romantic, generous
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girl, following, perhaps, some example in a

novel, as little reasonable as any heroine of

romance. And was not she a heroine of

romance, the true romance which never fails

or is out of fashion,—and was not this un

reason the most exquisite thing in the world ?

He did not observe that his brother made no

answer : that Edmund gave him one wonder

ing glance only, and then averted his eyes.

Roger required no answer ; his mind was

altogether absorbed in this intelligence, which

he received in so different a way from that

which his brother feared.

'We mustn,t leave her too long in that

thought,, said Roger cheerfully. ' It,s curious

how sweet that want of reason is,—don,t you

think so ? No, you're too matter of fact,

Ned ; and besides, you have not .fallen under

the spell. What do they think ? Or rather,

where do they think she can have taken

refuge,—with some old aunt, or old friend,

or something ? They must have made some

guess.'

' I don,t think so. They thought, and

they almost persuaded me to think, that you

had brought her here with you.,
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' I bring her here with me ! ,

' I knew, of course, it was absurd,, said

Edmund, averting his eyes.

' There is a kind of unreason that is not

sweet,, said Roger quickly. 'What did they

suppose I could have done that for ? And it

was so likely she would have come with me,

her only half-accepted—when it is evident

it,s to escape me, to sacrifice herself, that

she,s gone away., He got up, and began to

pace about the room. ' This becomes a little

disagreeable,, he said. 'With me! What a

strange idea ! The most sensitive, delicate

—why, you might almost say prudish

And why, in the name of all that's ridiculous,

could I have wished her to come with me ? '

'That is what I felt,, Edmund said, but

still with averted eyes.

'Ah, Ned,, said Roger, 'that's the worst

of it. These good, honest people ! things

that would horrify us seem natural to them.

They would see nothing out of the question

in such an impossible proceeding,—to show

her London, perhaps, or consult her about

our future arrangements ? , He laughed, with

a faint awakening of uneasiness. ' And all
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the time she is in some nook in the country,

some old woman,s cottage, thinking how

clever she has been to hide herself from

everybody, but yet perhaps wondering

I wonder if she is wondering whether I am no

more good than that, whether I will let her

go , He paused a little, his voice melt

ing into the softness of a mother with her

child ; then he said quickly, ' We must get at

once the directions of all the old aunts.'

' They have no directions to give,, ob

served Edmund, in a low tone ; ' there seems

to be no one they can think of. And the

strange thing is that she appears to have

come to London the day before yesterday,

in the same train with you, Roger,—from

Molton Junction, so far as I can make out,

where it seems she sent off a telegram,

having walked there.,

'This is more mysterious than ever,, said

Roger, growing red under his eyes, ' but also

more natural than ever. Of course she must

have telegraphed to the house she was going

to. Of course London is the way to every

where ; or she might even have a friend in

town. Of course they must know of some
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one. You don't mean to say that they have

no relations, no friends, out of Melcombe ?

Come, Edmund,' he said, giving his brother

a sudden sharp pat on the shoulder, ' wake

yourself up ! We must find our way out of

this ; we are not going to be outgeneraled by

a simple girl. How strange,, he continued,

after a moment, ' that I didn,t see her ! Now

I think of it, 1 did see some one in the crowd

at Molton who reminded me To be

sure I said to myself, If I did not know

she was safe at home And, after all, I

never thought of looking when we got to

Paddington. By the way ,

'What, Roger?,

' It has just occurred to me. I saw

Stephen at the station ; he was going to

meet one of the men of his regiment. He

may have seen her. I suppose he knows

her,—by sight, at least ? ,

' Most probably, ,answered Edmund, scarce

ly knowing how to command his voice.

' And no one could see her without re

marking her. Steve may have noticed, Ned ;

he may have seen whether any one met her,

or what way she went. The moment I have
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swallowed my coffee , (which had in the mean

time grown cold on the table, and which was

the only part of an ample breakfast which

Roger seemed inclined to touch), ' I,ll go and

look him up.,

' Let me go,, Edmund suggested. ' I am

ready now ; and it will be easier for me, who

have no special interest, to make inquiries

than for you.'

' No special interest,, said Roger, with an

unsteady laugh. ' If it didn,t happen to be

my brother Ned,s way to think of every

body's interests before his own ,

' Because I have none in particular, you

see,, returned Edmund, waving his hand as

he hurried away. He was too glad to find

himself outside Roger's door, and under no

further necessity to veil the changes of his

countenance. It had gone to his heart like

a sudden arrow to hear that Stephen had

been seen at the station going to meet some

one. Whom was he going to meet, and

what would he say, and how reply to the

questions that must be forced upon him ?

Edmund had no faith in Stephen,s reply. He

had no faith in him in any way, nor any
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hope of satisfaction from him. If only he

could keep Roger from suspecting, and pre

vent any meeting from which enlightenment

could come !

Stephen was not to be found at his club,

though it was known there that he was in

town. He was not to be found at the rooms

where he generally lived when in London.

The people there knew nothing of Captain

Mitford,s whereabouts ; they did not believe

he was in town ; they had seen nothing of

him : from which Edmund drew the conclu

sion, which was far from reassuring, that

Stephen had established himself somewhere

else. He went back to the club a second time,

after seeking his brother in every other quarter

he could think of, and was again disappointed.

But as he turned away from the door, sadly

cast down, and feeling himself baffled at

every turn, he met Stephen coming along

Piccadilly, in all the splendour of his town

clothes, with that additional exquisite neat

ness of detail which the military element

gives. Stephen was very triumphant to be

hold, in his strength and fulness of life : his

hair exuberant in a hundred curls, his step
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spurning the pavement, his whole appearance

the perfection of health and cleanness and

superlative polish and care. Another man,

equally splendid, brushed, and shaven, and

smoothed into perfection, walked with him,

and Edmund, in his country habiliments and

with his anxious mind, felt himself a shabby

shadow beside those dazzling specimens of

their kind. His brother was passing him,

with two fingers extended to be shaken, and

a ' Hallo, Ned ! , when Edmund came to a

stand before him, and compelled him to

pause. Stephen,s companion paused, too,

with momentary suspicion, then passed along,

saying something under his moustache of see

ing him again at the club. They were quite

near the club, and Edmund read in Stephen,s

face the contrariety of being so near shelter

and yet caught. For he saw in a moment

that the splendour of his brother,s appearance

was but outside, and that his face was not as

radiant as his clothes.

'Well,, cried Stephen, ' I thought you had

gone home, Ned. It seems to me you are

getting as bad as the worst of us, always

about town.,
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' I have come up on special business,, said

Edmund, and he thought the splendid

Stephen winced a little, as if he might have

a suspicion what that business was.

' Really ! So have I,—with that fellow

that left us just now ; he,s gone to wait for

me at the club. I owe him a trifle. I,ll see

you another time.'

' My business is very much with you,, re

plied Edmund, 'but I'll walk with you. I

need not detain you.,

' Oh, about the will,' said his brother, with

a laugh. ' I heard from the governor to-day.

It,s all right, old fellow. I,ll take it like a

shot; I,ve no delicacy. If Roger and you

choose to be a couple of fools, what does that

matter to me ? '

' There is something else which matters,

though,, answered Edmund sternly. 'You

know why Roger is out of it. So far as I can

hear, the same reason stands against you.,

' What ! , said Stephen, ' that I am going

to marry ? Not a bit of it. Not such a

fool, thank you. I,ve no more thought of

marrying than you have, and little inclination

that way.' His colour heightened, however,
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and his breath quickened, and he did not

meet Edmund's eye.

' It is not marriage ; it is—Lily Ford.'

' Well,, cried his brother, turning upon him

sharply, ' what of her ? The little damned

jilt ; the , He paused, with an evident

sense of having committed himself, and

added angrily, ' What the devil has she got

to do with me ? ,

' Much ; for she belongs to our immediate

surroundings, and my father will never put

up with an injury to a person who is really,

one of his household. She must be restored

to her family at once.'

' Restored ! ' exclaimed Stephen, with a

harsh laugh* ' You speak at your ease, my

friend Ned. You must have a thing before

you can restore it. I,ve had nothing to say

to the lady, and therefore I can,t give her

back.'

' We had better go somewhere where we

can talk with more safety. These are not

subjects for the club or Piccadilly.,

' Piccadilly has heard as much as most

places, and so has the club ; and I don,t

know what there is to talk about.'
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' Stephen, where is Lily Ford ? ,

Stephen swore a big oath under his

breath. 'What have I to do with Lily

Ford? If you are trying to put blame upon

me, mind what you are about, Ned ; I,m not

a safe man to meddle with. If you mean to

spoil my luck with got-up stories '

' She came to London on Tuesday night,,

interrupted Edmund abstractedly, as if he

were summing up evidence, ' and you met her

at the station. Where is she now? If you

.will tell me that, I will ask you no further

questions.,

' Who told you I met her at the station ?

You are making up fables against me.'

' Stephen, where is Lily Ford ? ,

It was in Piccadilly, with all the people

passing ; impossible to make any scene there,

had life and death been in it. Edmund,s

voice was low, but Stephen had no habit of

subduing his tones or controlling himself,

and he was already excited. The fury of a

man baffled, disappointed, tricked,—for so he

thought it,—whose victim had turned the

tables on him, and placed him in the position

of a fool instead of that of a scoundrel, raged
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within him, and it was a relief to vent it

upon some one. He griped his brother's

arm with a sudden force which took Edmund

by surprise and made him stagger, and he

swore again by the highest name. ' By

! I don,t know. And if I did I shouldn't

tell you. I ,11 break the head of any man who

asks me such a question again. Stand out

of the way ! '

Edmund's arm was raised instinctively to

resist the push aside which his brother gave x

him, as Stephen released him from his grasp.

But already the altercation had caught the

eyes of two or three passers-by, and Edmund

had an Englishman's dread of exposure and

horror of making an exhibition of himself.

He stepped back, answering only with a look

the insolent gaze which Stephen fixed upon

him, and in which there was an uneasy in

quiry, an alarm which neutralised the defiance.

It was not a light matter to submit to such

rough treatment, but a quarrel in the open

street, and above all in Piccadilly, was the

last thing in the world to be thought of, as

Stephen, cowardly in his audacious selfish

ness, well knew. Edmund let his brother
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brush past, and after a moment turned back

in the other direction, silent while his heart

burned. Stephen was fully aware that

Edmund would make no public quarrel, and

took advantage of it, as bullies do.

Edmund had said more than he was sure

of, without premeditation, in the haste and

heat of his first address to his brother. ' You

met her at the station., He had not been

aware that he meant to say this until he

heard himself saying it. But he had no

doubt now that Stephen was guilty ; the

very absence of all hesitation in his response,

his instant comprehension of the question,

made it apparent that Stephen had nothing

to learn in respect to Lily's flight. And God

help the unfortunate girl if she were in his

ruthless hands ! God help the miserable

parents, to whom Edmund could not have a

word of comfort to say !

His heart was very heavy as he went

along amid the stream of people flowing

towards the park. It was afternoon by this

time, and the carriages had begun to follow

each other in a long line. Everything looked

bright and gay, with that impression of end
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less prosperity, wealth, ease, and luxury

which few other scenes convey to a similar

degree. No doubt, among that luxurious

crowd there was no lack of sad histories,

aching hearts, unhappy parents, and ruined

children ; but the glitter and splendour seemed

to carry the misery of his thoughts deeper

into his heart.

Until all at once he woke to a terror near

to himself, a danger which touched him more

than anything that had happened, or could

happen, to Lily Ford.
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STEPHENS ANSWER

This terror which seized Edmund did not

come upon him for the first time : he had

already perceived the supreme danger of

making known his suspicions of Stephen to

Roger ; but there had been enough in the

inquisition which was forced into his hands,

and the question whether or not Stephen

were really guilty, to distract his thoughts.

Now, however, that he must carry back to

Roger, Stephen,s disavowal, a disavowal

which could, he said to himself, convince no

body, and which was of something quite dif

ferent from the simple question which Roger

had intended to put, a real panic seized upon

him. Lily,s disappearance was not an event

which could be forgotten. It was not a thing

of the moment, which could pass out of re

collection, with all its attendant circumstances,
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when its novelty was exhausted. Had it

been the father and mother alone, poor, help

less, miserable people, they might have been

silenced somehow, and the cause of this mis

fortune concealed. But Roger would leave

no stone unturned ; he would resolutely clear

up the mystery, and seek the girl whom he had

loved, so bitterly to his own cost, until at

least he had found that the Lily of his dreams

was lost for ever. Edmund shuddered to

think what would befall his brother when he

made this discovery : but more terrible still

was the thought of what would happen

when, in that search, Roger was brought

face to face with the man who bore his

own name, his father,s son, his own flesh

and blood.

In a state of distraction, the third of the

sons of Melcombe, he who must stand between

the two thus made deadly enemies, divided

by a wrong which could never be forgotten

or forgiven, dwelt upon this inevitable dis

covery, and hurrying through the streets,

unconscious of the crowd, turned over and

over in his confused mind every expedient

by which it could be averted. A thousand
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schemes passed wildly before him, only to be

rejected. He laughed within himself at the

futile suggestion that Roger might be per

suaded to go away, to withdraw from the

scene of his loss, that first thought which

occurs to every Englishman in trouble. It

was not so long since he had himself hurried

his brother over the banal road into the com

monplace resorts of weariness and wretched

ness. That was not to be done again ; and

on what pretence, till Lily was proved un

worthy, could Roger be driven from the new

life he had planned ? And how was Lily to

be accounted for without the unveiling of

that most horrible complication of all, and

the revelation of the destroyer of Roger's

hopes and dreams in his brother ?

Edmund felt himself paralysed by this

terror, which he saw no way of escaping.

He was as helpless as he was panic-stricken,

and wandered about for the rest of the day,

with no aim but to keep out of Roger,s way,

and no power to originate any expedient by

which he might stave off the danger.

At last the moment came which could not

have been long avoided. He met Roger at
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the end of the street in which their rooms

were, about the hour of dinner, and for a

moment hoped that he was going out to fill

some engagement, and that there might still

be a breathing time.

Roger had just come out, dressed for

dinner, with a light overcoat over his evening

clothes ; and it seemed to Edmund, who was

still in his country suit, not fit for London,

and sadly worn out and wretched, that the

mere fact of his careful dress showed that his

brother had shaken off the impression of the

bad news. But when he saw more distinctly,

by the uncertain evening light, Roger,s face,

white and rigid, with the upper lip closed

down upon the lower, as if made of iron, he

was quickly undeceived. As soon as they

met, Roger put his arm within Edmund's,

and turned him round in the direction in

which he was himself going, with that ignor

ing of his brother,s inclinations, even of his

weariness and bodily needs, which is in some

cases the highest compliment one man can

pay to another.

'Ned,' he began, without any preface, ' the

more I think of it, the more wretched it
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makes me. Was she a girl to disappear like

that, leaving her people in anxiety ? Besides,

what motive was there for any such mystery ?

She might have let them know somehow,—

she must have done so. Ned, my Lily has

been spirited away ! ,

Edmund was taken by surprise. ' No,

no—who would do that ? , he asked, bewil

dered by the suggestion.

' Who ? Any one. Some madman who

had seen her. We think we have outlived

such things, but we haven,t, Ned. Passion

is as mad as ever it was. Or even to get

her out of my way, my father ,

'Impossible! Such a thing would never

enter his mind !,

' There is nothing impossible ! , returned

Roger, with nervous heat, 'except that my

Lily should go—should consent , The

deep murmur of his voice ceased in something

inarticulate, a note of such immeasurable pain,

of horrible doubt hidden under words of cer

tainty, that Edmund felt all his fears realised.

Then Roger gave himself a shake, as if to get

rid of some nightmare, and asked, with an air

of sudden awakening, ' Did Stephen see her ?
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Did he notice anything—which way she

went ?,

' No, he noticed nothing.,

Something in Edmund,s tone made Roger

look at him keenly. ' He must have seen

her. I could bring it to his recollection,—

the night we met and the circumstances,

which of course you did not know.,

' Don,t, Roger, for Heaven,s sake ! Why

should you ask him again ? Don't you be

lieve me ? He knows nothing. Don,t let

us bring in any one more.,

' There is something in that, , said Roger,

with momentary acquiescence ; then, after a

pause, he asked, ' Did he know her—at all ?,

' I can't tell you,, replied Edmund hastily,

feeling that the intolerableness of the situation

began to affect his nerves and temper. ' I

suppose he must have known her by sight :

I don,t know. What is the use of bringing

him into it ? He can tell us nothing.,

Roger looked at his brother with a dawn

ing suspicion in his eyes. ' I don't think you

are just to Stephen,, he remarked. ' I am

going to see for myself.,

' Roger,, said Edmund, making use, like a
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woman, of the weariness and exhaustion

which he felt,—though, like a woman, he

could have disguised and suppressed them,

had not the other way afforded a possibility

of deliverance,—' I wish you could come with

me first, and get me some dinner. I am

fairly worn out. It has not been a good

time for me, these last few days, and I have

been wandering about from one place to

another ,

'How selfish I am!' interrupted Roger,

' forgetting all you have been doing, and

even to ask you Come along, Ned ;

we,ll get something at the club.'

The penalty of this expedient was, that

Edmund had to eat a prolonged dinner,

which he needed, indeed, but for which he

had no appetite, and which he allowed to

linger on, through course after course, while

Roger sat opposite to him, eating nervously

a piece of bread, drinking the wine that was

poured out for him without even observing

what it was, sending away dish after dish

with a half shudder of disgust, and with

the wonder of a preoccupied mind that his

brother should be capable of dining in so
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prolonged a way at such a moment. Edmund

had to pay this penalty, and accepted it with

what fortitude he could. He calculated,

while he sat having everything handed to

him, that by this time, probably, Stephen

was disposed of for the evening ; dining out,

perhaps ; or, which was more likely,—the

horrible thought obtruded itself, even though

it was so essential that he should give Roger

no clue to the nature of his thoughts,—that

Stephen might be at this moment by the

side of the deceived and lost creature to

whom Roger, with his white face of anxiety,

was still holding loyally as his bride.

' Now,, said Roger, with a faint smile, 'if

you are satisfied, Ned, don,t you think we

might go ?,

If he were satisfied ! He tried to laugh,

too, and answered, ' I had eaten nothing all

day. Don,t you think it is a little too late

now ?'

' I think You shall go home and

go to bed, Ned. You,re worn out : and it

cannot have the same overwhelming interest

for you as for me,—though you,re very good,,

said Roger. It was Edmund,s rdle to have
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good intentions attributed to him. He took

care not even to smile, not to groan, as he

got up from the table at which he had been

working so hard to make the meeting he

dreaded impossible.

' No,, he answered, ' I,m not going to bed.

I 'm going with you, Roger, wherever you go,

—provided it is not among any of your fine

friends, in this garb.,

' My fine friends ! ' exclaimed Roger, with

indignant astonishment. ' Can you suppose

me capable of going anywhere—anywhere?

I thought you knew better what this is to

me. Do you know what it is ? It is life or

death! If anything has happened to her

My God!'

The most tragic scenes, the most tragic

words, are often mixed up in our strange

life with the most petty and common, and

desperate appeals to the last Arbiter of all

things rise out of the depths of wretched

hearts over the broken meats of a disordered

table. There is something more heart

rending in them, under such circumstances,

than when there is no jar of the ignoble

matters of every day in the despair and
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passion. Roger standing over the table at

which his brother had dined, in his correct

evening dress, with his miserable face ; the

brown bread which he had been crumbling

to pieces before him ; his overcoat, which he

had not cared to take off, hanging open ; the

background of cheerful parties dining; the

murmur of cheerful talk around, made such

a combination as would have smitten the

hardest heart. He had come to that, that

he had begun to acknowledge the possibility

of something having happened to Lily :

something which could not but be disastrous,

horrible ; something which might make an

end of that which no other power on earth

could have ended, for which he had been

prepared to sacrifice everything that could

be called life. There was a tremor in him

which was visible, even though he was

nervously erect and steady, in the outline

of his figure,—a faint, nervous trick of

movement which he could not restrain, and

of which, indeed, he was unconscious. He

put his hand hastily upon Edmund,s arm, as

they went out together. It was dry and

burning, and he did not see the step at the
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door, and stumbled as they went out into the

noise and bustle of the street.

Provided only that Stephen might not be

found when they sought him at his club !—for

happily they could not seek him elsewhere.

Edmund estimated the chances hurriedly, as

they went along, and felt them to be all in

his favour. If Lily were somewhere in

London awaiting her lover, it was not

possible that Stephen should spend the

evening at his club. But Edmund was too

anxious and too unhappy to take the comfort

out of this which he felt to be justified ; for

every one knows how perverse circumstances

are, and how a chance which would have no

importance on another occasion will often

detain a man, when his detention for that

uncalculated moment means a catastrophe.

So inscrutable, so little to be reckoned upon,

is this strange life, which seems the sport of

accidents, which is at least so little in our

hands to arrange or settle ! These thoughts

went through Edmund,s mind in a confused

torrent, as he walked with Roger to Stephen's

club, once more along that crowded pavement

of Piccadilly, where so many men like them
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selves were hurrying on to all manner of

engagements, and close to which so many

carriages, coming and going, conveyed the

fairest and the brightest and the most dis

tinguished from one scene of pleasure to

another,—of pleasure woven with so many

threads of suffering, of festivity, and of

tragedy. When the mind is full of distress

and anxiety, such ideas come naturally. It

is perhaps a little aid in bearing our own

burdens to think how others are weighed

down, and how little any one can know from

the exterior.

It would have been, however, but a poor

observer who could not have perceived that

the two brothers walking along from one club

to another were bound on no common errand.

The faint yet almost palsied thrill of nervous

movement about Roger, and Edmund's fever

of anxiety, were not sufficiently veiled to be

imperceptible to any keen eye. Neither of

them seemed to breathe as they approached

the place. Edmund, who knew how well his

own excitement was justified, could not quite

understand how it should have so communi

cated itself to Roger, who, so far as he knew,
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was unaware of any foundation for it. He

pressed his brother,s arm as they went up to

the open door. ' Roger, you'll take care not

to let him pick a quarrel ! He was very im

patient of my question ; he may be still more

so to have it repeated. A row in the family,

between brothers '

' Why should we quarrel ? What reason

is there for any row ? , Roger said sternly ;

and Edmund had no answer to give.

Stephen was there,—upstairs. They went

in together, Roger first, Edmund scarcely

able to breathe. A group of men were de

scending as they went up, and on the landing

the two brothers perceived Stephen, the last

of the band. His companions were talking

and laughing, but he was coming down

silently, with an angry cloud on his face. The

two young men waited for him on the landing,

which gave them full time to note his aspect

and the unusual gravity of his looks ; but he

did not observe them, so occupied was he

with his own thoughts, till he was close upon

them. Then Roger put out his hand and

touched him on the arm. Stephen started,

and raised his eyes with a sudden gleam of
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impatience : evidently he was not in a temper

to be disturbed. But when he saw who it

was, a look of fury came into his eyes,—they

were very light eyes, which looked sinister in

excitement. 'Hallo!' he cried, 'you there

again ! , He passed over Roger with inten

tion, and fixed his look upon Edmund, who

stood behind.

' Stephen,, said Roger, ' I have a question

to ask you., He was drawing his breath

quickly and with difficulty.

' I presume,, said Stephen slowly, scowling,

drawing back a little, ' it,s the same question

as that fellow put to me to-day. What the

is it your business whether I know or

whether I don,t know ? I told him I 'd break

any man,s head that asked me that again ! ,

'Nevertheless, you must give me an

answer,, returned Roger, making a step for

ward. The question had not been put into

words ; there seemed no need between them

for any such details. Neither of his brothers

was in the least aware what it was which

brought such fury into Stephen,s eyes and

tone. Roger, who accused him of nothing,

whose question was in reality of the most
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simple character, was irritated by an opposi

tion which appeared so uncalled for. He

advanced a little as Stephen drew back. ' If

you have any light to throw upon the matter,

for Heaven,s sake answer me,, he said, put

ting up his hand, as Stephen thought, to seize

him by the coat.

There was in the younger brother a fury

which had no means of utterance, which

caught at the first possibility of getting vent.

He pushed Roger back with a violence of

which he was himself totally unaware. ' I

warned him—the first man that asked me that

question again ! , he cried savagely, thrusting

his brother from him with all his force. They

were all three on the edge of the heavy stone

stairs, none of them conscious or thinking of

any danger. Perhaps there would have been

no danger if Roger had been in his ordinary

condition of health. As it was, before a word

could be said or a breath drawn, before

Stephen was aware of the violence of the

thrust backward which he had given, Roger

went down like a stone. There was a breath

less, horrible moment, while the two who

were left looked involuntarily into each other's
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faces : then Edmund, with a spring, reached

the bottom of the stairs, where, all huddled

upon himself, like a fallen house, his brother

lay. In a moment—it was no more : as if a

flash of lightning had come out of the sky

and struck him down there.
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